


TOP SECRET 

THE CASE OP THE "ROTE KAPELUE" 

PREFACE 

The size and oonplexity of the organisations considered 
the general heading of the "Rote Kapelle" are such that it is difficult 
to produce a sinple and concise account of the whole system. 

In this production, therefore, we present the following:- 

Pert I - an account of the systen, group by group, embodying 
the essential details of the available information. 

Part II - an account of the systen, treated year by year and 
incorporating some speculative comment. This repeats tho 
information in part I, but arranges it differently. 

Part III - Personalities Index. This gives personal details 
and brief histories of almost every individual vdho is believed 
to have been associated with the organisations. Those of lesser 
importance have not necessarily been mentioned in the narrative 
of Parts I and II, 

It has been necessary to exclude ouch detail from this woric 
since if no limitations were set it would extend to an enormous size. 
It is felt that an account of the "Rote Kapelle" should be completed 
ana issued now, and that further study or investigation should be 
assessed in its proper light, that is, as relevant to counter-espionage 
against the Russians for present-day needs. Thero has been so eZTr 
of the luea growing up that investigation of the "Rote Kapellp" 
end in itself. The truth of the matter is that 80 
useful because it deals with examples of Russian InfoVi Testisat:w? is 
and should be oo-related and merged with the cene-ml activities, 
effort against Soviet Russia. general counter-intelligence 

in particular instances, inf orma-Hnn u 
we have exoluded fron this production nay beoonn If possess but which 
of* course, be mde available to those ^ 

q e 14 as 016 occasion arises. 
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TO? SECRET 

THE GxJ3E OP THE “ROTE IOTPELLE" 

Foreword 

• t icenoe networks 

1. It will be seen that.most of the war at which time 
described in this paper were in existence e countries, including 
they were employed against several V/os*;ern Eu*°P were controlled by 
Germany. These groups were isolated iron eac. JAn maintaining a 
trained experienced Russian agents and were succe . gy^ence on 
high degree of security. Although there xs xx in obtaining 
the point, it must be assumed that they were so seeking. 
at least some of the secret information which they 

2. With the onslaught of war, the main^flussianrw'eM^t^ to 
most, or all, of the resources available to the Russians the 

operate against that country at the expense of their wor conmuniCation 
others, L the difficulties of operation administration and communic 

in war-time increased, the isolation of the networks ro 
and many other security measures had, at least to some ex e , 

saorificed. 

3. From the foregoing it may be inferred that the methods used by 
the Russian Intelligence Service to-day are more likely to be evolve 
from those in force before the war than from those employed during t. 
Thus, when investigating the present activities of the R.I.S. it is not 
always helpful to seek parallels in their v/ar-time operations. 

4. On the other hand, war-time experiences and the lessons learned 
from them have undoubtedly modified the behaviour of the R.I.S. and a 
knowledge of these is therefore of some value to those currently ooncerned 
with combatting Russian espionage. 

5. Possibly the most valuable product of the study leading up to 
this paper has been the collection of information about those individuals 
who previously worked for the R.I.S. and who survived to work to-day 
(or who associated with those who work for the Russians to-day). Our 
experienoe suggests that the professional Russian spy, who is qualified 
for, and experienced in working abroad may continue to operate in spite 
of having been detected or even imprisoned in the past. Some of the 
personal details, therefore, which have been amassed in the preparation 
of this work may be of practical use in future investigations and will, 
no doubt, be incorporated in the reoords of the Counter-Intelligence 
Services of some of the Western powers. 

6. "Rote Kapelle" was the cover-name for a’secret operation started 
by Ast. Belgien (Abwehr III.F) in August 1941 and conducted against a 
station of the Russian Intelligence Service which had been detected in 
Brussels by the "Funkabwohr". Subsequently the operation extended into 
France, Holland, Germany and Switzerland, whoro at least seven malor 
Russian networks were penetrated. "Kapelle" was an accepted 'bwehr 
term for Counter-Espionage undertakings against secret wire]*** 
and in the case of the Brussels station, "Rote” was used to di^fe^wlte 
it from other enterprises conducted by «.st„ Belgien. T'i°’ce 

7. In July 1942, the case of the "Rote Kapelle" +ni 

Ast. Belgian by section IV. A, 2. of the Sicherheitsdienst °V!J; fr°m 
arrest of two leading Russian agents, Leopold'TREPFFR ftn/v/TA.™ 
a small independent Gestapo unit, Sonderlcommando "Rote K*-■ -n ^ SUKQL0V# 
formed in Paris in November 1942. ..t a later Ate the ““ was 

was 

/commanded 
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Foreword (continued). 

•+ generally known 
commanded by Kriminalrat Pannvdtz by whose.name i v ^ following up the 
thereafter. It was especially entrusted with the as v -nrussels, Paris 
leads resulting from the arrests which had taken place 

and Marseilles. 

8. At least seven important Russian networks - so™? by the 
Red Army Intelligence Service and others believes. to e control. It 
M.G-.B. were discovered and either eliminated or brought . ^ad 
is clear that by the end of the war the German Intelligence . least 
penetrated the main Russian Organisation in Western Europe, ° ^ snite 
were dealing with one of its j^rincipal branches. It appears nation 
of the success of the German operations, however, the Russian S 

was not entirely eliminated. 

9. The present work has its origin in our discovery of the Ger 
counter intelligence effort against the R.I.S. during.the war and o s 
it owes its name. Its 3cope; however, is wider than its title may sugges 
for it is in reality a review of our information on a large range of 
Russian intelligence activities in Western Europe between 1 93® 



TREPPER' s Group^ 

Chapter I. Introduction, 

■Pni «ru3. capable nian} who 
1. Leopold TREPPER was an extremely resourceful in Western 
eventually became a director of the Red Army Intel 2 particular 
Europe, and responsible for several espionage groups. early in 
network described here is named after him since he foun e ^ th him. 
his career and it was composed of people immediately conne _ 

TREPPER's Group operated, under the control of the 4th DePar_r f 
the General Staff of the Red Army, in Belgium, and later in Fr > 
1936 to 1942. It owed its success very largely to TREPPER s yn 

personality. 

2. It is believed that TREPPER first made contact with Soviet 
espionage agents in Paris in ^932. Thereafter he was sent to Moscow o 
be trained for three years, He returned to Western Europe in about 93 
and began recruiting a network of agents. Little is known about the 
activity of his group between ".936 and 1940; apart from what TREPPER 
chose to reveal to the Germans after his arrest in 1942. It is thought^ 
that it concentrated mainly on Prance and the United Kingdom, and that it 
was only turned against Germany at a 1»ter date. These enterprises 

appear to have been successful. 

3* TREPPER operated his group under the cover of various firms. At 
first it was centered on Brussels, but shortly after the German invasion 
of the Low Countries, TREPPER moved his headquarters to Paris and left 
Victor SUK0L0V behind in charge of the remaining network. The Germans 
made several arrests in Brussels toy,1arc’s the end of 1941 which eventually 
led to the capture of TREPPER in i$42. TREPPER offered his services to 
the Germans and revealed the names of most of his group, besides the 
identities of certain other persons with whom he was in contact. It is 
believed that he did so only because he knew that their capture was 
inevitable. The Germans appear to have been taken in by his apparent 
good faith and TREPPER was able to carry out a successful triple-cross. 
He managed to escape after about nano months. 

4. It is highly probable that TREPPER did not disclose the whole 
of his network. Some of his agents may still be active, while others 
including TREPPER himself, are believed to be still alive and may * 
re-appear. 

3» Wc have little evidence by which to assess the value of 'TREPPER' a 
group to the Russians. However, consideration of the movements and 
general activities of those concerned, and of the lines of communication 
known to have existed, surest that the network did obtain intelligence 
of considerable value. 

Chapter II. Pre-war Activities C1936 - 1939). 

1. In December 1936, having completed his training -iv, 1- 
TREPPER was despatched on a mission to Franco Ho a ■ n kosc°w, Leoj 

report on the general situation and draw up plans fo^%£nStrUGted to 
an espionage network which it is believed was to \establiahm®nt 
the United Kingdom. He returned to Moscow to agai 

using on each occasion false papers in a different^ 1937 and W8 
travelled to Brussels and met Leon GROSS V0£Fr e* In 1937 ho 
believed he had previously known in pSeS 

/General 
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) 

and ,'i7as 

Chapter II (continued). 

nV« since 1935> 
General Manager to the "Excellent Raincoat o P ^ aBout the tide 
transferred to the post of travelling anspe 

TREPPER’s first visit to Brussels in 193/» 
. ,,+ed Brussels from 

2. Towards the end of 1938 TREPTER again visi ^ ^ belioVsa 
Moscow, probably using the cover of a bxrines ‘ dollars in the 
that he financed GROSSVOGEL to the ex ten o # „ or0ign Excelled 
formation of a small export company known a3 >1938 as a subsidiary 
Raincoat Company", which was created became manager of t e 
of the "Excellent Raincoat Company . GRObbVU^^u raincoats to 
new concern which was designed to deal in. e whether GROSSVOGEL 

Denmark, Finland, Norway and Sweden. It as n Russian agent and that 
realised at the time that TkEFPER was acting ^SB 
he intended to use the firm as a cover for esp 

3. In March 1939, TREEPER established himseif ih time 
as Adam WKLER, a wealthy Canadian business ith the object of 
GROSSVOGEL nade a tour of the Scandinavian coun Kaincoat Company". 
establishing branch offices of the "Foreign Excellent Rainoo r 

His tour was not a success since though *>»»•« branch office 
local regulations made it difficult to create the t^eoi^n 

requiredf Only one office was in fact established “ 
was put in the charge of a Belgian named BOELL » -PnTlv drawn 
by the Belgian Embassy. By this time GROSSVOGEL had been ul y 

into the scheme and had been formally recruited by Moscow ag 

4. In April 1939 TREPPER was joined by Michel MAKAROV who arri 
from Moscow via Paris with a Uruguayan passport in the name of Carlos 
ALAMO. MAKAROV was sent to Ostena by TREPPER as manager of a branoh 
of the "Foreign Excellent Raincoat Company". He was a wireless operator 
who had also been trained in the art of producing forged papers. Shortly 

after MAKAROV1 s arrival TKEPPER was introduced by GROSSVOGEL to 
Abraham RAJCHMANN, whom he was able to recruit as a forger thereby 

releasing MAKAROV for general duties. 

5. In July 1939 Victor SUKOLOV arrived in Brussels with a Uruguayan 

passport in the name of Vincente SIERRA. He was on his way to Copenhagen 
where it was intended that ho should organise a subsidiary network of his 

own. He was not strictly under TREPPER1 s orders, but was to acquire some 
experience, especially in commercial matters before taking up his own 

duties. 

6. The imminence of war caused these plans to be considerably 
revised. It became necessary to olose down the Stockholm branoh of the 

"Foreign Excellent Raincoat Company" and the creation of any further 
branches became impossible, SUKOLOV’s transfer to Copenhagen was 
cancelled and on Moscow's instructions he was attached to the Belgian 
network. Up till that time communication had been maintained through 
the Soviet Trade Delegation in Brussels, but now the need for an 
independent wireless link with Russia became acute. 

Chapter III. Wartime activity (l?40 - 1942). 

1. In May 1940 the German invasion of the Low Countries cre*-^ i 
problems. MiJLJlOV was bombed out of Ostend and was transferred ^ * * 
Brussels, where he was given the task of organising a W/T 1-inV 

Moscow. TREPPER's position became insecure as he was still ^ 

Brussels as a Canadian busir* ss man. He arranged through the Ri ° 

/Embassy 



continued 

.thdrew hirnself ^° 
GROSSVOGKL (a Je* 

the Gcroo-n£5 

TRERPER and 
a late manager 

and another 

i .J.Y- At this 
real identity 

Embassy for his family to be evacuated to Moscow 
unoccupied France in July 1940* he was accompany 
who was obliged to leave as he had no moans o 3 PP 
having expropriated the "Excellent Raincoat yqp -n 
GROSS VOGEL were later joinod by Frau GR0SSV0GEL, 
of the "Foreign Excellent Raincoat Company , an _ m,Tr 
business acquaintance of GROSSVOGEL's named 
stage neither JASPAR nor DRAIILY were aware 1 

or activities. 

2. In TREPPER's absence, SUK0L0V took over the V/T 
Belgian network with MAKAROV, now established in Brussels, In additioi 
operator, and a woman named Rita BLOCH employed as a°° _ * jOSefa 
there were several sub-agents who included Hermann ^ d TREPPER# 
POTSNENSKA, and Isidor SPRINGER, a courier between SUKOLUV 

3. In France TREPPER renewed his direct contact hQ 
getting in touch with General SUSL0PAR0FF, the Russian Military Attao 
in Vichy, and sot about the creation of a now organisation, e‘ * 
a new identity as a Frenchman undor the name of Jean GILBERT, ® 
step was to provide the Belgian organisation with a new commerc° * 
For this purpose GR0SSV0GEL was instructed to recruit Nazarin DKALLLi 
who was sent back to Belgium to consult with SUK0L0V about the formatio 
of a new company. At the same tine GR0SSV0GEL organised another concern 
in Paris under the name of SIHEX which was to be linked with the 
Belgian Company, 

4# On 19th March 1941, the Belgian Company was created under the 
name of SIMEXJCO, with SUK0L0V as managing director and Nazarin DRAILLY 
as the seoond largest shareholder. The remainder of the board ms made 
up of Belgian business men who wore unaware of the firm's connexion with 
espionage, SUK0L0V's wireless link with Moscow was in operation and 
liaison was maintained by courier and personal visits with the group in 
Franoe, In the late ^utumn 1941, SUK0L0V made a journey to Germany on 
Mosoow's instructions, travelling presumably under the aliaB of Vincente 
SIERRA. During thi3 visit, he made contact with SCHULZE-BOYSJEN (see 
Chapters XIII - XIV) who was in charge of an important group in Berlin, 
and attempted to restore that group's W/T communication with Moscow, 
The SCHULZE-BOYSEN W/T set never functioned satisfactorily and the 
group was obliged to send its traffic to Brussels for transmission to 
Moscow over SUKOLOV's link. 

3* TRLPIER' s communications with Moscow were also carried at this 
tine over SUKOLOV's transmitter in Brussels, As this was an inconvenie' 
and dangerous arrangement TREPPER endeavoured to organise his own W/T 
link in France. For this purpose he recruited Herz and Miriam SOKOL 
who were, however, not ready to operate until April 1942. In SentanW 
1941, TREPPER was brought into touch for the fi«t time with Hen^ 
ROBINSON (see Chapters X - XII) who controlled a largo group of Sent., 
in Franco. Tho introduction was arranged through General SUSIAPAPn™ 
shortly before tho Russian Mission withdrew frofviSTto SUSL1PAR0FF 
contrary to the normal practice that ROBINSON and TREPPER 'AAoA W?8 
touch with each other. It is said that an exc^tio^f^to tM 
ease because it was thought that vnnnRAM■ „_l. , _ naae ln this 

6. In the Summer 1941 
assistant Anton DANILOV, wh< 
the Soviet Embassy at Viohy, 
by the Germans while he was 
was being run by Rita BLOCH 
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Chapter III (continued). 

, ^ waS pPQated wiljh 

latter were arrested at the same time. D.iNIL0V s_W/T MAKAROV was 

the assistance of a mobile D/P unit of the Fun ^ nr,rnin£. TREK?®^ 
arrested when he visited the house on the following * called at the 
himself was taken into custody for a short while w acting was so good 
house a few hours after DANILOV’s arrest. However, before any further 
that he was able to secure his release and warn 0„nT,Pa to France with 
damage was done. SUKOLOV withdrew from SIMEXCO and es P shorfc period 
his mistress Marguerite BARCZA and Isidor SPRINGER. ccompanied by 
with TREFPER in Paris, SUKOLOV proceeded to Marseilles, ^wher0 he 

Marguerite BARCZA. Isidor SPRINGER went into hiding a gtMEXCO was not 
organised his own group. The connection between Sli penetration of 
fully discovered until the .autumn of '1942. Thus the e 
the Low Countries network was partly sealed off. 

7. After these arrests, the Germans succeeded 
MAKAROV'S W/T traffic at least as far back as October 1941, . ^ nnbv 
even farther. Meanwhile they attempted to penetrate the organi 
the use of agents. By this means RAJGHMANN was identified and iJ TOb 
discovered that he had in his keeping a spare transmitter given 
Leon GROSSVOGEL, RAJCHMAM was not arrested until July 1942, but 
time observation had led to the arrest of several members of the organisa « 

8. Meanwhile, TREFPER in Prance, with the assistance of Henri 
ROBINSON, was put into touch with a transmitter operated in Paris by the 
Communist Party. Communication with Moscow was re-established through 
this link by February 1942, and TREFPER was able to make a full report on 
the situation, Moscow instructed him to make contact with Konstantin 
JEFFREMOV (see Chapters VI - IX) who had been sent to Belgium in 
September 1939, without TREFPER's knowledge to establish an independent 
network. A meeting was arranged between the two at the SCHNEIDER* s 
house, in Brussels, and JEFFREMOV was instructed to take over the 
remainder of SUKOLOV* s network. W/T communications were to be assured 
through JEFFREMOV* s transmitter in Brussels which was operated by Johann 
WENZEL with whom ROBINSON was already in touch. It was also agreed that 
WENZEL should train ISBUTSKI as a W/T operator so ihat TREFPER* s group 
in Belgium should be able to develop its own communications. Liaison 
between TREPPER and the Belgian group was arranged through GROSSVOGEL and 
Germaine SCHNEIDER. The former was introduced to JEFFREMOV and the latter 
was already in touch with ROBINSON and WENZEL. It is believed, however, 
that TREPPER did not use WENZEL’s W/T link before June, 1942, 

9. In April 1942, the SOKOLs' vil/T station in xaris was put into 
operation and communication was established with Moscow, This station 
did not have long to run as Herz and Miriam SCKOL were arrested in June 
the same year. This arrest does not appear to have seriously affected 
TREFPER* s own position. ^ ea 

iu. uu jvui a uue, MJiwajHb was arrested and a few weeks later 
JEFFREMOV was also apprehended. In July, domains SCHNEIDER escaped from 
Brussels, and warned TREPPER of their arrests. She was sent to S! f 

Isidor SiKDCTR- s group in Lyons. TUSKER switched his communications 
book to the French Communist Party and sent his traffio over their 
transmitter. It is clear that TREPEER was fully informed of Jh! 
in Belgium and he must have known that it was only a question^? Slt^tlon 
before he himself and his organisations in France^ere tr™ s f nths 
trade connections between SIMSX and SIMEXCO. Meanwhile th9 
Marseilles had organised a new group which vmyims * bUK0IjC,V > W 

of SIMEX. This branch ms mano^od by *ifLi COEBlT' 7 v DV°f °f a branoh 
Faris, who became a courier between SUKOLOV and of SIMEX» 
arrested on 12th November 1942, in Marseilles SUK0L0V was 
former connections in the Low Countries. His’evif1»r„ °n aaoount his 

by the Germans in connection with the arrests of thrf™n\r£Uired later 
Germany. It seems that meanwhile he was slow/ to talkgroup ix 
a W/T play-back until March 1943, he not used as 

/Chapter IV. 
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Chapter IV, The arrest and captivity of TREPPER (194^ 

1. The Germans soon gained a considerable araoun traffic in 
from the interrogation of captured agents and decyphere / nneotion 
Belgium, and it did not take long before they discovere sted the 
between SIMEXCO and SIMEX. In the Autumn of 1942, they arJ. learned 
whole staff of SIMEX in Paris, and after lengthy interroga . 
enough to be ablo to capturo TREPPER on 5th December 1942. £ Germans 
arrest TREPPER talked freely, offering to collaborate with ™ have 
and act as a double-agent. The Germans at the time believe this 
given his whole-hearted collaboration, but some doubt is t 
by his subsequent actions. It seeDs that in fact he confine d j.q 
statements to those matters which he believed the Germans were 
discover for themselves. TREPPER was thus immediately responsible .. 

arrest of Hillel KATZ, his right hand man in Paris, Henri RGBINbUN 
partner, and members of the SPRINGER group in Lyons besides an impressi 

collection of other agents. 

2. The Germans promptly started a series of W/T play-backs, They 
had four in the Low Countries, Y/ENZEL in Brussels, WINTERINK in Amsterdam, 
both of which belonged to JEFFREMOV's group, JEFFREMOV himself in October 
1943, and ISBUTSKI who refused to co-operate and was operated by a 
substitute. On 25th December 1942, they began a play-back for TREPPER 
himself from a YY/T station which he was supposed to have set up in Paris. 
These play-backs were not a success as Moscow was probably aware of "the 
deception from the start. TREPPER most likely had time to warn Moscow 
about the four in the Low Countries, and he was probably able to tell 
Moscow about the one he was supposed to operate as it is now known that 
he succeeded in sending a report to Moscow two or three weeks after his 
arrest. In any case the Germans were clumsy over the play-backs and even 
if the Russians had not received warning of the deception, they must have 
been suspicious of the sudden ease with which communications were 
established after the difficulties which had been encountered in the past 
by both groups. 

3« In March 1943> the S.D, achieved what appeared at first sight to 
be a success from the play back with SUKOLOV. A message was received from 
Moscow instructing SUKOLOV to get into touch with Waldemar OZOLS who was 
said to be in charge of a network, but had been out of contact for a long 
time. In July, SUKOLOV made contact with OZOLS and developed what seemed 
to the Germans a promising new line of deception. When OZOLS was 
recruited by SUKOLOV, he was unable to produce the network which Moscow had 
credited him with. The only contacts he admitted were in the French 
Resistance. The Germans followed these leads with enthusiasm and made use 
of him to penetrate several resistance organisations. They learnt little 
or nothing about any Russian network. y -Learnt little 

4. It is extremely likely that TREPPER intended from the nnn^t 
was captured to practise a triple-cross. An instance of this kind of ^ 

activity was when he succeeded in obtaining from the German fnSiiV 
in 1943 an up-to-date statement of their knowledge of Jntelligenoe 
the Mediterranean, which he sent to Moscow osteSibly to ere at ^3 3 in 
In fact the information was needed by the Russians in i-hoi U confldenoQ 
second front. It is also almost. certain that he had outside0?006™ £°r a 
communication with the Russian Intelligence Service d^^M1 .°f 
captivity. a mo° durin8 his period of 

Chapter V. TREPPER1 s escape (igi.3 - 

On 16th September, 1943, TREPPRR u , ^ 

;ive liberty in Varis as an "hon^-prlsMer"66" liVln8 in 
:aptors, At first he went for heln to L > 030aPed froi 

1. 
comparative xh rans as an "honour-prisoned ™ 

German captors. At first he went for help to his mistress^ ftPOD hia 

/winter 
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Chapter V (continued). 

_ heer> indirectly 
WINTER, and then to Claude SPAAK with whom he had already gQnt ^ 
in contact. He entrusted SPAAK with a message which was * ParfcV 
Soviet Military attache in London, through the French o , mPTTFPER 
but it is not known whether it ever arrived. The Germans p 

as a wanted man in October 1943, advertising that he wo P became of 
to escape to Switzerland or Spain. In fact we do not know what became o 
him after his escape, but it is thought that he remained in 
France. 

2, At the beginning of 1944 an important development 
the SOKOLOV-OZOLS deception plan. OZOIS put SOKOLOV in touoh witn r uj. 

Victor LEGENDRE, who was the leader of a large network in Hie Frenon 
Resistance. The LEGENDRE organisation was persuaded to work for the 
"Russian Intelligence" in addition to its normal activities# It 
that SOKOLOV worked wholly in Russian Intelligence interests and obtained 
the confidence of the Germans by revealing the names of numerous members 
of the Resistance, There can be little doubt that SOKOLOV was also 
operating a triple-cross plan which on the whole appears to have been a 
success. In August 1944, SOKOLOV was evacuated with the Sonderkomnonde 
Rote Kapelle from Paris to Germany, 

3. In January 1945, TREPFER left Paris for Moscow by air under the 
alias of Vladislav Ivanovitoh IVANOWSKI. During the journey he gave 
Alexander FOOTE (see Chapters XIX - XX) the impression that he had spent 
most of the war in hiding in France* 

4, In February 1945, SOKOLOV was transferred with the Sonderkoramando 
to the Black Forest* He was last aeon in Berlin in March of the same 
year. 
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jw^ffFHOV1 3 Group. 

Chapter VI. Introduction. 

1. ThiS group operated under J^MMOV-^leadership Low 

Countries from 1939 until 1942. Some of xt WOiking for the G.U.G. • 
this date but it is not clear whether t ey y-rrppj^oV in 1939» the 
or the 4th Department. After the arriva Department. The 
control appears to have been taken over. y ns0N,s group (see Chapters 
network was closely connected with Henri early stages. Both 
X - XII) and may have been under his orcers Qciation with the seoret 
groups have a common characteristic, a cx their members 
apparatus of the local Comnunist Party from which most 

were recruited. 

2. Little is known about the early activities °£dK“S*^ert in 
JEFFREMOV, except that he was a Soviet Army Capt March 1939# uiuter 
chemical Arfare. He arrived in Brussels from Zurich ^'0 

the name of Erland JEHNSTROEM, with a Finnish “Organisation 
study chemistry at a local Polytechnic School. He ran his org n 
successfully from 1939 until 1942 when he was arrested and turns 
by the Germans. The W/T play-backs of this group were "°t a success. 
JEFFREMOV proved unsatisfactory and was eventually put 

nonfinement. 

Chapter VII. Early activities. 

1. In January 1936, Johann WENZEL arrived in Belgium from Germany, 

H*e had previously been working for a secret section of the German 
Communist Party, and he was now taken over by a Soviet Intelligence 
Service. WENZEL was an expert W/T technician. At about the same time 
Franz and Germaine SCHNEIDER are believed to have been recruited by 
Henri ROBINSON. They had a previous record of secret Communist work, 
particularly as managers of a "safe house" in Brussels, 

2. In 1936, Daniel GOUWLOOZE, a former member of the intelligence 
organisation of the Dutch Communist Party, was also taken on by the 
Soviet Intelligence Service. It is not known whether this was the G,U,G*B, 
or the 4th Department, Red Amy. During 1937 and 1938# WENZEL is known to 
have been in contact with GOUWLOOZE. From 1937 to 1939 the SCHNEIDERs 
were used as couriers by ROBINSON for his agents in the United Kingdom, 

3. At the beginning of 1939, WENZEL went to iimsterdam and recruited 
Anton WINTEHINK, > a member of the Dutch Communist Party, who was introduced 
to him by GOUWLOOZE. WINTEKEKK returned to Brussels with WENZEL where he 
was trained as a w/T operator. In June 1939, WENZEL received another 
recruit from GOUWLOOZE. This was Adam NAGEL, also a Dutch Communist a 
photographer, who was sent to Join him in Belgium. * 

Chapter VIII. JEFFREMOV takes control. 

1. In September 1939, Konstantin JEFFREMOV arrived in Bruss 1 

from Zurich with a Finnish passport under the name of Erland 
as a student of chemistry. He was instructed by the 4th F0?4 

Army to build up a network of agents. Por this p^Aose he 
with WENZEL and the SCHNEIDELls. It is not known whethe-r M oontaot 

nis group was 

/intended 
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Chapter VIII (continued). 

t ^ g •jjQ "bo 

intended to undertake inmediate operations or with the secret 
reserve. At about this time GOUWLOOZE was in touch wx ^ ^ its w/r 

organisation of the Dutch Communist Party, an . -^e passed over 
communications with Moscow. He arranged or oe agent in the ^ow,,, 
this link, which originated from a Russian Intelligence g ^ „clenlent 

Countries who was known to him as "Clement . t - V). 
may have been either JEFFREMOV or SUK0L0V (see P 

• 4- its independence 
2. JEFFREMOV's group appears to have maintain is beiieved 

though its activity during 1940 and 19411 is n0 ° ®. .* ^^h Moscow by 
that WENZEL and WINTERINK established W/T communioati n 

the Autumn of 1941, &nd possibly earlier. 

In January 1942, JEPIKBMOV was intr°^e^ft^ g^Sctions^bich 
in the SCHNEEDERs' house at Brussels as a result of instr g that 

TREPPER had received from Moscow (see Chapters I - 

TREPPER did not know of JEFFREMOV before this date* qruDted by 
to JEFFREMOV the remnants of SUKOLOV's group which had ^e®n d P 
the arrest of certain of its members. It is believed t a e , . 
instructed to continue the transmission of SCHULZE-BOYSIN s ma * 
was being received by courier from Germany (see Chapters XIII - '* 
Germaine SCHNEIDER became a courier between JEFFREMOV s group in Belgium 

and TREPPER in Paris. 

Chapter IX. The arrests. 

• 

1, On 30th June 1942, WENZEL was arrested in Brussels while in the 
act of transmitting. Germaine SCHNEIDER was also arrested but she 
managed to pretend that she was WENZEL's mistress and was released as of 
no interest. In July, JEFFREMOV was caught by the Germans, and a little 
later both he and WENZEL appe ar to have been broken under severe 
interrogation. JEFFREMOV's evidence led to the arrest of WINTERIEK in 
Holland. 

2. Around August 1942, the Germans began a series of W/T 
play-backs. WENZEL was made to operate his transmitter and a substitute 
was found for WINTERINK who refused to co-operate, A little later 
another transmitter was operated by JEFFREMOV himself. None of these 
play-backs are thought to have been successful as Germaine SCHNEEDER 
was able to warn TREPPER of the arrests, and he in turn passed the 
information on to Moscow. The Germans were quiok to round up what wan left nf 
the network, and through their knowledge they discovered the existence 
of SIMEXCO, which eventually led to the arrest of TREPPER in DeopnW 
1942. WENZEL escaped from captivity on 17th November 1942. and SL not 
been heard of since. * 

% 
was in touch with SSh oSSSK' *«? he 

with Moscow. At the beginning of 1942, Al^^* I'tSTSfSL 
group, was sent into Germany with instructions from Mn^oJT , f 
with the German Communist Party. KNOCHEL began bv* sending h° contact 
back by courier to GOUWLOOZE but later he reported S hlS rePorts 
W/T transmitter. In November 1942. Van PROOSDY WnQ Preparation of a 
join KNCCHa who was in Berlin and^af^A Tt to 
KNOCHEL and his contacts were arrested shortlv nfL- Xt seei3s that 
and it is believed that they wore tiledt If SCHULZMOYSEN 

possibly earlier. In Juno.W, tT^^a/nfs^8 °f 19« and 
into the Low Countries and instructed to get in8trn\ ^?uParachuted 
They were, KRUYT, father and son. IvHUYT fa+W h Wlth ^VLOOZE 

r was arrested by the 

/Germans 



Chapter IX (continued). 

, . was dropped in 
Germans shortly after he landed. Jan KRUYT, his s * certain 
Holland with a W/T transmitter. Later GOUWLOOZE sen peter 
De LAAR as a W/T operator. In November another agen noj. 
KOUSNETZOV alias CUHN was parachuted into Holland, out: ^tw/LOOZB to 
contact with GOUWLOOZE until March 1943- He was sent by 
Jan KRUYT as a substitute for De LAAR. KOUSNETZOV and KHOT were 

arrested in July 19«. KRUYT was subsequently blaBelf was 
believed that he was turned. In November 1943* GOUWLW 

arrested. 

4* The various play-backs appear to Have been closed dowr 
February and July 1944, with the exception of JEFFREMOV s which was 
transferred to France and later to Berlin, 
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RORTNS0N1 3 Group. 

Chapter X. Introduction, 

1. Henri ROBINSON had a network of agents which °j^r*nd Switzerland. 
United Kingdom, France, Italy, Germany, the o\> from about 1930 
His group, which was directed from Paris, was ac his agents 
until 1942 when he was arrested by the Germans, o in espionage. 

carried on after he was captured and may sti Prance. Later he 
ROBINSON'S first targets appear to have been and 
became responsible for a network of agents in Qr(jrman invasion of 
was only relieved from this commitment after the WOrk in this 
France. He then turned against Germany and continued to worn 

direction until his arrest. 

2. ROBINSON had a long experience as a Coi^lunl^# ^^"universityf 
youth he adopted Communism when he was studying aw organisation 
In 1924 he was said to be Technical Head of the und®rT° . d ®0 he 
of the Comintern for Central and Western Europe, and Relieved ™ 
stationed in Berlin, Around 1930 he appears to havo moved to^Pa^s, 

which he used as a base after that date, ^t abou + his agents 
believed that ROBINSON first engaged in espionage, recruiting g 

from among his former Communist Party acquaintances. » , 
reported to be active for the 4th Department and m touch with the 
Soviet Military attache in Paris. ROBINSON also appears to h^e been 
connected with the G.U.G.B. , presumably on account of his previous work 
for the Comintern. During the whole of the time that he was active, 
ROBINSON kept in close oontact with the Communist Party and was thus able 
to make good use of Party facilities during the German occupation of 

France. 

3. ROBINSON, who was extremely clever and versatile, revealed very 
little to his German interrogators after his arrest in 1942. He succeeded 
in saving a good number of his agents. He was so successful in this 
that many of them remain unidentified to this day, ROBINSON was betrayed 
by TREPPER (see Chapters I - V) and was captured shortly after him. 
He is believed to have been the senior Russian agent in France, and must 
have been of great assistance to TREPPER during the time when the two 
collaborated. Most of his agents were well placed. He is known to have 
had contacts in the French 2lerje Bureau, official Vichy and secret 

Gaulist circles, and even among the German occupation authorities. His 
final fate is unknown. 

Chapter XI. Pre-war activities, 1936 - 1939. 

1. In 1936 ROBINSON was living in Paris, where he was in touoh wit1 

the Soviet Military .ittache. At that time ho is believed to have 
collaborated with Maria POLIAKOVA in Switzerland and to have been workin 
against France and Italy. He is also known to have associated with 
Rachel DUE3END0RFER and Anna MUELLER, His mistress, Klara SCHARTYKT j 
his illegitimate son, Victor SCHAEBEL, wore living in Berlin Victor- • 
known to have stayed with his father in Paris during this pekod 
appear to have been involved in the Goman croups in 1942^ ’ th 
During this period an unidentified Soviet agent known aiTHAERY IT 
based on Paris from where he was working against the United KAtZaL™* 
HARR* II was responsible for an agent in England called 
had been recruited by the Russians in Paris in 1932. In May who 

/introduced 
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Chapter XI (oontinued). 

_ ^ 3OVITC0S 

introduced WEISS to LEREDITH and VERNON who were Farnborough, where th y 

of information in the Royal Aircraft Esta * » introduced to 

were both employed. During the same year ourier for HARRY 
Germaine SCHNEIDER of Brussels who acted as a c ^ ^ 

2. In 1937, HARRY II handed over his commitments in ^®iNS0N in 

Kingdom to ROBINSON. TOSS received instru^lon . ts in the British 
Jersey. ROBINSON is believed to have had other o try on various 
Isles which were unknown to WEISS as he vis1 c same year 
occasions without getting in touch with the la ^ ^ hioh made it 

compromising documents were stolen from VERN ’ ROBINSON 
advisable for him to cease his activities or ^ □ ,1 he appears to have 
continued to visit the United Kingdom during 93 » ^prca ^CEREDITH and 
obtained little that was of intelligence value f*°m > gouroes in the 
VERNON. He is thought to have had some other more Belgium and 

U.K. ROBINSON is also known to have made frfGuent Lntaot with Franz 
Switzerland during this period, in Belgium le wa England Switzerland 
and Germaine SCHNEIDER whom ho employed as couriers to England, £»w 

and Franoe. 

? In 1959 ROBINSON is known to have been in touch with an unide ' 
agent, Jb£. who Ss in tte United Kingdom JEM, fo^pears to 

be an agent of some standing, collected intelligence shEIIIA 
sources of whom the most important were PROFESSOR and his wife • 
BOB and ELLEN. ROBINSON communicated with JEAN by post and by co . 
A code book was used for the most secret parts of their correspondence, 

TOSS. who does not appear to have been very active m 1939, sa^ 
ROBINSON for the last time in Paris in July and claims that he lei 
service shortly afterwards. ‘TOSS has no knowledge of JEAN or his agents. 

Chapter XII. War-time activities. 

1, RQBINSON’s communications were disrupted by the German invasion 
of France in June 1940. He was completely out of touch with his agents 
in the United Kingdom and could see no possibility of re-establishing 
contact. On instructions from Moscow ho turned his activities against 
Germany and Gorman enterprises in Franoo. ROBINSON proceeded to build 
up a new network in France and recruited agents among French workers who 
were being sent to Germany. He recommended that Moscow should make its 
own arrangements for establishing contact with JEAN and his sources. In 
January 1941 ROBINSON was informed by Moscow that his former connections 
in the United Kingdom had been taken over and that he was discharged of 
all responsibility in that quarter. In Franoe ROBINSON is known to have 
employed Louis MOURIER, Medardo GRI0TT0 and Maurice AENIS-HAENSLTN as 
agents. GRIOTTO was a talented engraver who was able to produce forged 
documents of all kinds. ROBINSON used his secretary, Marco lie CAPRE as a 
cut-out and a talent-spotter. ROBINSON lost contact with DUEBENDOEFER 
and it was not until the beginning of 1941 that he succeeded in sending 
a courier to her in Switzerland. It is believed that the courier was * 
AENIS-HAENSLIN. At that time DUEBENDOEFER appeared to be oompletelv 
without instructions or funds, and ROBINSON was obliged to send her 
$2,000, During the same period ho was also out of touch with an 
unidentified agent, JENNY, who eventually got to Switzerland whera 
communicated with DUEBENDORFER. In May 1941, DUEBENDOEFER linked a4.^ 
RADO (see Chapters XIX - XX) and discontinued sending her renortc w? 
courier to ROBINSON. 3 ner rePorts by 

2. By this time ROBINSON’s new service in Germany and 
developed. He managed to acquire valuable sources amon* L'ms wel1 
collaborating with tho Gormans, and within the German 0L,m ^ offl°ials 

occupying authority. 

/Up 



Chapter XII (continued) 

Up to June 1941 it is believed that he handed his repor . 

intermediary known as LUX who passed them to the Sovie ‘ f ^ouse 
Vichy for transmission to Moscow. ROBINSON also chose a Renee 
for a W/T set which he had been sent by Moscow and recrui e 
PETITPAS as caretaker. He selected a technician capable 0 

trained as a W/T operator from among his former Communist a X 

acquaintances. For some unknown reason, ROBINSON failed o 
satisfactory W/T communications with Moscow, and was later o g 
resort to a W/T station which was being operated by the Communis 

Party in France. 

3* A meeting was arranged between ROBINSON and TREPPER after 

the withdrawal of the Soviet Embassy in June 1941 • In September 
the same year, their two services were united. In the summer of 174 
it is believed that an unidentified agent was sent from Russia to 
Franoe, who was destined for England. According to a later statement 
by TREPPER, ROBINSON is reported to have arranged his voyage across the 
channel through his contacts in the French Resistance* 

4. When, in December 1942, TREPPER was arrested, he supplied the 
Germans with information which enabled them to capture ROBINSON shortly 
afterwards, ROBINSON was slow to talk after his arrest and maintained 
that he was a courier and that he knew very little about the people with 
whom he was in contact. His arrest took place in the house of Medardo 
GRIOTTO, which he had used as a meeting place with TREPPER* Incriminating 
evidence against him was found in AENIS-HAENSLIN * s flat and in the house 
of Louis MURIER, 

5* In the Spring of 1943; it is believed that ROBINSON y/as taken 
to Berlin for interrogation. In June 1943, Anna MUELLER was enticed 
into Germany from Switzerland by the Gestapo, following the arrest of 
her brother, Hans MUELLER. She was confronted with ROBINSON whom she 
recognised and she admitted having helped him to cross the frontier 
between Switzerland and France clandestinely on several occasions. It 
has since been learned that Anna MUELLER was an intermediary between 
ROBINSON and Max HABIJANIC, a corrupt official in the Swiss passport 
office in Basle, who provided her with passports in assumed names on 
various occasions. She had apparently known ROBINSON for a long time 
and had met him in the first instance through the Swiss Communist lawver 
Dr. Franz WELTI, at Basle who died in 1934. Dr. WELTI also introduced * 
her to Max HaBIJ.UJIC and arranged that sho should act as a go-between 
for ROBINSON. She knew Franz SCHNEIDER who had visited her in FhbX™ 
1940 and given her ^*0 on instructions from ROBINSON. February 

6. In June 1943, the Germans, following leads from ROBINSON'a 
arrest, broke into the French Communist W/T station r ^ 3 
are said to have found evidence of contacts Sth tbn n l 
Switzerland. It is believed that laterlho same y^r 
collaborate with the R.S.H.A. He is thought vJ, r RpBINS0N agreed to 

assist in the penetration of Resistance ^d Communist^d^ t<\Pranoe * 
movements, according to one source he was in ^South^ground 
Spring of 1944. On the other hand, another source^n^ f in the 
was executed in Germany some time during 192,3 J?p?rted that he 
at present. ine truth is not known 
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ROHin .ZE-BOYSEN1 s Group 

Chapter XIII. Introduction. 

1. Harro SCHULZE-BOYSEN first came into contact Beriin, 
Intelligence Service when he was leader of a Communis a acted as an 
He was employed in the German Air Ministry and a hostilities in 
occasional informant. It only after the outbreak of hostiii^ ^ 

1939 that he devoted himself wholeheartedly to espionage , , 
chief of the most important Russian network in Germany. j mv11,T'n ri^ia 
had built up a group with connections in Augsburg, S^ny^ sub3eque^tly 
Magdeburg, Hamburg and Fragile. He was arrested m 194 roup 
executed, together with most of the members of his netvor . 
is knov.n to have worked for the 4th Department, Red Army. 

2. SCHULZE-BOYSEN was described by the Germans as an idealist and 
a "drawing-room Communist". Most of his agents were recrui e among 
fellow-thinkers, who worked for a cause which they believed would one 
day determine the future of Germany. They were generally well placed, 
and the information provided by the group seems to have been valuable 
while it lasted. SCHULZE-BOYSEN was a journalist and a professional 
Air Force officer. During the war he was appointed to the liaison 
staff of the Luftwaffe Chiefs of Staff, a most interesting position for 

a Russian secret agent. 

Chapter XIV. History. 

1, Harro SCHULZE-BOYSEN was an informant of the Russian Intelligence 
Service in 1936, He worked in the Air Ministry at Berlin, and at that 
time supplied intelligence on German activities in Spain. His information 
was passed to the undercover organisation of the German Coirmunist Party 
and from there handed by Gisela von POLLNITZ to the Soviet Embassy at 
Berlin, 

2, SCHULZE-BOYSEN appears to have been inactive from 1937 until April 
1939. At that time he was approached by Victor SUKDLOV (see Chapters 
I - V) who revived him as a source and persuaded him to recruit other 
agents from among German Government employees. It is believed that shortly 
afterwards a courier link was arranged between SCHULZE-BOYSEN and SUmmv 
who was posted to Brussels in July 1939. 

*** succeeded in organising an important 
network of agents with connections throughout Germany and also in 
Czechoslovakia. In June 1941 , the Soviet Embassy was withdrawn from 
Berlin. Prior to this, Alexander ERDBERG of the Soviet Trade Delezotin-n 
arranged f°r funds end W/E transmitters to be left with SCHULZE-BOTOEN 
so that he could operate independently. Hans COEPI (SCHULZE-BOWw?. 
yr operator) was instructed to establish direct WA c°ScSS 4th 
Moscow, but for some reason he was unable to do so and ™ 
obliged to rely on the courier service to Brussels'wSchwas 
satisfactorily by this time. SCHULZE-BOYSEN’s information 
transmitted by R/T from Brussels to Moscow over SUKOLOV’s nlpf t&®n 
presumably under the alias of Vincente SIERRA, paid severalJSUK0La 
SCHULZE-BOYSEN in the course of the year to assist hin^Slts to 
and communications. 1 his organisati 

4. SCHULZE-BOYSEN is known to have employed the foil 
agents:- His wife. Liber has SCHULZE-BOYSEN who people as 

was deeply implicated in his intelligence activities?4 KurlfL^KL*’7 

/SCHUMACHER 
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Chapter XIV (continued). 

, . him, and wcr© 
SCHUMACHER, who worked in close personal contao bUch, who was an 
concerned with the courier service to Brussels. ' Qda SCHOTTMUELLER 
assistant in the German Institute of Eoreign ^ * w/p transmit tarsi 
and Erika von BROCKDORF, who provided accommodation German Navy 
Kurt SCHULZE, a W/T technician and former. operator Dr Herbert 
who was in contact with SUKOLOV for technical ma _o-^moRN author and 
ENGELSING, a self professed informants Guenther WEE ' in the 
dramatist, a close friend of SCHULZE-BOYSEN, who was P gohUMAJCHER 
Deutsche Rundfunk; Dr. Elf rede PAUL, the mistress of Kurt bonuivu 
who anted as a cut-out for ENGELSING and wEISENBORN. 

5. In November 1941, COPPI was introduced to Kurt SCHULZE, 
gave him technical instruction and supplied him with another r 
COPPI, however, was still unable to make contact with Moscow. 

6. After the arrest of SUKOLOV’s W/T operators in Brussels in 
December 1941, it seems that SCHULZE-BOYSEN’s traffic was switched to 
JEFFREMOV’ s network (see Chapters VI - IX). This arrangement appears to 
have worked satisfactorily until the arrest of JEFFREMOV himself in 
July 1942. In August 1942, SCHULZE-BOYSEN’s group received a parachute 
agent, Albert HOESSLER, who brought another transmitter. HOESSLER was 
introduced by Kurt SCHUMACHER to COPPI, with whom he attempted to 
establish w/T communication with Moscow. It is believed that this attempt 
was also unsuccessful, although contact may have been made for a few days. 

7. On 30th August 1942, SCHULZE-BOYSEN was arrested as a result of 
leads provided by the deciphers of JEE’FREMOV’s traffic to Moscow. The 
Germans were able to read the traffic which their intercept stations had 
accumulated for some time back. SCHULZE-BOYSEN had an agent in the 
German intercept service, and received forewarning, but for some reason he 
was unable to escape, and it seems that nearly the whole of his group was 
arrested. HOESSLER and COPPI were captured in the autumn of 1942 and most 
of the network was rounded up before the end of the year. 

8. The Germans used HOESSLER as a W/T deception agent from Ootober 
1942 until February 1943. HOESSLER was executed a little later as were 
most of the members of the group, * 

9. ENGELSING escaped detection and is at present liviniz in 
Germany. Guenther WEISENBORN was sentenced to a loner term of imLe ~ 
but is believed to be now in Berlin where he is reported^ be ^ ° 
excellent terms with the Soviet authorities. He is all noefl A Z 

been instructed by them to maintain contact with the surlivin! ™ •! 
of the network. Vlng members 
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Rudolf von SCHELIHA 

Chapter XV. Introduction. 

, rr npv who Jfl-ter 
1. Rudolf von SCHELIHA, a former German cavalry oi ,pruited 
passed into the Diplomatic Service, is "believed to have p^, 
by the Soviet Intelligence Service while serving in Warsaw 
is not Imown whether he engaged in espionage on behalf of e . 
Department, Red Army or the G.U.G.B. Von SCHELIHA operate as P 
source in Poland and later in Germany. In June 19A1 , yhen G-er y 
declared war on Russia, he appears to have been left without means 
communicating with Moscow, and seems to have ceased working as an ag » 
It is thought that he was regarded as a valuable source by Moscow on 
account of his situation in the German Foreign Office, as several rui 
attempts were made to revive him and furnish him with a channel of 
communications. 

2. It is believed that von SCHELIHA was never inspired by idealistic 
motives. He appears to have worked for the Russians in order to satisfy 
his craving for women and money. So much so that the Russians were prepared 
to blackmail him should he have refused to cooperate, as far as it is known, 
he never controlled a group of agents in the same manner as SCHULZE-BOYSEN 
and HARNACK, although it would seem that the Russians intended to provide 
him with a network at a later stage. He was arrested before they were able 
to carry out their plans. 

Chapter XVI. History. 

1# In 1936, Rudolf von SCHELIHA was councillor to the German Embassy 
in Warsaw and was at that time engaged in espionage against Germany* He 
was in touch with Use STOEBE who was employed as a foreign newspaper 
correspondent. Use STOEBE was the mistress of Rudolf HERKNSTADT Warsaw 
correspondent of the "Berlin Tageblatt", and was used as a cut-out for 
communication between him and von SCHELIHA. HERKNSTADT is believed to 
have passed von SCHELIHA's information to the Soviet Embassy in Warsaw 

«■* ooiitujjju*. uuubxnuuu uct; as a source in Poland until 
September 1939. When war was declared he returned to the Foreign nffW 
in Berlin. He was accompanied by Ilse STOEBE, whom he arranged to be 
employed in the Press Section of the Foreign Office Tn ™ 
v,as officially in touch with the TASS represented £ telidunte " 
June 1941, von SCHELIHA's information was passed through iSe STOF^W H 
TASS, and from there to the Soviet Commercial Attache in Berltaf0™ * 

... ^ter v,rar brok® out be^een Germany and Russia, von SCHRTTua „ 
leit without any means of communication. Various unsucces** 
were made to revive him as a source. In August 1 QAi Qiwn?™ emPts 
SIERRA (see Chapters I - V) was ordered bvMoscJ,?ti VtetT Vinoente 
Brussels and, among other assignments, to" deliver a o'-oher ?ermfly (rom 
STOEBE. He was unable to find her as she hnri rllJa cipher key to Use 
Foreign Office and was working 

a second visit and delivered the cypher to Kurt sCHUIgF (9M ’ PmLOT' “ade 
XIII - XIV) who was intended as a W/T operate 

SCHULZE does not appear to have succeeded in setti^^ilfteSh ^SCHELIHA. 
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Chapter XVI (continued). 

if. In May 1942. Ema EIFLER, a Russian agent, 

into Germany with a W/T set and was instructed to mrianied by 
establish communications with von SCHELIHA. EIFLER \vas .= nxpn(3ed to organise 
Wilhelm FELLENDOKF, also equipped with a W/T set, who was n'VSTLELl! in 
a group of agents in Berlin. Both took shelter with Bernhard 
Hamburg and were arrested as a result of the capture of Heinrioh 
by the Gestapo (see Chapters XVII - XVIIl). In October 94 > provided 
KOINEN was parachuted into Germany with similar instructions, ahnuld 

with incriminating documents with which to blackmail von SC > 
this prove necessary. KOENEN was arrested shortly after his &rr _ 

neither he nor EIFLER succeeded in getting into contact with I se * 

The Germans operated both as w/T deception agents and wore thus a 
capture von SCHELIHA and Use STOEBE in the autumn of 1942. Von bCHEULti£ 
and STOEBE were believed to have been executed. The Germans continued the 

play-back until about 1943. 
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Arwid HAHNACK * s Group 

Chapter XVII. Introduction* 

_nf agents which was 
1. Dr. Arwid HAKNACK was responsible for a grouptuI!in 0f 1942. T1*8 
centred on Berlin and was active from 1940 unti information gathered 
group worked for the 4th Department, Red ^rmy. ° d as it ran 
by the network is believed to have been fairly S S • > agents were 
agents on the intelligence staffs of the O.K.W. an • • . ^ sympathisers 

generally recruited among left-wing intellectuals an , *worked for an ideal 
who were connected with German Government circles. . j . fr0n Nazi 
which they firmly believed would one day deliver their „ou ry 

oppression. 

2. HARNACK was an official in the German Ministry of Economics 

was recruited by Alexander ERDBERG of the Soviet Tra 0 6 ° that he 
He was at first employed as an informant, and it was on y . to 
developed into a group leader. Through HARNACK, ERDBERG is rep ytv) 

have obtained control of the SCHULZE-BOYSEN group (see Chapters XIII - /. 

HARNACK and his wife were executed in 1943* 

Chapter XVIII. History. 

1, Before leaving Berlin in June 1941, Alexander ERDBERG provided Dr* 
Arwid HARNACK with instructions and funds to enable him to operate his 
group independently. ERDBERG also supplied Dr. Adam KU0KH0FF, one of 
HARNACK's principal assistants, with a W/T set to communicate direotly 
with Moscow. It was simultaneously arranged that HARNACK should be in 
touch with Hans COPPI, the V0? operator of the SCHULZE-B0YS1N group to 
provide him with an alternative channel. Neither groups, however, 
succeeded in making contact with Moscow, and in August 1941* SUK0L0V 
(see Chapters I - V) visited Berlin to assist them. The transmitter 
supplied for HARNACK' s group proved unusable and communication was later 
established by courier link from Bernhard BAESTLKTN of the German Communist 
Party in Hamburg, through Plonsberg and Denmark to the Soviet Embassy in 
Stockholm, 

2. HARNACK is known to have employed the following agents in his 
network:- Herbert G0LLN0W, an Abwehr officer at O.K.W, Headquarters* 
Wolfgang HAVEMANN, a lieutenant in German Naval Intelligence; Dr. Adam 
KUCKHOFF and his wife; Leo SKRZYFCZYNSKI, proprietor of a firm manu¬ 
facturing W/T components for the Luftwaffe; Dr, Adolf GRIMME; Johannes 
SIEG; Karl BEHRENS and Rose SCHLOESINGER who were used as couriers to 
Hans COPPI; Dr. Friedrich LENZ, who acted as a cut-out between HAHNAfiK 
and the Soviet Embassy in 1941. nAKNAUK 

3. In ugust 1942, the Germans obtained oossess-inn of* , 
WENZEL, JBEFBEMOV's head W/T operator (see Chapters VI - m)* 
traffic had been read, it was found that references were made t.u1" ^ls 
agents and in the autumn HARNACK and most of his group were f*! Ber11 

““ ana his wlfe w^e both executed and so were sev^S \ 
of the network. several other members 

The following are believed to be alive to-day; 

Dr. Friedrich LINZ 
Margareta KUCKHOFF 
Dr. Adolf GKEMMB 
Leo SKRZYPCZYNSICC, 

4. 
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RADO* s Group 

Chapter XIX, Introduction. 

a •*- active on behalf 
1. RADO's group was based on Swjtfer;j-^ %/Produced Strategic, 
of 4th Department, Red Army, from 1936 i0 1944. P ne,rmSiriyt Italy, 
Political and Economic intelligence, and had sources l 4.v,oucht to have 
France and Switzerland, The most valuable of ohuse is Qf battle 
been an informant who had constant access to the German o . g 

on the Eastern Front. The network communicated with fa^1pntiv it used 
courier service to Paris until the oubreak of war. Su seq , 
W/T and operated at least three transmitters which worke 
Moscow* One was situated in Lausanne and two were in Geneva. 

2. There was little contact between this network ana © ° 
controlled groups in Western Europe. The German Counter In e XS 
Services consequently found it more difficult to penetrate an > as nn 
operated from a neutral country, they were never able to take , 
as in the occupied territories. The group appears to have been e mo 
successful of the Russians enterprises that have come to light so ar» 

3. This network did not owe its success to ..ALexander RDO, who 
appears to have lacked the personality of Leopold TREHPER or Henri 
ROBINSON, and it is extremely doubtful whether he would have succeeded in 
more difficult circumstances. RADO wras not particularly brave or honest, 
nor had he the strength of character to control his organisation by his own 
efforts. However, he was fortunately most ably assisted by Rachel 
DUEBENDORFER, Otto PUINTER and Pierre NICOLE, who proved far more resourceful, 
DUEBENDORFER in particular, herself a well established and trusted agent 
of the Soviet Intelligence Service, distrusted RADO and even refused to name 
her sources to him. It is thought that R'JX) was called to account by his 
Russian masters after the war. He was last heard of in Mosoow, but his 
present fate is unknown. 

Chapter XX. History. 

1. Maria P0KLJC0VA appears to have been the chief 4th Department agent 
in Switzerland in 1936. The exact nature of her activities is unknown but 
she is thought to have been working against France and Italy. She is * 
believed to have been in touch with Rachel DUEBENDORFER, Anna MUHjLER and 
Selma GESSNER-BUHRER in Switzerland, and Henri ROBINSON in France (see 
Chapters X - XII). In 1936, .Alexander R.JD0 arrived in Geneva and set himctAl-f* 
up under cover of GEOPRESS. nimsexi 

2. POLIAKOVA was recalled in 1937 to Moscow where she continued to wo-rV 
for the 4th Department, at that date RADO appears to have taken over uL* ^ 
of her enterprises m Switzerland. He sent his reoorta wh-ioV, ™_****% 

in micro-photographs, to the Soviet Military Attaohe in'Paris Ther^06^6*3 
evidence that DUEBENDORFER, MUELLER, GESSNER-BUHRER or RORTwe;™ “ 3 n° 
connected with RADO at this time. It seems that DUEBENDORFER 00^ . 
send her material to ROBINSON in Paris. ^ continued to 

3. During the summer of 1938, another network was set < o 
under the, control of Ursula HAMBURGER, and was directed - n Switzerland 
the autumn 1938 Alexander FOOTE, a former member of the Tn+ *JfQnoany, In 
Brigade was offered a secret and dangerous job abroad by , 
the Communist Party Headquarters in London. He was nnt ^ ! C0Em*N of 
Brigitte LEWIS in London, who sent him to see her sisAr tt ^ 1,ith 
in Geneva. Ursula HAMBURGER recruited FOOTE and .ula ^©URGER 

> posxea dim to Munich, 

/She 
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Chapter XX (continued). 

jce useful oouto-0^®* 

She gave him funds, and advised him to learn ^e^raa^,-^rTOn.ER asked him if 
He was told to study W/T and photography. Urs a + ^hereupon 
he oould recommend other men suitable for similar International 
he suggested Leon BEURTON with whom he had serve m transmitter in 
Brigade. Ursula HAMBURGER is reported to have had a «/ v/ith Moscow 

her chalet at Caux sur Montreux, with which she ma o G d economic 

approximately twice a month and she is said to have co 

intelligence which she passed to Mosoow on this lm • 

4. In 1939 RADO was visited by an ^entJf1?* f been 
"MANOLO". (By July 1943 the Russians were aware that MAHi 

captured by the Germans. "MANOLO" may have been V 10 told his 
Chapters I - V) who was arrested in November 1942. f to 
German interrogators that in the Spring of 1940 he had taken YP ^ 

someone in the "rue de Lausanne" at Geneva, This is t ® s r , 

RADO was living at the time.) ROBINSON also S 
this period, but it is thought that he went to see DUEBENDOHFER an 

Anna MUELLER. 

5, In the early Summer of 1939, Leon BEURTON was sent over^froin e 
United Kingdom to join Ursula HAMBURGER. She dispatched, him r 
a/kain on a similar mission to that of FOOTE. i».t that time, like FOOTE, 
he was told to investigate the possibilities of sabotage in Germany. In 
august 1939, on account of the imminence of war, FOOTE and BEURTON were 
recalled to Switzerland and, simultaneously, Ursula HAMBURGER was ordered 
by Moscow to cease all activity against Germany, FOOTE and BEURTON lived 
in Montreux and visited HAMBURGER frequently for elementary instruction 

in W/T. 

6. In September 1939, Frans OBERMANNS, a German Communist who had 
served with the International Brigade, arrived to join Ursula HAMBURGER 
equipped with a W/T set. He arrived under a Finnish passport, but had 
insufficient training for his cover, and was arrested by the Swiss in 
December in Fribourg after he had set up his transmitter, CBEKMANNS spent 
the rest of the war in a Swiss labour camp. 

7. In February 1940, Anna MUELLER received a visit from Franz 
SCHNEIDER of Brussels (see Chapters X - XII), SCHNEIDER stayed at Basle 
and brought her /300 on instructions from Henri ROBINSON, 

8. In the spring, 1940, Moscow suggested that Ursula HAMBURGER*s 
group should prepare to move to Rumania. This plan was discarded later 
when the Germans oocupied Rumania. 

9. In the Summer, 1940, Ursula HAMBURGER moved her transmitter from 
Montreux to a ohalet near Geneva. Earlier that year, she divorced 
Rudolf HAMBURGER in a Swiss Court ard married Leon BEURTON thus 
incidentally acquiring British nationality. In June 1940 ’her G 

maid, Olga MUTH, who was very attached to Rudolf H.ifflURGER and wh^bed v 
told that the change of husbands was an impersonal arrangement 
by the situation, discovered that the relations between Ursula “aLeon 
were in fact extremely personal. In her indiana+ion ijeon 

Ursula BEURTON to the British Authorities. Olga MUTH tel du°ld?d t0 aenoun°9 
British Consulate but was unable to make herself Srett^f th° 
off by an impatient official. ,.s a result, the Russian. ^ d °Ut 
considered that Ursula BEURTON was compromised and have 
to return to the United Kingdom. Olga MUTH was sent bMk^Ge^^^1'6 

/10, 
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Chapter XX (continued). 

10. In July 1940, Ursula BEURTON moved her W/T transferred his 
of Edmond HAMEL who owned a wireless shop in &e^va* . morBQ and 
residence to Genova in august and began instructing 
W/T procedure. 

11. RADO's communications were interrupted by thetinted to get in 
in June 1940. At about this time Ursula BEURPON was inst: dueMDoRFBR*s 
touch with RADO and provide him with a W/T lmk to Moscow, thQ 
communications also broke down and she was out of con oac through to 
beginning of 1941 when ROBINSON succeeded in sending a co 
her in Switzerland, 

12. In December 1940, Ursula BEURTON left f^^8land and han^^^ 
her wireless communications to FOOTE and Leon BEUETO . . nc!C!-it>le that 
the W/T service was integrated into R-DO's group. I is P , Kingdom, 
the 4th Department intended to use Ursula: BEURTON in t e . or,fivitv 
but so far she is not known to have engaged in any subversive y» 

13. Ursula BEURTON left her W/T transmitter with Leon, who took 0 
the instruction of HAMEL. FOOTE was ordered to Lausanne and operated 
transmitter from there. In the Spring 1941, when HAMEL PJoflcienr’ 
he operated by himself, and Leon BEURTON ceased to work with him. ^er 
ILJffiL’s wife, Olga, learnt to transmit and was able to assist her husband* 

14. In January 1941, the courier sent by ROBINSON to DUEBENDORFER. 

returned to Paris, bringing with him intelligence which ROBINSON forwarded 
to Moscow. He also reported that DUEBENDORFER was without money or 
instructions, ROBINSON sent her #2,000. DUEBENDORFER appears to have 
depended on ROBINSON for her contact with headquarters until at least 
April when she was put in touoh with RAD0. 

15, RAD0 is known to have had contact with a considerable number of 

agents. The two most important were DUEBENDORFER and Otto FUENTER. 

DUEBENDORFER had one outstanding informant, a Czech refugee named Rudolf 

R0ESSLER, who was an authority on military strategy, and was in close 
contact with the Swiss General Staff through whom ho had access to Swiss 

Military Intelligence. He produced for DUEBENDORFER, intelligence known 

as "LUCIE material", the origin of which has not been discovered. This was 

a series of accurate and up to date reports on the German Order of Battle 

on the Eastern Front. DUEBENDORFER kept in touch with him through Christian 
SCHNEIDER, a former employee of the I.L. 0. Geneva, who acted as a cut-out. 

R0ESSLER worked mainly for money and DUEBENDORFER was constantly in 

financial difficulties and worried that she should not have enough funds 

to keep him interested. At first his reports were treated with oaution in 
Moscow, but later, when he had proved himsolf to be so accurately informed 

he was regarded as a source of the utmost importance. DUEBENDORFER also * 
ran several other agents, including the unidentified PAUL in Zurioh and 
had her own cypher for transmission of reports. * 

16. Dr. Otto FUENTER, a well known Swiss journalist in Berne 
controlled a number of useful sources, notably in diplomatic circles and in 
the Swiss General Staff, His informants included Charles THIEBMULT a 
former French Air Attaohe in Borne, Felix S.JLTEN in Zurioh andean * 

unidentified group in Germany known as ROT. * 

17 nesiaes uu^jsjswuukjj-jsjcc ana FUENTER, RAD0 is known to v 
touoh with the following:- Leon and Pierre NICOLE and Dr Marif 
all of whom were closely connected with the Swiss Communist PnlL.' 
Manfred von GRIMM, who had contacts in Austria and at the cout-+A Baron 

Liechtenstein; Georges BLUN, a French journalist in Zurich- 
others who are only known by their cover names. * ana nany 

/18. 
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Chapter EC (continued) 

'Phf'se he sometimes 
18. RADO was also constantly worried over fun^s. merioa, 
managed to secure by artificial business transactions ru‘ ** —^ one of 
Aaron PALIVODA, the R.K.O. Pictures representative in Gene > 

the intermediaries he used for this purpose. 

19. Early in 1942, FOOTE was instructed to train another reorui , 
Margarota BOLLI, as a W/T operator. Later she was installe 
W/T transmitter in a flat at Geneva, ftDO was thus able to 
three transmitters for handling his traffic with Mosoow* FO 

Lausanne, and HJvIEL and BOLLI in Geneva. 

20. In June 1942, Leon BEURTQN left for the United Kingdom to join 
his wife. In September the Police raided HAMEL's flat in search or 
Communist literature, but apparently failed to notice his transmitter# 
After this incident, HAMEL's set was removed to a villa outside Geneva, 

21, In the Summer 1942, FOOTE received instructions to contact Anna 
MUELLER in order to obtain her assistance for the renewal of a passport 
which was being used by an agent in Italy, Anna MUELLER had frequently 
been employed in the past to secure passports for members of the Soviet 
Intelligence Service. These were supplied to her by Max HABLLJJIC, an 
official in the Swiss passport service in Basle. This time the passport 
was in the name of SCHNEIDER. 

22. In the Spring 1943, Anna MUELLER was enticed into Germany after 
the arrest of her brother Hans in Freiburg. Hans MUELLER was captured as 
a result of attempting to pass a Y//T set to a Russian woman parachute 
agent, known as "INGE". Hans was executed, but his sister was interned 
and later confronted with Henri ROBINS ON, whom she admitted having helped 
to cross the Franco-Swiss frontier clandestinely. 

23* At about this time, Margareta BOLLI was seduced by a Gestapo agent, 
named PETERS. She was able to provide the German Counter Intelligence 
Service wdth an important clue to FOOTE's cypher. In October 1943, she 
was arrested by the Swiss while PETERS was in her flat, 

24. In April 1943, FOOTE was ordered to pay a sum of money to an 
unidentified courier from France. The courier turned out to be a Gestapo 
agent, and FOOTE was subsequently told to break off relations with RADQ 
but to keep in W/T contaot with Moscow. He resumed contact with RADO * 
in September. Meanwhile DUEBENDORFER learned that AmS-HU31SXJN was in 
German hands, and it was thought that he may have been the courier whom 
Moscow intended to send to Switzerland and for whom the German avent Ha* 
been substituted. & w Aau 

^5* 1^ July RivDO w&s giv©n a soinoiis wcimincr "Kv » 
penetration of his network by German Counter Intelligence^1™?°W t0 eXpQ 
was advised to take precautions for the security of his arm, Qnd h 
thatMANOLO, who had visited him in 1939, had been captured^v the T* t0 
and he became very scared. RADO informed Moscow that he vm ?! tile. GJxnM* 
watched by the Federal Police and asked for protection but m 130 being 
to be of any assistance. projection but Moscow was una 

26. Zb, In October 1943, the Swiss authorities arrester! w/i\rc»r 
Unfortunately RADO had recently left with HAMET l and BOH 

agents and aooounts. as a result, FoS^wA^Lestad r6feIT^ tc 
was able to damage his transmitter before it Mil 5 “ November, FOC 

Polioe. Later the Swiss attempted a play book h,3 IL**? hands of *h« 
of success as, instead of FOOTE's, they used fi/nru! -S had litt:Le chc 
taken from HAMEL. FOOTE was interned. ^ C°Qe whioh had be©] 
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Chapter XX (continued). 

2?. RADO meanwhile took refuge with Dr. BIANCHI. DUESENDORFlK^ vfa 
was still in contact with ROESSLER was thus cut off from.iioso . 
November 1943 and again in March 1944* she wrote to Hermina ^ 
a former colleague in the I.L.O. who had been posted to Mont re ax, 
appealed to her for assistance. 

28. The Swiss ended their V/T play-back in April 1944# 
time Rachel DUEBENDORFER, Paul BOETTCHER and ROESSLER were 2-rresxe • 
ROESSLER was released shortly afterwards. In July, the Sovie 1 

Attache in Ottawa, with the help of Hermina RABINOWITCH, sucoee 0 

sending funds from New York to Switzerland. They were aoknowle 6e Y 
Alexander ABRAMSON, another I.L.O. associate and a Soviet agent, witn 
whom DUEBENDORFER deposited ROESSLER’s material at the time of her arrest. 
Later in the year DUEBENDORFER and BOETTCHER were released on bail. 

29. FOOTE ms released from internment in September 1944, also on 
bail. He searched for R»J)0, and received a message through the Swiss 
Communist Party that he would shortly be leaving for Paris. From there 
RivDO said that he would arrange for someone to make contact writh his. 
group, FOOTE was advised to wait in Switzerland, He was not satisfied, 
however, with RADO’s attitude and arranged through Pierre NICOLE to meet 
DUEBENDORFER and ROESSLER. The latter informed FOOTE that he was prepared 
to continue working for the Soviet Intelligence Service on a long tena 
basis tafter the war, FOOTE thereupon decided to leave for Paris and make 
contact with the Soviet authorities. He escaped to France with the help 
of the Communist Party, and took with him samples of ROESSLER’s intelligence. 
He arrived in Paris in November 1944 and v,rent to see Lt,-Colonel NOVICOT, 
head of the Soviet Military Mission to whom he told his story. 

In July 1945, Rachel DUEBENDORFER and Paul BOETTCHER escaped to 

4 

30, 
France, 
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(A) TREPPER's group at the time of the arrest of MAKAROV and DMg (Dec. 194lj 

JASPAR 
(pELTis) 

HOSCOtf 

BLOCH 
courier (Brussels) 

encipher (Brussels) (Brussels) 

t 
- SUKOLOV — 
(Brussels) 

ISBUTSKY 
(Antwerp) 

- DRATTJiY 
(Brussels) 

PASS3SLBCQ 
(Brussels) 



(B) TKEPPER1 s network from December 1941 until December 1942. 

(Brussels) courier (Brussels) 

ISBUTSKE JEPFREMOV^2) 
(Antwerp) (Brussels) 

(1) see chart D. 
(2) see chart G. 



“1 

Moscg.e 

(c) JEb'ERKblOY1 s network 

JEFFEEMOV 
(Brussels) 

, - WBSfZEL-SCHNEIDERS^1)-DEPELS3JAIRE 

(1) see chart B. 
(2) see chart D. 



(D) ROBINSON * s network 

M0SC01V- 

|l) see chart H. 
2) see chart B. 



(e) SCHULZE-BOYSEN1 2 3 4 s networjc 

ERDBERC 
(Soviet Trade Delegation 

Berlin up to June 19V0 

(1) see Chart G. 
(2) see Chart F. 
(3) see Chart A. 
(4) see Chart C. 



Soviet Commercial 

attache, Berlin 

(1) see chart E. 
(2) see chart G. 
(3) see chart A. 

contact attempted 
” without success. 



(g) H/iBNitCK*s network 

H&VEMANN LBJZ EKDBERG 

, 1) see chart E. 
2) see chart A. 
3) see chart E. 

GOLLNOvK 1) 
(Germany) 

— SIEG- 
(Germany) 

SKRZHCZYNSKI 
(Berlin) 

- GODDORF 
(Germany) 

baestlein(3) 
(Hamburg) 

C.P. at Flensburg 

1 Soviet Embassy 
Stockholm 
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Italy- -BIANCHI BLUN "Lily 
(Gonova) (Zurich) aos Vatikan" 

"MMNOLO"- 

GBERLIANNS • 
(arrested by Swiss 

Dec. 1939) 

. -HAMEL 
* '(Geneva) 

<4?-' 

M0SC0V7- - - - -.^ 

rALIVOD.i 
(Geneva) 

V on GK . .:M 
(Davos' 

"DAHL" VIGISR 
(Zurich) (Geneva) 

BOETTCHER HOFMAIER H. BERGER A. BECKER 
(Geneva) (Basle) (Lausanne) (California) 

abjts-haenslin( 1) 
(Paris) 

. U. & L. BEUETON- 
(Genova) 

RADO 
(Geneva) 

DUEBINDOEFER- 
( Genova) 

L. & r. NICOLE 
(Geneva) 

SVI-T3KY 
(Geneva) 

"ROT" 
(Germany" 

HABlJANIC 

MOUTET \ (Basle) 

(Montreux) 

HUMBERT- 
DROZ 
(Zurich) 

THIEBiULT 
(Berne) 

BOURGEOIS 
(Geneva) 

"LOUIS" LAMBERT BAERM3 H. MUELLER 
(San Francisco) (France) (Switzerland) (Freiburg) 

C. SCHNEIDER 
(Geneva) 

ROESSLER 
(Lucerne) 

Swiss M.I. 

— ABRAMSON 
(Geneva) 

RABIN JWITCH 
(Monl veal) 

HELbEEN 

(New York) 

Soviet Embassy , 
Ottawa 

rvL 
o 
rn. 

’TNGE" 
(Germany) 

0) see chart D. 
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A. Switzerland 

in Switzerland 
n a woman offioer> 
about 1910, the 

iat who had served 

. by the R.U. about 

technical 
, She also 
first section. In 

spoke good French, 
i most widely 

(also C-TSEL and 
from the Soviet 

1. The principal Red Army Intelligence a6 

in 1936 and for some years before seems to have 
Maria Josifovna POLIAKOVA. She was a Jewess, corn 
daughter of a member of the Foreign Trade uommissa . 

in England, Germany and France. She was recr e 
1931 and served as resident agent of the fourth or 
intelligence section in both Switzerland and .France, 
served at an unknown date as resident agent for he 
Germany. POLIAKOVA, who was still alive in 1 946, _ 

German and English. The cover-name 
known in Western Europe seems 
GISl). This was reported by GOUZENKO, 
Embassy at Ottawa in 1945, as a cover-name 
in general. No evidence 'was forthcoming 

under which she was 

to have been GISELA I, 
the defector 

for Red Army Intelligence 

from GOUZENKO or his 
such a cover-name, except 

iina RABINOwT.TCH and her 
19V|. The references 

•amily", "GISEL *s man" etc. 
can easily be understood as "POLIAKOVA'S management, i. e. Red Army 
intelligence”, "POLIAKOVA'S agent-network in Switzerland”, POLIAKOVA s 
representative” etc. The evidence of FOOTE and of GOUZENKO himself 
(elsewhere) suggests that POLIAKOVA maintained her responsibility for 
some of the Swiss network after her return to Moscow in 1937 and 
throughout the war. References to her in 1943 and 1944 therefore in 
this context were by no means out of date. The ROBINSON papers also 
contain evidence of GISELA’s existence as an individual rather than 
as an organisation, and her identity with his old colleague POLIAKOVA# 
(it is also possible that this woman used the cover-name of "MEG-”, 
which appears in the ROBINSON papers as the name of a pre-war 
collaborator probably of superior rank to RCBINSCN himself. 

2. The geographical scope of POLIAKOVA1s activities in 1936-7 
is not known. To judge from the activities of her assistants and 
successors in Switzerland, it seems possible that she was mainly 
engaged against France and Italy. If, as seems probable, she was a 
superior officer to ROBINSON, then she may have had some authority 
over him and his predecessor in work against the British Isles. 
There is certainly evidence that HARRY I, HARRY II and ROBINSON all 
had recourse to Switzerland as a metropolis of espionage from which 
they received their principal directions, and ROBINSON, speaking of 
MEG, implies that he had discussed with her the maintenance of commu¬ 
nications with the British Isles. POJ.LAKOVA returned to Moscow -in 



Chapter I (continued) 

1936 were Anna MULLER, Selma GESSLTER-BUHRER and I^chel 

All three seem to have owed allegiance to PCLIA - _ 

relations between POLIAKOVA and DUEBENLCR7ER are ^ Q£ gonsider- 
judge from DUEBENDORFER' s later career, she was an ag ^ ma ^ 0ld 

able experience and independence. It is likely 

acquaintance of ROBINSON 

PUT3BENE0KPER* 

The exact 
m «nd. to 

A. A new arrival in Switzerland in 193 POLIAKOVA, 
Hungarian Jew. It is likely that he was accre 1 largely 
but for the first six months or so he must have never in 
occupied in the establishment of his excellent 
Geneva, "The Geographical Press Agency", or GEOPRESS. 

B. Prance. 

1. At the beginning of 1 936 there were two agents of 

standing in Prance, both apparently members of Red Army 
and in communication with Red Army headquarters through the Militaj-y 
Attache at the Soviet Embassy in Paris. 

2. Pirst of these in seniority was Henri ROBINSON who had 
been working as a Soviet agent in Western Europe since about 1931* 
In the early stages of his career he seems to have been mainly employed 
by the Comintern and even as late as 1936 he probably maintained aon- 
siderable Comintern interests. For example, it is said that during 
the 1930's he acted as head of the O.M.S. or Comintern Communication 
Service in Western Europe. It is evident from various sources, 
however, that ROBINSON by 1936 was well known to Red Amy Intelligence, 
and probably equally useful to the G. U. G. B. of the N.K.V.D. His work 
for the Comintern had led him among the clandestine activities of 
European Communist Parties and, apart frem his valuable knowledge of 
covert communications between these parties, it is said that in 1930 
he was put in charge of the B.B. or intelligence apparatus of the 
French Communist Party. This function is said to have been laid upon 
him by Red Amy Intelligence, and if the story is true it is an example 
of the Russian exploitation of Communist Parties for intelligence 
purposes. ROBINSON seems to have done other work for Red Amy 
Intelligence before 1936, and in 1936 itself he is said to have been 
formally related to the Soviet Military Attache in Paris, Despite the 
strength of these Red Army connections, it must not be forgotten that 
the G. U.G.B. , organisationally at least, had a prior claim on ROBINSON'S 
services. As early as 1932 the Foreign Section of the 0. G.P. TJ. took 
control of the Organisational Department of the Comintern and the 
successor of this Foreign Section, the G. U.G.B. , consolidated its hold 
in 1937, when it took over the O.M.S. For these reasons it is not 
surprising that ROBINSON in his papers shows signs of G, U.G.B. as well 
as Red Army experience. So far as our main story is concerned 
however, it is right to regard ROBINSON as an agent of Red Army* 

Intelligence. The direction and scope of ROBINSON's activities in 
1936 are unknown. Presumably he kept up his connections with the 
clandestine side of the French Communist Party, and a study of his 
passports shows journeys in 1 935 and 1 936 to Switzerland and Italv 
As has been suggested in Section A of this chapter, he may have hlL 
collaborating with POLIAKOVA in Switzerland. een 

3* The unidentified Red Amy Intelligence agent, HARPY tt 
to have been based on Paris, at least since the Spring of 1 935, 

/ that 
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vnPTeg as a secondary 
that date he took over the management of Ernes - ^ pg took pla°e 
agent in the British Isles. His first meeting ^ ^ came, but 
in Switzerland and there is no inf ormation j rom J headquarters in 
March 1936 at the latest he seems to have set up lo +0 have been 
Paris. Like ROBINSON, HARRY II*s link with .osccn o - g but he 

through the Military Attache at the 'Soviet Embassy . that his 
Was not of the same calibre as ROBINSON and it m P°® „_Tqq HARRY 
sphere of interest was limited to the exploitation ^ 
II's activities in the British Isles are describe a e • 

4. In December 1936, there arrived in Paris the °e^f^ed ^ 
Army agent, Leopold TREPPER. TREPPER probably use . 
Military Attache in Paris to keep in touch with Moscow, u . 
primary mission seems to have been as a general technica a 
Western Europe rather than as a collector of intelligence in any 

particular country. 

i 

| 

C. The British Isles 

1. The only agent of HARRY II known to us in the British Isles 
at the beginning of 1936 was Ernest WETSS. This man, a G-erraan Jevi9 

was formally recruited in Paris in January 1932 and came to England In 
May of the same year. During 1 932 and 1933 he had worked for an 
unidentified Red -^rmy agent known as "PRANK" or "HARRY I”. HARRY I 
had wide responsibilities and was compromised at the end of 1933 "by 
the arrests of Robert SWITZ and Lydia S"'AHL in Prance. WEISS, under 

HARRY I !3 instructions, had been in touch with Robert SWITZ and the 
whole of HARRY IBs apparatus in the British Isles seems to have been 
closed down when the French arrests took place. WEISS and a subsidi¬ 
ary source, Use STETNFELD, for example, were summoned separately to 
Switzerland at the beginning of 1934 where both seem to have been 
warned to lie quiet and hold their tongues. WEISS did nothing until 
the autumn of 1 934 when he was asked to report by letter to Vienna on 
his position and possibilities. There followed a year later in 
Switzerland his first meeting with HARRY II who spoke of a new assign¬ 
ment, but it was not until the Spring of the following year, if we are 
to believe WEISS, that HARRY II paid a visit to England. Immediately 
after his arrival in April 1936, he travelled on to Ireland where it 
is possible that he had a rendezvous with MEREDITH, one of the new 

British sources to whom he presented WEISS in the next month. Y/hether 
this rendezvous took place or not, HARRY II »s visit to Ireland is 
interesting because HARRY I before him had behaved as though he 
possessed a base in Dublin. In May 1936 HARRY II introduced TOISS to 
both MEREDITH ana VERNON, who were to be developed as sources of 
technical intelligence gathered at this time from the Royal Aircraft 
Establishment, Famborough, where they were both employe! Rra I. 
provided with a oar and a regular programme was laid down for his 
rendezvous with the two new sources. 

2" . During this same year HISS was introduced by HARTfV tt » 
courier named PAULINE, who was in fact Germaine SCfljraTTWBnf iJ1 tc a 
’IEIRS was directed to photograph the intelligence hT^t frL fJI^13- 
and VERNON and he would pass it to HARRY n either by^ireToff®?8 
in England or by Germaine SCHNEIDER, or by a visit to HAER? i? ° 

^-n Paris. 

^ no^ known whether any other of nawdv ti 
sources in the British Isles were revived at 

1 loS j 

/nor 
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Chapter I (continued) 

t of " i?ISS Ih this 
nor is it known whether HARRY II had lines independen through 

country. It seems clear, however, that the new en. xenigenoe 
V/EISS to MEREDITH and VERNON produced very slender 1 

revenues. 

D. The Low Countries. 

(i) Belgium. 

1, The most important agents in Belgium in 1 93 ue ha<j 
In January 1 936 Johann YENZEL arrived in Belgium from 
been serving with the clandestine military Section °® 3. re 
Communist Party and he was now taken over by Red Army In e 8 
DENZEL's principal uses to this service were to be as a vireJ;®f® 
technician, able both to operate himself and to train n0W ope • 

2. It is possible that YENZEL, even as early as 1936, entered 

into relations with Frans and Germaine SCHNEIDER of Brussels, ®se 
two were also new recruits to Red Army Intelligence in 1936, u ey 
had behind them a record of Communist and Comintern work, particularly 
as managers of a "safe house" used by couriers and other Communists m 
secret journeys across Europe. For the last reason it is probable 
that the SCHNEIDERs and ROBINSON were already well-acquainted. Their 
first direct employment by Red Array Intelligence was as couriers. 
Germaine SCHNEIDER had an extensive round, including France, the 
British Isles, Germany and Bulgaria. Franz SCHNEIDER's scope is not 
so clear but his employment by Unilevers seems to have taken him 
occasionally through Belgium to Switzerland, which was his country of 
origin, and he was used as a courier in that direction. He is also 
known to have visited the United Kingdom as a courier for ROBINSON. 
(Note. The Red Army agent who recruited the SCHNEIDERS in 1936 for 
ROBINSON may have been Konstantin JEFFREJ.tOV, v/ho later - from 
September 1939 to January 1 9A2 - ran a service of his own from Brussels. 
It will be seen that both DENZEL and the SCHNEIDERs make on early 
appearance in this service and it is possible therefore that they oame 
under JSFFHEMOV's direction even in 1936, three years before the first 
certain evidence of JEFFKSUOV's residence in Belgium, Frcr* 1936 to 
1939 JEFFREMOV could conceivably have lived in the Low Countries under 
sane unknown cover or he could have made periodic visits elsewhere. 
But there is no strong reason why his recruitment of the SCHNEIDER* 
should not have been a single mission, carried out on behalf of someone 
else. 'Then he next appears in the story, in 1939, JEFFREMOV seems to 
be visiting Belgium on a special technical occasion of recent origin. 
See Chapter IV. D.) 

(ii) Holland. 

3. An intermittent resident in the Hague in 1936 was KRIVTTSKY 
then acting apparently as a general inspector of both Red Army and ’ 
G. U. G.B. intelligence undertakings in Restem Europe. 

A. Probably as an off-shoot of G.U.G.B. operations, Daniel 
GOUULOOZE, a Dutch Communist, was exploiting the intelligence annnr + 

of the Dutch Communist Party against Holland herself. GOTLTnr™ w 
formerly worked for Comintern ca-nmunicaticns between liosccw d ^ 
He later admitted that he was taken over by a Russian Intell-i lland* 
Service from 1936 to 1937, but it is hot k£own whether tWs wff^ 
G.U.G.B. or the Red Army. As in the case of Henri ROBINSON it is 

/likely 
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Chapter I (continued) 

likely that the G.U.G.B, had a prior claim on his services. 

E« Germany. 

1. In Germany, Harro SCHULZE-3 O'ffiKN, the Russian 
German Air Ministry, had becane a source of mf Communist 
Intelligence Service on an indirect line throug ^ produoea intelligence 

Party, It appears, for example, that m 193 £ Qnain which he 
on German preparations against the Red Government -jP > German 
passed to the A.M, Apparat (or Secret Military Sec ion) TN-Jy ^.0 a 
Communist Party. This w?s handed on through Gise .a von . ^ 
contact in the Soviet Embassy in Berlin. From there the intel• lg 
would be transmitted to Moscow but it is not clear whether it en 
Red .Army Intelligence or to the G.U.G.B. It might be expected that 
the G.U.G.B. would have first claim on a strictly Communist Party 
source. On the other hand, Red Army Intelligence may have tapped tne 

A.M. Apparat just as they seem to have secured a hold on the B.B# 

Apparat in France by means of ROBINSON. Go far as 3CHULZE-BCY5EN 
himself was concerned, it is worth emphasising that he was only a 
source of information at this date. It was not until much later* in 

1 941, that he became an operator as well as a source. 

2. Outside Germany, but producing intelligence against her, 
there was an important Russian intelligence source in Poland. This 
was Rudolf von SCHSLIHA, who had been working as a secretary in the 
German Legation at Warsaw since 1932 and who was recruited as a source 

by either the G.U.G.B. or the R.U. in 1934* Von SCKELIHA seems to 
have been blackmailed into treason by the exploitation of his weakness 
for women and money* His first manager, if not recruiter, was Rudolf 
HERRNSTAnT, a journalist employed on the Berliner Tageblatt in Warsaw, 

HERRNSTAnr was a Jew and direct cent act between him and von SCHEIiTHA. 
became unsafe under the Nazi regime. A cut-out was therefore installed 
in 1936 in the person of Use STCEBE 'who was ostensibly employed in 
Warsaw as a foreign correspondent for German and Swiss newspapers. 
Use STOEBE was also HERRNS^ADT's mistress but her use as a out-out was 
by no means accidental* It is now known that she was working for 

HARRY I, and therefore for the R.U. , as far back as 1932. KSRRNSTADT 
is believed to have passed von SCHELTHA's information to the Soviet" 
Embassy in Warsaw* 

F, Scandinavia. 

]• Leopold TEEPP'R «j have paid a visit to Sweden in Decker 
1936 on a special mission to assess intelligence which had been obtains, 
there on a steel alloy process. The agents whom he met on this ^ne 
occasion may have been working either for Red tony Intelligence ov 
G.U.G.B., since at this date Red ,.rniy Intelligence, if we a™ L ^ 
believe XRIVITSKY. still held paramount authority in RussjTL A, 
technical intelligence questions. .Tmtever their service b11 
been, -TSSPFSR is likely to have used his 1936 contacts in 

as part of the long-term operation which he planned arainatA£dl!-!ftTis- 
Isles in following years. ' gainst 12ie British 

/ G-* Italy. 



1 • ROBINSON paid two visits to Italy from France via 
Switzerland in 1936. By comparison with his visits to the British 
Isles in 1937 - i 939> it might be suggested that he was managing a 
Red Army Intelligence agent somev/here in Italy, perhaps on behalf of 
a higher authority, such as POLIAKOVA. 
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Chapter TT. 1937* 

A. Switzerland 

1. 1957 in Russia was a year of p°l 31 ’ ^lQfPits^istory. Re^ 

Red Array was visited with the moat ^^silS the accusations against 
Army Intelligence was greatly affects , - their supposed 
Marshal TUKHACHEVSKY and his fra ends hing_ ^ KRTVF’SKY admitted, 

collaboration with the German Army. in i n Gf their success in 
the Red Amy Intelligence staff owed a gre * x understanding 

Europe and perhaps further afield to a pr mderstanding had gone 
with their opposite numbers in iTermany. 19^5 but it had not 
underground since Hitler's accession ° P01, 

disappeared* 

2. in the turraoil of 1957 therefore a number of 

Russian agents were recalled from 'Astern Europ t intelligence 

perhaps the most notorious evidence of pVfg® lt rland and the 
field was the assassination of Ignace REISS x S als0 
defection of KRIVITSiOC in Prance. (Note. G.O.B.G., ag 
suffered, for example MALT © HAROT, who had come partly unacr 

KRIVITSKY1 s control.) 

■z Amonp the suspect servants of the R.U. was P0LIA1.0VA* She 
ms recalled in 1937 from Switzerland to Moscow when she seems to have 
had a dangerous passage, for her father was shot in the Purges and her 
brother arrested. It is said that she awed her safety to her 
ability, her memory and the width of her experience. ohe was not 
allowed to return to the field and for a time she was kept in 
subordinate posts, hut by 1940 her professional standing at least 

seems to have been largely restored. 

. The successor to one part of POLIAKOVA's enterprises.in 
Switzerland was Alexander RADO, whose cover of GEOPRESS, with its 
international connections, was developing well. His targets were 
probably Germany and Italy. In November 1937 he paid a short visit 
to England, ostensibly on GEOPRESS business, and it is possible that 
he may have carried out an intelligence mission at the same time, 
R\D0 • S intelligence was concealed by microphotography and passed to 
the Soviet Military Attache in Paris by postal and courier links. 

5, DUEBENDORFER, MULLER and OESSNER-BUHRER are not known to 
have been disturbed by the general recalls and reorganisations. There 
i3 no evidence that they were connected with RADO before the wojt and 
they should be regarded as branches of "CTSETA's family". 

B, France 

1. It is probable that the return of FIRRY II to Moscow and 
the handing over of his service against the British Isles to ROBIN30N 
was oonneotod with tho ro-organisation of Red Army Intelligence. 
This handing over from HARRY II to ROBINSON seems to have taken place 
in the first half of 1937 3ince ROBINSON visited England in February 
and June. It may have meant that either ROBINSON wn3 relieved of 

3ane of his Comintern responsibilities or that he dropped hi3 Itali 
connections. The latter possibility is supported by the evidenco 

/his 
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Chapter II (continued) 

his passports though we cannot be sure that we possess all of* ‘thein* 

l 

2» Changes in Red Army Intelligence in Western Europe my 
also have brought about the promotion of Leopold TREFFER# Paris 
seems to have remained his base but he is said in this or the nex 
year to have taken part in widespread planning discussions* In 
Paris itself he is supposed to have discussed the Scandinavian 
network and on a visit to Switzerland in the same year he is supposed 
to have taken part in talks about Czechoslovakia, the Balkans, Greece 
and Italy, it is reasonable to suppose that the purged Red Anny 
Intelligence was undergoing a wide reorganisation at the behest of 
the triumphant G.U. G.B. 

3* In 1936 (see Chapter I. P.) TREPPER may have been used on 
a short term technical mission to Scandinavia. Apart from any new 
authority and responsibility he may have acquired during 1937> he 
seems to have continued his technical functions and paid a visit to 
the aritish Isles for a similar purpose. 

October 193 7 Waldemar OZOLS returned to Prance from 
service with the International Brigade. This man, who was of 
Latvian origin, may already have been an experienced Russian agent# 
according to one account he had been working for Red Army Intelligence 
m ranee since 1926. Little .is known about his targets or his 

collaborators, but he is said to have paid visits to the British Isles 
rom 1935 to 1939. Until the war began he appears to have been 

quite independent of ROBINSON or ^'REFFER, though his directions, like 
theirs, came through the Soviet Military Attache in Paris. 

C, The British Isles. 

*• L,. ^om Januiry to July 1937 WEISS went on working the 
MEREDITH and VERNON sources for HARPY tt Pav*-* • _ 5 
have visited as a oourSrln LLv 

to Prance where HURRY II seems to have told him' o/the plalt 
over to a new master. WEISS tes tola ^ «L? f,0ha"se' 

comparison with ROBINSON'S passpo^fh the T’ * 
very likely that the rendezvous was betw^ Vv li: seems 
1937. It is interesting to'observe^ P '2p^er 2nd and 6th, 

the same passport, made two visits to the British^o013™301^ 1,31115 
and June 1937, before he took over *totrs h 1 ln February 
other connections in the British Isles mho™! ^ ^P1^ *h&t he had 
after WEISS had returned from Ms fs^t- ? t0 TOlss- T^e day 
one of his regular rendezvous with^^^T^? W1?1 R0BT^°N he had 
state of alarm because of a ^ this a 
at Parnham# VERNON was rightly ?ad been made on his house 

bring to light his Conmunist sympathies and al th<2 burelary should 
somewhat free borrowing of offipLi i d lso» as it turned out v,- 
Establishment. By A™ the ^ 

Of ROBINSON, VERNON was allowed to rotiA ft<t‘itA.With «*• appro^l 
time being. Discoveries made over tv, actlve service for t-v, 
carried out by Fascists, led to VMraU? ^ .v'hich teen 

MEREDITH also f. 

“SSI sr ~ ^ 
moome on 

TREFPER 
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Chapter II (continued) 

2. TRAPPER seems to have paid a visit to the on the 

1937* This was partly a technical mission to>E1 -Russian 
value of some machine part which had been acquire y seems 

Intelligence in England, In this year and in 193 > ' about 
to have had other discussions in England, but we ai „.ffntor3, 
them since they did not interest TREFPER’s German in er _fco ge^ 
According to KRIVITSKY, there were prepara tions bet ore yj , 
up a radio station for Red Army Intelligence in the ri , „ 
So far as his knowledge went, this station had never ' 

practical purposes, but it may be thought that RE PEER . . . * 
knowledge and authority to be concerned in a project o is 

3. TREEPER also'told his interrogators that either in 1937 or 
1938 he carried out some commissions for ROBINSON during a visi 
this country. His story does not suggest thot he was much in 
ROBINSON’S confidence and implies rather that his visit was used as a 
matter of convenience for ROBINSON'S affairs. ^REEFER made a tele¬ 
phone call on ROBINSCN’s behalf, possibly to sane part of the 
Communist Party organisation, and made a rendezvous with unidentiiie 

agents to whom he passed on ROBINSON's instructions* 

A* OZOLS may also have visited the British Isles in 1937? but 

his business is unknown. 

5. Prom November 7th to the 10th, 1937* RADO visited England, 
ostensibly on GEOERESS business. Prom the genuine business point of 
view GEOPRESS, which dealt largely in topical maps, might well have 
been benefited by an English connection. Considering GEOERESS as a 
cover for espionage however, it seems more than likely that RADO had 
other business to transact. As the successor to part of POLIAKOVA'S 
interests he may have undertaken a mission on her behalf, for there 
are indications (see Chapter I. A.) that POLIAKOVA'S activities from 
Switzerland included some service in the British Isles. 

D* The Low Countries 

1* The SCHNEIDERs continued to work as couriers and Germaine 
SCHNEIDER was handed over by HARRY II to ROBINSON for his English 
connection. 

2. In 1937 Leon GROSSVOGEL, a Communist, who had been living in 
Belgium since 1926, was transferred fron the post of General Manager 
to the Excellent Raincoat Company, which he had occupied since 1935 
to the position of travelling Inspector for the firm. Such a move’ 
would be helpful to the covert activities of a Russian Intelligence 
agent and it seems significant that TREFPER met GR0SSV0GEL in Brussel 
in the same year. There is no certain information on the date nhZ 

GR03SV0GEL first became involved with Russian Intelligence. *** 

In October, ,/ENZEL moved from Belgium into Holland wher*^ 
GCUHLOOZS. »lng the alias of TOW, and toWhtaPLt 
to settle there and work for the Dutch Communist Partv 
agreed to help, but shortly afterwards , 
summoned "abroad". In all probability wfreoor^ 

- and took further instructions for the AnmunioatimE * ba°k 
developed (perhaps on behalf of the foll^gE^® 

/B. 

called on 
ho wanted 

GOTOCOZE 
have been 
to Moscow 

which he 



Chapter IT (continued) « 

E> Germany, Austria and Czechoslovakia^ 

1. In Germany itself, 1937 seems to have seen the temporary 
extinction of SCHULZE-BOYSEN as a source of information • > terruption 
through the German Communist ^arty. The reason for s «nti- 
is unknown, but possibly it was the result of some success 
Communist enterprise by the Gestapo. Outside Germany^von •_ J 1 
continued to supply valuable information through Ilse STOEBE aH 
Rudolf HERRN3TADT to the Soviet Embassy in Warsaw. 

2. The organisation or re-organisation of a Russian Intellig 
network in Czechoslovakia seems to have been on the agenda of a s- 
cussions attended by TREPPER either in 1937 1938 i-n Switzerlatt 

F. Scandinavia 

1. TREPPER told his interrogators that he took part in dis¬ 
cussions with a Russian, a Swede and a Norwegian in 1937 °r 1938 on 
the establishment or re-organisation of a network in Scandinavia. 
These discussions were held in Paris. TREPPER seems to have completed 
in 1937 or 1938 the technical mission which had led to his visit to 
Sweden in 1 936. 

G. The Balkans 

1. Germaine SCHNEIDER probably continued to serve during 1937 
as a courier to an unknown agent in Bulgaria. 

2. In 1937 or 1938 the establishment or reorganisation of a 
network in the Balkans was part of the agenda in discussions attended 
by TREPPER in Switzerland. 

H. Italy 

1. 
network 
TREPPER 

. °r 1 + ^e establishment or re-organisation of a 
in Italy was part of the aEenda in discussions attended by 
in Switzerland. ucu a7 



A, Switzerland 

1. RADO continued his servioo of information to the So 

Military Attache in Paris. 

2. DUEBENTOREER, HOLLER and GESSHER-E^^P^^^^to 
Their independent activities. In laay 1938 R DDosible that this 
Switzerland, using his UEHRLE passport, an" i • . the 3^40 
visit should he related to DUEBENDORNER s Gon^^^ °a3SOCiated with 
evidence of the ROBINSON papers he had been closely le 
her for some years past. No such association 
ROBINSON and RADO, 

3. During the rnwt of 1938 a n®wir3eITio°r'^f "Le" 
Switzerland nnder the field direction of Ursula been 
KUCZYNSKE. This woman and her husband, Rudoli ,Q 
employed by Russian Intelligence at least since 1930 and fVon W 
to 1935 they were running a servioe in China. This 
to grief in 1935 and Ursula H/IIBURGER escaped on a Soviet stop to 
Moscow. In October 1935 she arrived in England frou Leningrad and 
stayed with her family, the KUCZYNSKEs, in London. In 
1936 sho left for Warsaw where she rejoined her husband who appears 
to have travelled to Poland from China via the United States. It 
is possible that HAMBURGER had visited Czechoslovakia in October 
1935 and that he also had paid a visit to the KUCZYNEKXs in London, 
In their Polish mission the HAMBURGERS used W/T communications with 
Moscow. They seem to have been visited in Poland during 1937 oy 
Brigitte KUCZYNSICL, one of Ursula’s sisters from England, Rudolf 
HAIBURGER seems to have remained in Poland until at least April 
1938 but in the same year ho moved first to the United States, then 
to London and from there to Switzerland where he rejoined his wife 
for a time. In June 1939 he arrived in Hong Kong from Saigon and 
left the same day for Shanghai. He was then using a German 
passport, but in March or April of the following year, when he was 
arrested by the Chinese at Chungking, he was using a Honduras 
passport v/hose date of issuo v/as October 1939, and which he claimed 
to have procured in Switzerland. The Chinese found him in possession 
of a wireless transmitter. At first the Chinese seem to have been 
in some doubt whether he was a Japanese or a German agent, but in 
June 1941 at the outbreak of the Russo-German war the Soviet 
authorities lodged a vigorous demand for his release. The Chinese 
complied and HAMBURGER next came to light in Persia, where ho was 
arrested by the United States authorities in April 1943. Onoo 
again there were doubts about the direction of his espionage, but 
he eventually confessed his service under British interrogation and 
was handed over to the Russians. His admission to the British and 
the Americans in Persia that he was a Soviet agent seom3 to have 
got him into serious trouble in Moscow, and h6 is nor/ believed to 
be serving a lengthy sentence in a compulsory labour camp in the 
U.S.S.R. 

4, Ursula HA^URGER seems to have been left very much to her 
own devices in her 1938 mission. She told P00TE that she had made 
her ovm selection of Sv/itzerland as a base, and implied that the 
only direct contributions made by the R.U. to her service v/ere money 
v/ire less apparatus and one agent who made a singularly ill jud peed ** 
arrival in Switzerland in September 1939. She also gave K)OTE the 

/impression 



Chanter III (continued 

impression that selection and reoruitewnt la<=lc °*„t 
tor own initiative, but tore she my have that the art.nt 
guidance from Moscow. It is noticeabl » thc Intcmatiorul 
contributed by headquarters was recruits, ^0?^ 
Brigade just as were FOOTE and BEURTON, QN ^ squired to be 
thought it strange that neither ho nor -been R.U. polioy *’or 
Party members, but this forbearance nay h<- 

the task in hand. 

5. FOOTE had his first rondos-vous ~ upland for a 
the end of October, and she posted horn to uun aocret work 
period of self education in the elements of undo askGd 
against Germany. possibly at this firs Charles BEURTON 

with Ursula in a* 

Drrnany. x-ossibly at this il^t,nc" ™V Charles BEURTON 
to name a suitable assistant and he told her 
who had served with him in Spain. 

6. In 1938 the sum of £6,500 was paid into von SOHEUHA's 
account at Zurich from New York (seo Chapter II. • )* 

H. France 

1, During 1938 ROBINSON continued his operations against the 
British Isles from his base in Paris. Hb visited England himself 
and he also visited both Belgium and Switzerland. He seems to have 
been in Belgium at least twice and his business there may have been 
with the SCHNEIDERS. (It is possible that he went on from Belgium 
into Germany, using an unknown passport, to visit his mistress Klara 
SCHABBEL and their son in Berlin). He was in Switzerland in May, 
dime, July and September. His connections with DUEBENDORFER seen 
to have been maintained and the frequency of those visits suggests 
that he may have helped her in her line of cconunications with Moaoow, 
perhaps through his contact with the Soviet Military Attache in Paris* 

2. TREPPER, based on Paris, continued his planning operations 
and to judge from his own account was mainly concerned with projects 
for a network directed against the British Isles. He may have 
visited England for this purpose during 1938. He spent some six 
months of the year in a personal report to Moscow, but returned, 
probably in the Autumn, on operational duty to establish his base 
in Brussels. On his way to Moscow he passed through Denmark 
Sweden and Finland. 

3. OZOIS may also have visited England during 1938, continuing 
his unknown operation. ' 

^ this year Anton MWIIOFF i3 believed to have been 
posted to the Soviet Consulate in Paris, whore he may have be™ 
espionage work with the Soviet Military Attache, ' 

5. In 1938 Victor SUKOLOV makes his first appearance in 
story. He was about twenty-seven years old but toTalready^ad ^ 
eons id arable training and experience under Red Amv Tn+niVr 
He had carried out s® intelligence nission in sSin 
Civil War and then seeras to have boon posted to France T* 
funds were sent for him to a bank in Mn^inn -p ncS* . -*-938 
TKEPPER's posting of SUKDLOV to Marseilles in lqi?*1 !'Gxic0* 
SUKOKJV had used this town as a base bofo« ?to mrf7 “an that 

/C. ^ British Isles. 
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Chapter III (continued) 

The British Isles 

1. During this year ROBINSON continued his opor^t 

the British Isles which ho visited at leas pqnionarro income 
and September. So far as V/EISS was conccmor r nDthing, 
390ns to have rooained poor. VERNON produced l^Uo or^no^^ 

vrtiila MEREDITH, who had aovod to a private. fM"-’. ^ ^favourable 

occasional caterial which, according to wEISs,. . hon.rinr in niind, 

criticisms from Moscow through ROBINSON. I* ' operator in this 
however, that YIEISS nay not have been ROBINSON s only 1 a t 
country! For exanplo, ROBINSON’S visits in July and Sept^M ^ 

seen to have concerned WEISS. Ihe ROBINSOI con3trued to 
information fra.; England in the following yoar, nay There 
Man that even MEREDITH was exploited on an alternative line. in 
is a background to this possibility. In the first ^ place it appears 
that HARRY II ROBINSON’s predecessor, had an acquaint-nc cm 
meetings with MEREDITH and his wife in which WEISS took no par . 
WEISS has also said that he believed MEREDITH’S visit to Russ £ :m 
April and May 1937 r.iay have had a good deal to do with his developnen 

as an a rent, MEREDITH had spoken as though he were better able to 
act as an adviser alongside Russian technicians in Russia than as a 
producer of documents, blue prints and answers to occasional briers 

which took no proper account of his technical scope. If there is 

anything in this supposition, MEREDITH*s visit to Russia may h>VG 
been followed by a better service through some other cut-out than 
WEISS. We have also to reckon with the unidentified agent ’’JEAN1 , 
who by April 1939 seems to have been well established in the British 

Isles and who certainly offared more businesslike prospects at that 

time to ROBINSON than WEISS over seems to have done. 

2. Rudolf HERRESTADT made further visits to England in 1936 
and again saw Use STEINFELD. 

3. TREPFER is also believed to have visited the British Isles 

during this year, possibly on a technical mission, but probably also 

to develop his plans in a new large scale operation against this 
country directed from the Low Countries and Scandinavia. 

4. In September Alexander Allan FOOTE returned from the 
International Brigade to be considered for a special courier post 

between Spain and the British Communist Party. Whether or not this 

proposal was genuine, it soon disappeared in favour of an invitation 
to carry out "secret work" in Europe, If we are to bolieve KX)TE 

he was not a member of the Communist Party at this time, neither had 
he any clear idea of what the secret work might be. Ho fathered 

that his name had been put forward by SPRINGHALL and his recruitment 
was carried out through Communist Party Headquarters in London ’ 
From there he was passed to a woman in Hampstead whom he later#1^™+ 
to be Brigitte LEWIS, nee KXJGZINSKI, the sister of Ursul- 
Brigitte sent him out to a rendezvous with Ursula in Sns^t^’ 
end of October. The rendoz-vous still loft him much in tho T 2?* 
Ho was ignorant of Ursula's identity - he knew ter L -“om- NL 
he knew neither the none of the organisation by which he Jg „ 
the purpose of the work he was to do. Nevortheln«= g3 P1-113 nor 

Ursula HAMBURGER’S directions but he produced on her k™ t0°k 

of a further recruit, Leon Charles HEURTON, who had sor^d wit^hj^ 

/in Spain 
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in Spain and >7ho was polltioally ^ inclincu towai^s^ where he 
went on to his first post in i xmich throu .h .. ^ Brigitto 

further meetings with Brigitte LSr'^Sj ^t v/ritinr concealed 
sent his Munich address by means of secret v/ritxnG 

book. 

foots 
had 
that he 
in a 

D, The Low Countries 

(i) Belrium 

1, The SCHNEIDEHS aooa to have continued *° 
during 1938. It is possible that they ®ro joined -t thoir^u ^ 
Brussels by v.'ENZEL, who returned from Moscow this ye,. 

Be lgium. 

ROBINSON visited Belgium in June, perhaps for business with 

the SCHNEIDERS. 

z Although his arrival in Belgium is not offioially recorded 

vi'til Karch 193?; TEEP2EE sesos to have paid a Visit 
on his return from Moscow towards the end of an y J 
have been using the cover of a business nan. It “ °^^ftLBo£ 
suspected that he was behind a new development on the Ourecr ol Boon 
GROSSVOGEL, Leon had become unpopular with his employers, 
of the Excellent Raincoat Company. Though they ’ 
ability, and though he was related to one of then, iuJELODITZ, °y 
narriaae, they knew that GROSSVOGEL had communist sympathies and they 
found him awkward during a strike which took place at their Brussels 
plant in 1938. They therefore accepted with relief a proposal made 
before by GKOSSVOGEL that he should set up an independent company in 
the sane line of business. They themselves subscribed seme £8,000 
towards the new fim and held between then half of the share issue. 
The other half was helo by GROSSVOGEL himself and it is hard to 
believe that he was not supported financially by TREPBER as a forei^ 
business nan, or under some other cover. The new concern, the 
Foreign Excellent Raincoat Company, was expressly designed to deal 
in the export of raincoats to Denmark, ^inland, Norway and Sweden, 
territory in which TKEFHER planned to set up bases for an operation 
against the British Isles. The formal institution of the company 
antes from December 1938. 

Ui> Holland 

Towards the end of 1938 Y/ENZEL under his alias of "HERMANN" 
revisited GOTJWLOOZE and told him that he had settled in Bo lgium, He 
asked for a roan from the Dutch Communist Bxrty to help on some 
unspecified te.sk and GOUV/LOOZE provided him with WINTERINK. It was 
not until some time later that GOUY/LOOZE learned of BTNTERINR^s 
training by YJENZEL as a wireless operator. 

E. Germany. Austria and Czechoslovakia 

1. Von SCHELEHA. continued to be exploited as a source of 
intelligence against Germany in hi3 post at the German Ibb-scvr rr 

obj > «ax*sccw 

/in November 
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. cVritzerlan^ 
?. In November FOOTE was posted to uunic ^\QQn given 2,0 

England in Ursula HfiffiOTGE^s new service. instructions wore to 
3vriLs francs for his first throe nonth and bas ^n and 
loam Gorr.ian. Ho had also been advisea to a thQ employees 

photography and he was oxpectod to unke con * art 0f his 
of thS B.M.TT. factory. He carried » ‘h ^ on an allowance 
instructions but otherwise lived as a nan 

nf 500-550 HM ° 'r1oy'4‘Vl- 

g. Scandinavia 

1. TEEPRER passed through Denmark, Sweden .ft 0^"nounc<Ttohis 
nay to France from Moscow. Ho nay have been Foreign 

contacts in these countries the coning fo®d“^°^Lss^th 
Excellent Raincoat Company and its proposed export 

Denmark. Finland, Norway and Sweden. 

G-. The Eallcans 

Germaine SCHNEIDER nay have continued to work as courier to 

an unknown agent in Bulgaria. 

H. Italy 

1, RADO nay have been conducting operations against Italy 
during this year. 

I. Western Hemisphere 

1. In 1938 w© have our earliest traces of the Western Heoisphs 
as a financial base in this story. Firstly there is a record that 
$6,500 were credited from the Chase National Bank, Now York to an 
account mn by von SCHEI1HA in Zurich. (it ,aay bo relevant that the 
Jluencan Cornunist Party, using a former member of the bank's 
organisation, seems to have mn a disguised account at tho Chase 
National Bank fron early 1941. Both Russian funds and Russian awent 
wore involved m this transaction). It is nosq-ibln x ^nt 

SCHEUHA's espionage income went into his Swiss account"bofom tL^" 

2. 
Mexico to 

Secondly it is believed that SUKOLCV had 
<- bank in Marseilles during this year. monies sent from 
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A» Switzerland. 

1* RADO's service continued during 1939 quite independently, 
seems, of either DUI23ENDORFER or Ursula HAIjBURGER, but he had a visitor 
from outside, an agent with the cover name "iiANOLO", who may have 
him fresh instructions on the outbreak of war. By July 1943? ^^ANQLQ a 
fallen into German hands but the damage he could do to the Swiss networ 
was limited, since all that he knew was the name and address of R&DO an 
the fact that he was working for Red Army Intelligence, (it is possible 
that MANOLO should be identified with SUKOLOV whom we know to have visited 
Switzerland in the following year and who was used for a mission similar to 
that of MANOLO, in his visit to SCHULZE-BOYSM in Germany in ^pril 1939. 
according to one German source, SUKOLOV admitted that he handed ovor a cyphci 
to someone in the Rue de Lausanne at Geneva in the summer of 1940* This 
address would fit RADO and corresponds roughly with the limited amount of 
knowledge which MANOLO is supposed to have had. It may well be that the 
German source has confused two of SUKOLOV* s visits to Switzerland and 
that he handed over this cypher in the summer of 1939 not 1940). 

2. (.mother possible candidate for identification with "MANCflbO" 
is JEFFREMOV who travelled to Brussels from Zurich in September 1939 under 
a Finnish alias. YIe do not know when or how JEFFREMOV arrived in 
Switzerland and whether he was sent there from Russia, It is possible 
that he may have brought EADO's cypher to him.) 

3* The point of the cypher must have been to prepare RADO for an 
alternative means of communication with his management. The system of 
postal and courier links through which he passed his microphotographed 
intelligence to the Soviet Military Attache in Paris was clearly vulnerable 
to censorship and other accidents of war even before the German invasion 
of France. By June, 1940, a wireless link between RADO and Moscow had 
become essential but the advantages of such a link must have been obvious 
enough a year before, and it seems likely therefore that "MANOLO* s" visit 
was a first stop in the new direction, providing RADO with a cypher against 
the time when he would have both wireless transmitters and operators. 
(Of. the story of G0UWL00ZB and the "reserve code", Chapter IV D ) * 

4* ROBINSON visited Switzerland in February, May and June-Julv 
To judge fron his messages to Moscow in 1940 ana 1941, his business durina 
these visits was with DUEBENDOKFKR, There are varioA unidentified 
in RUBINS ON' s messages who seeu to have belonged to a group or notwofv * 
under DOEBSJDOEPKR before the war. The position of on! of thlBe "SLy., 
□ay imply that DUEBS1D0KFER was working against France in 19W wAV? ’ 
possible that she had other interests as well. ’ °Ut ls 

5. Ursula HAMBURGER'S service against Germany was * 
standstill by the Russo-German pact of August 1939 AJLthonafc8!^15? * 
Intelligence ordered her at short notice to halt all work 
it would be unwise to regard this as a sign of some 8 ^ Germany, 
R.U. activities in that direction. Ursula's service^ in «, of 
any practical existence from 1938 to 1939, had been concerned^* U had 
plans for sabotage than in the collection of intelligence UOro in 
been wholly designed for sabotago work. Suggestion* in haVQ 
required from both FOOTE and BEURTQN; they were eivPn S flel<1 had been 
instruction in the manufacture of incendiary bombs- on^ieaer?tary 
ranged from the burning of a Zeppelin to the ,fr0^eots ha^ Zeppelin to the assassination of Hitlerf 

/Although 
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d vrere despised 
*0.though these plans were amateurish in the extreme engage^ ^ 
as such by FOOTE himself, it is evident that Jrsul. -RusS0-<^rnian pact, 
then with the backing of Moscow, until the time o _ _ &g a sabotage 
Indeed, if we consider Ursula HAIBURGER's work in ^ qtorv begin to 
mission, some of the more puzzling features m F , ^d in peacetime 
disappear. Sabotage and assassination involve pu XG .Q roiling stones 
the risk of international complications. The choice ^„nT_n/T records 
from the International Brigade, Englishmen with goo * been both 
but without formal Communist Party connections, may 4-petimony, FOOTE 
deliberate and sound. Moreover, as we know from 13 organisation 
had he been caught as a saboteur, could not have name Switzerland that 
for which he ms working. It was only after his ^^orT any geneita 
Ursula told him who his masters were. On the . ovadied to the 
deductions from the eclipse of Ursula HAMBURGER sho mboutzh direct 
sabotage work of Red Amy Intelligence against Ger^ny. though cireot^ 
action of this kind may have been considered mpolitio after ed 
German pact, the collection of intelligence is likely to have in 

rather than diminished, 

6. Ursula HAMBURGER remained in wireless contact with Red Army 
Intelligence Headquarters and was directed to instruct her agen s ^ 
wireless technique. Moscow was probably considering theneed for alternative 
■jeans of cops,unication, both in R/DO's and in DUEBfflDOHFER's services, and 
this instruction may have been complementary to the visit from hsNOLO. Ther. 
seems, however, to have been no contact between Ursula HAL'BUBGER and these 
services during 1939. In September Moscow made their only direot 
contribution in manpower to Ursula HAMBURGER's group,. This was Frans 
OBEHMANNS @ ALEX, a German Communist who had served with the International 
Brigade and who was sent into Switzerland from Russia through Germany, with 
Yv/T apparatus. He was given a Finnish passport but insufficient training 
to support his cover and was arrested by the Swiss in December, For the 
rest of the war he worked under mild restrictions in a Swiss labour camp 
and remained both a financial and a security liability to the Swiss network. 

B, France. 

RjGBINSON continued his service from Paris against the British 
Isles, at least until the outbreak of war, and visited England from May 26th 
to June Ath. He visited Switzerland in February, May and June-July (see 
Chapter IV, A). (Our passport records of ROBINSON do not go later than 
July 1939.) Most of RQBINSON’s business in England during 1939 must have 
been with "JEAN" (see C below). *,EISS had his last contact with him in 
Paris in July, on which ocoasion ROBINSON seems to have shown no anxiety 
about the approach of war or the effect that war might have on their 
communications. After the Russo-German pact he sent Y.EISS a letter in plain 
language code apparently to reassure him on the ultimate nobility of 
Russia* s motives. 

2, We have no information on the activities of OZOLS during 1939 
but he may have continued a mission against the British Isles. J * 

3. DANILOV remained at the Soviet Consulate in Paris. SUKOLOV 
seems to have been in France until July when he arrived in Brussels und 
a Uruguayan alias. Funds were sent to him this year, as in iqxa aer 
Mexico to a bank in Marseilles. lron 

/C. The British Isles. 
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0, Tho British Isles, 

1. In the early spring of 1939, Loon Charles former 
had been given by FOOTE to Ursula HAMBURGER in 193 » v,a.,, .. e ^elo of the 
service through her sister Brigitte LEWIS, presume. y "i -mTURTON's 
Communist Party. FOOTE has said that the circumstances n(jez-vous with 
recruitment were much the same as his own. BEURTON m, rankfurt-am-Hciin 
Ursula HAMBURGER in Switzerland and was posted thence zo jj 

2, In April 1939, we have our first certain record of 

agent in England collecting intelligence from a^^UoFESSOR" "BOB" and 
of whom the most important appear to have been the xKOFEb > 
“ELLBtf". It is reasonable to suppose that "JEAN was an age . 3incc 
standing and that he had been working for ROBINSON in England at ^a^sino 
the beginning of 1939. There is, for example, a report oo ROBIN ^ 
England signed "J" which appears to date from February 9p9. „ 
1939, ROBINSCN was sent a long report in English on Greater London 
appears to be a guide or training document for an agent a ou o R 
to^London. It cannot bo established whether the report was prepared &y 
“JEAN" but it was evidently written by somebody who knew London personal y, 
and it has been disowned by WEISS. (The writer's English shows Gennan 
characteristics and it may be relevant that "JEAN's" April report is 
written in German,) As for JEAN, it is worth considering whether he my 
not have been identical with an R.U. agent known at headquarters as 
“DOCTOR". This man is said to have worked in England for the Fourth 
Section of Red ^rny Intelligence, that is, the section concerned in the 
collection of technical intelligence, for some years before 19A0, and is. 
likely to have remained in this country after that date, "DOCTOR" is said 
to have had "secret lodgings", which is consistent with JE.iN* s circumstance^ 
described in the next paragraph. Moreover, according to his report of 
~rii 1939, JEAN's transactions with his source or sub-agent BOB had been 

covered by’an "artificial limb story". The use of such a cover story 
becomes easier to understand if it is supposed that JEAN himself masqueraded 

as a "doctor". 

3. JEAN, to Judge from his report of April 1939, was living and 
working in England under some temporary cover. He needed both fresh cover 
and addresses, for example, an "official address" where he might be 
supposed to live; a place of safe keeping for intelligence material; and 
cover addresses for his correspondence with ROBINSON, (There seems to hav^ 
been a postal link between JEAN and ROBINSON, possibly combined with a 
courier service; and a book code was used to conceal the most seoret 
parts of their correspondence,) 

A, As for WEISS, his espionage products from MEREDITH continued to 
be small and after July 1939, when he saw ROBINSON for the last time in 
Paris, he olairas to have dropped out of the service. He says that he last 
heard from ROBINSON about August 1939, when he received a reassuring note 
on the Russo-German pact (see B.). The contrast between the inactivitv of 
WEISS and the busyness of "JEAN" in 1939 is considerable and needs some 
explanation. WEISS claims that he had boon anxious to retire from the 
service for some time past and that he had shown his inclinations to 
HARR! II and ROBINSON. This may be true, but up to the date of his 
meeting with ROBINSON he was still being paid at the average rate of 
to ten pounds a week, including expenses. WEISS has also suggested tw 
he was being gradually discarded by his employers, who imy have donhw/V- 
reliability ever since the protest which he claims to have made to thon in** 

/Switzerland 
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Switzerland in 1934. against this suggestion we mustse"“ TNq0N to Red 
WEISS's name, address and telephone number v:ere sent by Kur> . 
Army Intelligence in 1941. The messages can be partly explain 

arrangements for contact path MEREDITH, but in one of the|? da™OFESs0R,‘ 
March 18th, 1941, Y/BISS’s name appears to be related to the ^ 

and the PROFESSOR'S wife SHEILLA. The PROFESSOR and his wile are 
known to have been members of the service operated by '‘JEiiNj an * 
who disclaims any knowledge of "JEiE" or his works, has been una e 
to explain the mystery. 

5. In October 1939, a certain Bob DARRIN, who as long ago as 
1932 had been taken into the service with REISS* s knowledge and 
assistance, asked REISS to meet him in London. Y/EESS had grounds for 
supposing that DARWIN had come to grief about 1934 when he was working 
for some part of the Russian Intelligence in Vienna* .ut the meeting 
of October 1939, DAK/IN confirmed this impression and showed himself 
to be very much down on his luolc, The purpose of the meeting is obscure* 
According to Y/EISS, DARWIN complained that he was being watched by his 
former employers and asked that WEISS should intercede on his behalf, 
WEISS doubted whether this story was true and suspected an attempt at 
blackmail. He told DARWIN that he had no more to do with the organisation 

and when he heard from him again in 1941 he ignored his letter. 

D. The Low Countries, 

(i) Belgium. 

1. TREPPER made his official arrival in Brussels in March 1939 
under the alias of Adam IvUKLER, a Canadian businessman. He was joined 
next month by Michel MAKAROV who had been sent from Moscow through 
Stockholm and Copenhagen to Paris at the beginning of the year. In Paris 
he had been given a Uruguayan passport in the name of Carlos ALAMO and 
some ten thousand dollars. It is said that MAKAROV*s primary telent was 
as a forger of documents, but he later worked as a W/T operator and his 
posting to Os tend by TREPIER in April 1939 suggests that he was* in tended to 
serve in the front line of TREPPER* s communications with the British Isles 
MAKAROV* s cover in Os tend was fortified by the "sale" to him of a branch * 
of the Foreign Excellent Raincoat Company which had hitherto been 
managed by GROSSVOGEL's wife. Leon GROSSVOGEL himself made a tour of 
Scandinavia in the spring of 1939, ostensibly on behalf of the Foreign 
Excellent Raincoat Company. He was presumably engaged in establish!ncr 
further bases for TREPIER1s operation against the British Isles. g 

2. In July Victor SUKOLOV arrived in Brussels, also under a 
Uruguayan alias, Vincente SIERRA, according to German sources SITkoinv v * 
been destined for Copenhagen but remained in Brussels as an assiSanfV^ 
TREPPER. This statement needs qualification. We do not know what ^ t0 
SUKOLOV* s business may have been in France in 1938 and the u 
1939 but there is nothing to show that he was working for TREPP^^^ 

In 19* SUKOLOV visited Berlin on instrWtionf^f.A that 
in order to revive SCHULZE-BOYSM as a source and to arrant °m Mosoow 
with him by courier. SUKOLOV* s posting to Brussels in J^v the^1Cati°nS 
have been made in order to provide a reception point for q^wrrr ^fore 
information and a means of relaying that information fromSBS^E"B?S;E:N, S 
This probability is borne out by SUKOLOV* s career betwee^?1? ^ to Kos°ow. 
June 1940. During that time he is known to have associated 
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. o s o- 
but ho handled his own traffic with Moscow, without reference ° ^ their 
called ‘'Grand Chef". Their association may have grown, however, q 

sharing of the neans of communication with their common employe , 

3# Soviet Diplomatic offices in tho Low Countries were aVt'^^ £0 ^e 
both of then and there is evidenco that TREPrBR did refer on ocaa^g ^ 
Soviet Embassy in Brussels. But the regular use of diplomatic 
have endangered their cover and each must have been anxious for is 
purposes to establish a private line of communication# WG.^°J^° other 
TREPPER had any quantity of intelligence to pass back. SUKOLOV, on qe,urG 
hand, if the SCHULZE-BOYSEN line ^s his, must have been under some_pr * 

and it is likely therefore that it was he who sought out the Dutc 
Party link described under (ii) below. Once this link was -working 
may have used it too, through SUIvOLOV, and this may bo the explanation o 
the Gorman statement that SUKOLOV, in 1939, learnt to enoypher with the 
codes which TREPPER himself used. It must bo remembered here, as elsewhere, 
that tho German story derives mainly from the statements of TREPPER himse , 
and that it was in TREPPER13 interest to magnify his own importance even 
though it might be at the expense of SUIvOLOV. If there ever was a plan to 
send SUKOLOV to Copenhagen it is likely to have been abandoned before he 
went to Berlin and some months before he arrived in Brussels. SUIvOLOV* s 
cover as Vincente SIERRA seems designed to serve for a prolonged residence 
in Belgium and his conduct as SIERRA contains no hint of plans for Denmark# 

4# The foundations of a third independent service in Belgium were 
laid by the arrival of Konstantin JEFFREi.iOV in Brussels in Septembor# He 
came under a Finnish alias, Erland JEHNSTROEM, from Zurich, and ho professed 
to be a student of chemistry. Chemistry in fact is likely to have been the 
immediate interest of his mission, for he is said to have served os a chemical 
-warfare specialist with the Red xvrmy and to have been employed before the 
war in the collection of technical information about chemicals# We do not 
know against whom this particular mission was addressed, nor what became of 
it. JEFFREMOV’s arrival in Belgium threo days after the outbreak of war 
was evidently too opportune to be wasted on a short-term mission and he was 
instructed to build up a network. For this purpose he was put in touch 
with WENZEL, and he also made use of the SCHNEIDERs. It is not clear 
whether JEFFREMOV’s network was designed for immediate operations or 
whether it was meant to bo held in reserve for an emergency. The latter 
possibility suggests rather more providence on the part of Red Army- 
Intelligence than the rest of this story warrants, against it we must set 
the facts that WENZEL was building up this service at the beginning of 
1939 ( see (ii) below) and that TREPPER knew nothing of it until the° 
emergenoy of 1941* 

(ii) Holland 

5. the beginning of tho year, WENZEL was in Amsterdam where with 
the help of GOUWLOOZE he recruited Y/INTERINK for the service which was to 
become JHFFREMOV* s. It has been commonly supposed that WINTERINK remained 
in Holland and that his later W/T link with Moscow operated from that 
country. The evidence of GOUWLOOZE to tho Germans, however surest* 
W3NTERINK was taken by WENZEL into Belgium at least for his’w/T train' * 
and it is possible that the V/T station itself was sot up in’ Belgium 
towards the end of the following year. ..bout June 1939, WENZEL asked 
GOUWLOOZE for another recruit and Adam NAGEL, a Dutch Communist and a 
photographer by profession, was sent to him in Belgium# 

6. GOUWLOOZE himself paid a visit to Moscow in 1939 and hnd 
discussions on the subject of an information service by the Dutch* Commun i t 
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^ s far back 0-® 

Party, which Moscow (presumably the CoivaHtcra) bad ^^^qqzb had bGGtJi 
1937 to cone into operation on the outbrea.. < *•' • Grv-ice for some • 

making technical preparations for a w/T lin ‘ ^ hic/rc.-fcurn to Holland, 
past, and it probably cane into operation aftor h &t first but after 
Dutch Connunist Party contributed political m -u ^becamc largely 

an interruption caused by the German invasion, e j)Utoh resistance 
concerned with Russian and Connunist intcrcs s ^ Qf this Dutch 

novonent. So far as our story is concerne , o OCLtions and its. 
infornation service lies in the uso of its V *' Intel1 igence Services, 
covert organisation for the purposes of the Russia]n 3J^±og is also 
Our knowledge of the Dutch Connunist xarty s m - ‘ services elsewhere, 
valuable because of the light which it throws on ® 1 . . emergency 
particularly in Franoc, and on their general accessibility as 

links with Moscow for the R«I.S. 

7 In October 1939, perhaps only the second uonty of its 

the Dutch Connunist party’s infornation service was squire 

GOUWLOOZE to provide a tenporary V/T link with * ' r^iLQOZE under the 
intelligence agent in Belgian This agent was kno^to ^™nvorsations 
alias "CLEMENT" and he is so far unidentified. OLLdWi w ™ 
with GOUWLOOZE inplied that he had cone Iron trance vheJ - V. 

work had been disorganised by the outbreak of v^r^n "°0ZE that a mn 
Connunist i’arty. At the beginning of 1940, he told GOtfwLOOZB a ^ ^ 

fron Paris had arrived in Brussels with a wireless op^r.uor , 
so that they could establish their own link with Moscow and the Dutch 
Connunist Party could bo relieved. The "nan fron Paris" ^ described by 

GOUv/LOOZE as "very stout" and it seems possible that he W SUK0L0V or 
TREPPER. As for CLE.ENT, it seens likely that he was either SUK0L0V or 
jwpREMOV. Vo do not know whether JEFFREKOV had any urgent infornation 
to pass to Moscow at this tine. SUICOLOV on the other hand had recently 
revived the SCHULZE-BOYSEN source in G-cmany and provided that the courier 
service with SCHJLZE-BOYSEN was in working order it seens likely that 
SUICOLOV was in the most pressing need for a link between Belgium and 
Moscow. Through SUICOLOV this Dutch Connunist Marty link nay also have been 

used by TREPPER (see (i) above). 

g# The me of GOUWLOOZE for Russian intelligence purposes was not 
casual but calculated and his reputation as a useful nan in this field 
dated at least fron 1936-7. During his discussions in the Dutch Connunist 
party infornation service at Moscow in 1939 he was given a "reserve cypher" 
which he was to hold against further instructions and which became of 
great importance to tho Russian Intolligenco Service in the following year. 
The banking of this cypher with GOUWLOOZE nay be compared in date with the 
visit by 1LH0L0 to RADO (see Chapter IV, A), 

E. Germany. ^ustria and Czechoslovakia. 

(i) Germany 

1. • On tho instructions of Moscow SUICOLOV, presumably fron a base i 
Franco, visited Berlin in ^pril 1939 to revive SCHULZE-BOYS0T as a sourc ° 
and to stimulate his production of other sources from Gorman Government 
employees. SCHULZE-30YSIN had been inactive since 1937 and it appears 
that SUICOLOV had some difficulty in rousing him to the now task? Howe 
a courier link was established between him in Berlin and (presumable 

SUICOLOV, who in July took up his station in Brussels. The exact date when 

/S CHULZE-B OYSUf 
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v -in 19^9 is not known* 
SCHULZE-BOISEN ’ s supply of information to£an. in a? ^ nicely to h 

considering his position in the German ^ir i.iin ry gm^oLOV who in 

been of high value. For this reason it nay ^ _ through the Dutch 
October arranged for an emergency link from Belg 

Comunist Party \l/T to Moscow. 

■p -iQXQ "R'PirRTON who had been recruit© 
2. In the early sumer of 1939, BLUKlUJM, w Frankfurt 
from England for Ursula HAMBURGER's service, was P^ea contacts in 

Like FOOTE he was supposed to loam Goman and to do Pduties light 
local firn. Like FOOTE again he seems to have ^ken his auties jp* 

and the two friends were in the habit of meeting . trerland^ He 
FOOTE made an appointed visit to Ursula HAMBURGER m _ 

(ii) Czechoslovakia. 

4, It is possible that the Russian Intelligence network known as the 

OSKOL group began its existence in Prague during 1939 and SUKOLOV may have 
visited the group about the time of his visit to Berlin in April. Very 
little is known about the OSKOL group but it is presumed to have been 
connected at this time with the Soviet Embassy in Prague. 

F. Scandinavia 

1. In the Spring of 1939 GROSSVOGEL toured Denmark, Sweden, Norway 
and Finland, ostensibly for the Foreign Excellent Raincoat Company. In 
Stockholm GROSSVOGEL seems to have set up BOELLENS as an agent for the 
company, but it is not known whether this man was ever consciously 
engaged in espionage. 

1. At an unknown date in 1939 STOINOFF and his wife Milka 
were sent into Bulgaria from Russia to establish an intelligence ' 
and wireless communications with Moscow. They were Bulgarians bo 
appear to have gone under Bulgarian cover, but with the ALiaa o-r i 
The STOINQFFb had gone to Russia in 1935 apparently os vi-itor^ 
strong political background. They had fallen on evil davs anri 
up by one of the Hussion Intelligenoo Services which gave then ™ 
training in espionage and wireless technique. Their IQtq rA • 
Plovdiv. They were equipped with nonoy, a ..hort-wave transr^011 
technical. material, and they had been given addressls 
contacts xn Bulgaria. It is possible that they thereby ' 

with the unknown agent for whom Gemaino SCHNEIDER had' travelled* 



Chapter IV (continued). 

in preceding years. 
espionage, and the Soviet Legation at 
ranging into Western Europe, to judge from 

his capture in 1942. 

Bulgaria was certainly not a new GGn^nfctlons 
Sofia may have haa 

the stories told by TK±*rl 

H« I taly. 

1. RADO may have been conducting operations against Italy during 
this year. 

I, The Western Hemisphere. 

1, As in 1938, money seems to have been sent from Mexico to a bank 
in Marseilles for SUKOLOV, presumably during the first half of 1939 when 
SUKOLOV was still in France. 



nhantor V. 1940 

A. Switzerland 

1. During the first half of 1940 FOOTE m3 BETJETOK continue^ 

to train as W/T operators. In the spring there \/as a i * -transferred 

Moscow that the whole of Ursula Ii'uiBURGER 1 s group s ou 0roe some 
to Rumania, either to sot up a now service there or o. T-fc 

existing group which was perhaps in need of U/T conounic-^ 
was intended that FOOTE should ho the forerunner an^ na.ee p ^ 

in Rumania for the arrival of his colleagues. Nothing n 
of the plan which seems to have beon finally abandonee w • , 
moved into Rumania, The proposal deserves rocorc, however, 

it shows that the combination of Ursula's group with RADO s sorvxc 

had not yet been decided. 

2. Early in 192*0 Ursula divorced Rudolf HAMBURGER in a Swiss 

Court and married HEURTCN, with whom she had developed a passionate 

friendship since his recall to Switzerland in August 1939* 
According to FOOTS, the divorce was obtained by false evieence oi 

Rudolf»s infidelity. It aroused no suspicion with the Swiss or 
British authorities, but it produced a dangerous situation in Ursula s 

own circle. Olga MUTH, Ursula's Goman maid, who had seen long 

service with the KUCZYNSKE family, was fond of Rudolf and she had 
therefore been told that the marriage with BEJRTON was merely "do 

convenance", a tactical move in Ursula's secret career in which Olga 

herself had taken a part. In June 192*0, some time after the marriage 
however, Olga discovered that it was by no moans a natter of form# 
In her indignation she proceeded to telephone the British Consulate 
to inform on both the BEURTONS. Fortunately for Ursula, Olga's 
English was so bad that she failed to make herself understood and an 

impatient official at the Consulate cut her off. Olga was packed 
off to Germany and she has not boon heard of again. Moscow was told 
the whole story and for a tine they held Ursula to be compromised. 

Sinoe no action was taken by the Swiss or the British against Ursula 
or her companions it is unlikely that they maintained this view and 
it would be rash to suppose that she was retired for this single 

reason. 

In March SUKDLOV paid a three weeks - visit to Switzerland 
The visit was made openly in the character of Vincente 

■ _ ._ _ _ _i_ _ i __ . • i . _ 

3. 
from Belgium. ~ +*c-**n*.j a.u mw uumc\j±. vincente 
SIERRA and the Germans seen to have regarded it as part of his "business 
cover. Considering the use made of SUKDLOV in 1939 to revive the 
SCHULZE-BOYSEN source, and bearing in mind his possible identity with 
"HANOLO" who visited RADO in 1939, it seems unlikely that SUKDLOV had 
no intelligence commitments on the 192*0 journey. Accord in a to RDOTE 
RADO v/as told in early 1940 that he would bo visited by a courier with 
money from abroad, YThen the courier arrived, however, he said that he 
had no money to offer and that his mission was simply to inspect RADOU 

service. (Chapter IV., A.). The identification of this courier with 
SUKOIOV is uncertain. There were other people whom SUKOLCV 

visited in March, 1940. His mission may have been to soe DUEBENLDTiPVR 
or some other member of "Gisela's family"; or he may have had busing 

with Ursula HAMBURGER. In December, 192*0, the R.U, told ROBINSON th + 
they had sent a young nan with money to the agent ANNA, but thev did 
not know whethor he would succeed in reaching her. RGBINSCN 
had expressed anxiety about ANNA or ANNI in November nrM in X1 
1941 he said gloomily that he hoped the R.U. man would reach he^so^. 

/"You know 
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, •* xvio-f-" From the a 
"You know ANNI and you know what is meant* by _ ‘'yfl.,' Swits<3i‘lan^ 
oontGxt of those messages it is possible that i»NN i v/ith Anna 
and it has been suggostod that she should be idon 1 xt 

I.1UELLER, a :aodbor of "Gisola's fonily". Soo °htpto g^oLOV. 
is not impossible tha.t the young nan from the R. • 1 visited 

In February 1940 Franz SCHNEIDER of Brussels is known zo_ 
Anna MUELTER, and to have given hor $300 on bohalf o 

4. Connunications in France wore disrupted by the j)Xcinuu huig . i .„i„ 

invasion in JunG and it is likely that RxJX) lost some ° 1 
with the Soviet Military Attache in Paris, Even when ^ 
services came to bo rostorGd it is likGly that censorship ■* 
control of the demarcation line between occupies and unoccuyi 

France :uade his old -methods of communication unsafe. + 
for these reasons Ursula RAlBURGER v/as put in touch with 
June and began to carry some part of his tra.ffic for .moscow over 

her wire loss transmitters. 

5. DUEBENDORFER* s communications also seen to.have been 
interrupted by the German invasion of France, and this is one reason 
for supposing that sho had been linked with the Soviet Military 
Attache in laris between 1936 and 1940. It was not until the 
beginning of 1941 that ROBINSON succeeded in making courier contact 
v/ith DUEBENDORFER, and the news which ho pas sod on frou her to 
Moscow at that tine showed that she was without funds or instructions, 
and generally disorganised, It is worth considering whether 
DUEBENDORFER*s ospionage before June 1940 \.iay not havo been directed 
against France herself. DUEBENDORFER1s intelligence achievement 
against Germany from 1941 to 1943 seems to have been on an ontircly 
new line and cannot be regarded in itsolf as evidence that she had 
worked against Germany before the war. 

6, In December’ Ursula RB.ffiURGER, now Ursula BEURTON, and a 
British subject by .marriage, loft Switzerland for the British Isles 
and handed over her servico of wireless communications to F00EE and 
BEURTON. From this date the servico became part of RAD0*s 

apparatus. Apart from the revolution in hor private lifo, Ursula 
Ii/imBURGER seems to have been shaken in hor politics by the Russo- 
German pact. She had worked for many years on tho most orthodox 
"anti-Fascist" basis and she s poko v/ith bittomess to both BEURTON 
and FOOTE about Russia*s volte-face. How far these feelings wore 
knov/n to tho R.U. we cannot say. If they had known the full facts 
about her marriage to BEURTON they night have regarded it as a 
symptom of indiscipline or at least a lack of 3elf control. In 
form however the marriage had advantages 3inco it gave Ursula a 
safe passage into England as a British subjoct, Tho R.U. therefore 
may havo had some intention of employing Ursula in England once thov 
were satisfied that the Olga MUTH incident was closed.' But thcro 
is no evidence that Ursula did any intelligence work in the 
Isles between 1941 and 1949. rit3j3h 

B. Franoe 

1. . Throughout 19kO ROBINSON soous to have naintainod 
relations with tho Soviet Military Attache at Paris thou-h 
nay have been a considerable interruption in contact at the 
of the Goman invasion. During the first half of tho yoir 

his 

there 
tine 
he was 

/still 



Chapter V ^oontinued) 

still responsible for a service fron the Brit is ^ WEISS and another 
seetis to have had no direct or indirect contact vi - that he had 
of his agents there, probably JEAN, complained in 

been left entirely in the lurch. 

2. The surviving messages bctv/oon ROBINSON a first 

Intelligence be yin in July 194-0, and they show h:ua England for 
all adrift. He reports that he has had no nowsfF? r. contact there, 
a long time and secs no possibility of re-ostablis in^ ^ extent 

He wonders whether the pane is ended: ''I do not .cno,/ without 
I can still bo useful for your work and I bey you to toll 
oauivocation whether it i3 necessary for ue still o uncful 
activities. As I have told you, I an very willing to do a u^eru 

job but not to receive a pension for I an still tooJ° ^ 
Forgive ny speaking frankly on this point but you sho 
that in ny present situation, produciny no concrete results, 
bound to cone to theso conclusions". Ayainst this outii 
resignation, herr/ever, he makes brisk proposals for the collection 
of in te Hi ye nee on German enterprises in France, and during the rest 
of 1940 he sends in various scraps of information, some acquire 
with the help of the French Communist Party and some by his own ^ 
recruitment of ayents and sources. Most of the messayes from t c 
R.U. to ROBINSON during 1940 are lacking fron our records, but they 
evidently encourayod his establishment of a now network ayainst 
Germany in Franco. In December 1940 ho was directed to devote his 
main offort3 towards the recruitment of ayents among French workers 
who wore being sent to work in Germany.- The R.U. was also insistent 
that ho should establish a "safe house" for a wireless transmitter. 
By January 1941 ROBINSON was writing with assurance of "work in the 
now direction", that is to say ayainst Germany and Go many in France 
instead of the British l3les. Nevertheless he had not been relieved 
of his responsibilities for his "clients" in Enyland and he was 
ooncomod in enquiries about other ayents isolated by the Gorman 
advance. 

3. According to an informant who served at R.U. headquarters 
in 1940-41, the fourth section had possessed a large and efficient 
network in France, but after the German victory "there was chaos 
and the very hell". It is not surprising therefore that ROBINSON, 
the faithful shepherd, should bo set to work finding: lost sheep, 

4. In July 1940 TKEPPSR and GR0SSV0GEL retreated from Brussels 
through Paris to unoccupied Franco whore TKEPPER established a link 
with tho Soviet Military Attache at Vichy. His cover as a Canadian 
business man had become a liability after the German invasion of the 
Low Countries, and the Foreign Excellent Raincoat Company had been 
taken over with its parent fto by tho occupying powor. Considering 
the reorientation of TREFPER*s work ayainst Germany instead of England 
it is likely that tho Foreign Excellent Raincoat Company would soon 
have outlived its usc3. TREPfER nado a tour of the Belgian bat-tin- 
fields with GR0S3V0GEL. This tour, which wa3 secured by the use of 
Bulgarian diplomatic cover, was ostensibly to inspect Foreign Exco 
Raincoat properties in the battle area. Plans for a new and nor*, 
elaborate business cover, SUES, were laid in the auturni when 
and GR0S3V0GEL moved to Paris. n [iaEFEER 

During 
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5* During the German invasion, OZOIS Attache after 
Paris and have lost contact with the Soviet nixi “tr, _ e Ha was 
the withdrawal of Embassy officials to unoccupie Qnviet 
given a fresh commission in August, probably/ by e 'bean 
Attache at Vichy, and at the same time ho 3Qejs o 
equipped with a wireless transmitter. 

6. Darin- 19*0 DANILOFF seems to have been fr0n 
the Soviet Consulate in Paris to the Embassy at ic y> JCARPOV 
Nokolaevitch Guennadi KARPOV became his intelligence c x • 
had served as a clerk in both the Paris and Vichy Eu 
have been concerned in both ROBINSON's and TRmHPER o a ax 

7. At an unknown date in 1940 a Frenchwoman, 19ter.^^Lriha,-Qn- 
under the alias of "Anna FROLOVA" left Paris for Russia vie. 
This woman was a French Communist and may have been knev/n to ^ > 

she v/as to reappear in France in March. 1942, probably on a mission 

to TREFPER's organisation. 

Q, The British Isles 

1. At the tine of ROBINSON's capture by the Germans in the 
autumn of 1942 there was found in one of his false passports (NEHRLl) 
a letter from London dated 22nd January, 1940. This letter is in 
plain language code, but it is not difficult to understand. The 
writer, we construe, was a member of ROBINSON*s service in England, 
and he was complaining of the prolonged lack of contact with his 
management since September 1939. One part of the letter refers to 
"BOBINETTE" - presumably BOB, one of JEAN's principal agents - and 
indicates that this man had secured some position or contact which 
greatly increased his value as a source. This new advantage seems 
to be confirmed by a message from ROBINSON to the R,U. of July 1940 
where he speaks of the value of JEAN's connections "since BOB got * 
his step up". The names used at the beginning and end of this 
letter have no relation to any of the known agents in ROBINSON*s 
world, as we have been told by WEISS himself that it v/as customary 
in letters of this kind to invent both an. addressee and p oi-mrtorv 
for each occasion. 3 ^ 

<- • r*, , ° iw supposing tnat this Januarv 
letter written by a nenber of JEAN's croup, probably JEAN hi-aelf 
and it oust be added that there is no evidence in the ROBINS® papers’ 
of an improvement in JEAN's position during the rest of 1910 ' Pit 
his own part ROBINSON made strong reconrnendations to Uosoow for tto 
re-establishnent of contact with JEAN, explaining that while JEAN?! 
sources were undoubtedly food, his financial position ™«+ ! ^ v 
difficult. It was not until the end of to w L» ^V"00* 
tSceoow seeas to have discussed with ROBINS® a link of thek ***"' 
his English connection? and there is evidence that such , V ,°vm wit^ 
still lacking in Ibbmary 19U. The ^on fS^to^w1?* 'T 
clear. An informant, v/ho worked in the fourth qnn+i A 
at Moscow in 1510-41,’has said to“aJh°t^SB,^SSw°fJh? 

United States were considered to be the nost innortant tarJr+. m,_ 
British Isles took a secondaiy place and coununication d if f Ic!i + ■ Tto 
delayed the establishment of a network there. Nevertheless im1®3 
Russians had their diplomatic representatives in this countV^nd in 

/the case 
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^ , 1 - h^vo v.iad e 

the case of another recommendation by ROBINoON they s^colXienaation, 

contact in England at least by December 1,40. and nay b&ve 
however, does not seen to have concerned JEAN "Vmrce connected with 
been no more than the indication of a potential s known to 
one of ROBINSON’s agents in France. The manq principal 
us as "the friend of M.P.", (M.P. was one oi ROBiiNb -s0rv0(3 as 
agents in Prance) nay have been a French of v TT in prance, an<3 
an illegal resident for the fourth section of the ^ that 
who escaped to the British Isles after Dunkirk. arrival in 
this officer was given new intelligence assigrmen s 
England but we do not know by whom. 

D, The Low Countries 

1. About January 1940 the temporary 17/T link provided by 

GOU17LOOZE through the Dutch Communist Party for ^ * t 
(see Chapter IV. D.) cane to an end. CISTOT told GOUOTDOZE that a 
nan fron Paris had arrived in Brussels v7ith a wireless operator ana 
a transmitter so that they were now able to conduct their own 
communications with Moscow. According to GOUWI0OZE, the man fr™? 
Paris was "a very stout individual" who left Brussels about the tama 
of the German invasion of the Low Countries, taking his wir0^'00S . 
cypher with Mm. This sounds like TREPPER himself. The fact that 
TREPPSR had been in Brussels at least since March 1939 night well be 
unknown to G0UWL00ZE. The wireless operator is not so easy to 
identify, but it nay have been MAKAROV, recalled by TREPPSR from. 
Ostend in early 1940 to help in the urgent business of establishing 
an independent wireless link with Moscow. If the nan fron Paris 
was indeed TREPPER he presumably took his cypher with him in July 
1940 to use at his new base in Prance. That he should have left 

STJKDLOV at a disadvantage by removing this c -pher suggests again 
that there was only limited collaboration between TREPPER and SUKOLOV 
at this period and that they were by no means in each other’s 
confidence (see Chapter IV. D.). Even though between October 1939 
and January 1940 TREPPER used the same link as SUKOLOV with Moscow, 
the nature and situation of this link - in th6 Dutch Connunist Party 
Information Service - nay have been known only to SUKOLOV. In these 
circumstances, though TREPPER left MAKAROV and other parts of his Low 
Countries apparatus at SUKOIOV's disposal, he nay not have been well 
enough acquainted with SUKOLOV’s affairs to know that he lacked a 
cypher. In any case the damage was repaired by G0UWL00ZE, who 
produced for SUKOLOV's use a reserve code which he had been given 
in Moscow in 1939, possibly by the Comintern. 

2. The Foreign Excellent Raincoat Company was taken over by the 
Germans with its parent firm, not long rf'jer the occupation of Brussels. 
Its last use by Russian Intelligence seems to have been during TREPPER* s 
tour of the Belgian battlefields in July 1940 (see B. above)/ The 
plans of TREPPER and GR03SV0GEL in the autumn of 1940 for a new business 
cover, SIMEX, in Prance, were matched in Belgium by projects for the 
establishment of S321EXCO. The invention and interdependence of the 
two firms are commonly regarded as symptoms of TRIPPER'3 authority in 
Prance and the Lor/ Countries at the same time. But communications 
between the R.U. and the field were regular and easy enough at th-i<s +■? 
for the SIMEX-SIMEXCO scheme to be a Moscow conception, put into 3130 
operation through the parallel agencies of TREPPER in France and STTKrvrntr 
in Belgium. The commercial relationship of the firms was an obvious^ 

Aid to 
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aid to intelligence ooiriunications but it did not do 
the control of SE.EXOO by SIMEX nor of SUKDLOV by TREHP . 
TREPPER justice, the use of a common trade name for tnc hia 
shows a lack of security 3on30 which is not charactc 

work. 

3. JEFFKEI!OV»s service seems to have maintained ^ 
enoe in the Low Countries though its scope during 1940 * y,r/j 
According to one source, WENZEL and 7.TNTERINK had os a 
link between Moscow and JEFFREHOV by December 1940. ^ , a 
contradicted, however, by the evidence of G0UY/I00ZE who 
that wireless cent act was not achieved until the autumn o y • 

E« Germany, Austria and Czechoslovakia 

(i) Germany. 

1. Von SCHELIIIA continued to bo exploited as a source through 
Use STOEBE, the TASS representative in Berlin and the Soviet 

Commercial Attache. 

2. SCHULZE-BOYSEN continued to supply information by courier 
to Belgium whence it was transmitted to Moscow by SUKOLCV. 

3. About December 1940 an agent, probably of the R.U., using 
the alias of "Alexander ERDBERG" and the cover of the Soviet Trade 
Delegation in Berlin, recruited Arvid von HARNACK, a Communist 
sympathiser who already had acquaintance among Soviet deplonats in 
Berlin. HARNACK was later to work as a group leader and operator, 
collecting information from various well placed connections in 
German Government circles, but at this date he was probably no more 
than a source. 

(ii) Czechoslovakia. 

4. During 1940 the OSKOL group was probably developing in 
Czechoslovakia and oommunicating with Moscow through the Soviet Embassy 
Prague. 

F. Scandinavia 

1. _ If it is true that the bases founded by GROSSVOGEL for 
TREPPER in Scandinavia under the cover of the Foreign Excellent 
Raincoat Company were part of an operation designed against the 
British Isles, then they are likely to have been abandoned during 
1940. xns 

2. At an unknown date in 1940 "Anna FROLOVA" passed through 
Copenhagen on her way through Paris to Russia. (See B. above)." 

/ /G. The Balkans 
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Rumania 

Ursula aOURCSS/ 
. and that FOOTE 

contacts. The 
abandoned when tho 

1. In the spring of 1940 Hoscow proposed to 
BEURTON that her group should be transferred to Rumania 
should go there as a forerunner to establish Rumanian c 
proposal was not confirmed and seems to have been i- 
Germans moved into Ru.iania, 

Bulgaria 

II, Spain and Portugal 

At the end of October 1940 money was passed through Portugal 
to RADO in Switzerland; #3,500 of this were intended for Ursula 

HA’BURGER. 

1. We know from SUKOL07*s mistress, Hargarete BAROZA, that ho 
had correspondence during 1940 from a certain "ELLEN*' of New York. 
SUKOLOV said that ELLEN was his fiancee, but it nay bo suspected 
rather that she represents a continuing R.U, connection (probably 
financial) between SUEOLOV and the Western Hemisphere, (Of, hi3 

payments from Mexico during 1938 and 1939). 

2, In 1940 Charles BECKER, who had been working for soac year 
in the Economic Section of the I.L.O. at Geneva, left for tho Argent 
via Prance. BECKER was known at Geneva as a close associate of^Rac 
DUEEENBORPER and Hemina RABINOY.TTCH, and he has been tentatively 
identified in the ROBINSON papers under the cover-nano of ’C50NPISEUR" 
and "KUCHENLiANN". In January 1941 ROBINSON forwarded to Rod Arnrv 
Intelligence headquarters from Rachel DUEBENDQRPER the information t 
"KLFCHENHANN" was "overseas". In Hay of the same year he reported 
again from DUEBEBDORPER that "CONPISEUR" was at the Universidad 
Nacional de Ouyo (sic), Mendoza. With the help of certain papers 
found at the tine of DUSBENDORPER*s arrest in 1944 it has been1 
established that OQNPISEUR may bo idontical with Charles BECKER of t 
same Argentinian address. Nothing is known of his activities " if a 
as an ag*ent in the Argentine. Presumably if the R.U. were nakinr 
enquiries about him in 1941, his existence at that time v/as no more 
than a matter of recoid. It is probable that Moscow was worki * r, ov, 
list of "GISELA’a faaiiy aatin£ froa the tiae of her 
last ccomunications with DUEBENDORPER in 1939. 3' 



Chapter V (continued) 

3. . In September 19^ another of DUEBENDORESR’s friends, 
Ilormina RABINd/ITCH, left Europe via Portugal to work at the head¬ 
quarters of the I.L.O,, which had been transferred to Montreal. 
She had been working for the I.L.O. since 1929 and from GOUZENKO*s 
documents and her unwilling evidence in the Canadian case it seems 
clear that she also qualified as a member of "GISELA1 s family". 
It is possible that she should be identified with "HER!L/iNN" who, 
according to the same ROBINSON - R.U. message of January 1941 - 
was then, like "KUCHENUiNN", overseas. 
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Chapter VI* 1941* 

A. Switzerland, 

1. In January 1941, the courier sent by ROBINSOT parisf^6 brought 

in Switzerland about December 1940 nade his way_ reporting hor 
for ROBINSON himself a ’'business" message from D™0® "GISELA^" 
lack of looney and accounting for various other mem 6 ana at the sane 
family, ROBINSON passed this news on post-haste to no contents 
time he seems to have forwarded a paalcet of mte ^S0 ^TTOR1*moRpBR despite 
probably unknown to him - which had been collected by this 
her lack of contact. Some idea of DUEBENDOi.FERs imp . QQ0 his 
date may be gathered from the fact that ROBINSON se 
reserves without waiting for further instructions rou ± o # 

2, Among other agents about whom the courier brought nows, 
a certain Mae. DUBOIS who seems to have been of some ii^ortance QT±er 

and her husband had been the subject of enquiries ro^^0 ntisht to be 
1940. In that month ROBINS ON reported that monsieur DUBOIS ought 
found in England since he had nade every preparation on June 5th# 9^) 
leave for England on the order of his superiors. There : 
Monsieur DUBOIS, but in December 1940 Moscow mentioned to ROBINSON tn 
possibility of their making contact with a DUBOIS who seems to be ^aoo. 
By February 1941, "LORA", who on one reading of the ROBINSON papers can be 
identified with Madame DUBOIS, seems to have had her own line . 
communication with GISELA (identified here as Lt.-Colonel POLrAKOVA; , and in 
March ROBINSON mentions LORA in a context which seems to place her on an 
equal footing with GISELA. It has been suggested from this evidence that 
LORA my have represented G.U.G.B. interests in an area corresponding to, or 
overlapping with, GISELA's sphere of interest for Red Army Intelligence, 
There is little to support this theory and much the easiest identification 
of M. and Mme. DUBOIS is with Hillel and Geoile KATZ, who are known to have 
used suoh an alias and who were both arrested in the autumn of 1942 as 
part of the ROBINSCN ring in TREPPER1 s combined organisation. Hillel 
KATZ held a Palestinian passport. Although this had been revoked, he seems 
to have enjoyed the status of a British protected person during tho early 
days of the war and this might account for ROBINSCN *s story of ’‘Monsieur 
DUBOIS'” proposed mission to England. 

3. Until at least April 1941, DUEBINDORFER seems to have remained 
dependent on ROBINSON for her contact with the R.U. In March, for example, 
ROBINSON reported to Moscow the receipt of valuable intelligence by courier 
from three of DUEBENDORFER* s agents, and asked whether he should enoypher 
it. In April, he referred to anothor line of communication which his manage¬ 
ment claims d to have with DUEBINDOIfFER, but in his last surviving message 
of June 24th he doubts whether thoy have any regular link with her and ho 
is not prepared to rely on it for his own purposes. The line claicnd by 
Moscow presumably ran through FOOTE and RADO, and other evidence aonfims 
that there was no regular contact between DUEBENDQKFBR and RADO before 
May 1941. The lack or poverty of communications never seems to have 
discouraged DUE3END0RFER as a collector of intelligence, and she was able 
to provide RADO with her famous LUCIE matorial from the very beginning of 
the Russo-German war. LUCIE was Rudolf ROESSLHt, a Czech refugee who had 
made a name for himself in Switzerland as an authority on military sci * 
and strategy. By tho beginning of the war he was in contact with tho 
General Staff and thereby gained access to Swiss Military Iatelli^encxT™183 
itself, however, this position does not seem enough to aacount for th°* 
uncommon quality of the LUCIE material, which can be described in genoyaX 

/terms 
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toms as a series of aoourate and 
. on (jonoan Order oi 

uu^ia ulq ci sgi xuo ui cujuvajl <x uvj up-to-dato reports oonta(jt ^ith 
Battle on the Eastern Front, ROESSLER was not i -f-hroruzh a cut-out, 

DUEBENDOKFBR but supplied her with tho LUOIE m nay have had 
Christian SCHNEIDER* Although both SCHNiaDBR and RO^S £nd from her 

sympathies with the Russians, their sorvicos to D ‘ linos# Tho first 

to RADO soem to have boon conducted on strictly iijia RiiDO# over 

samples of the LUCIE material were transmitted to * tSptp waa and he was 
FOOTE’s transmitter, in June. RADO did not :cnoy v o , * on from an 

not surprised when Moscow rejected such pretentious in * , piven on 
unproven and venal source. But when he found thao n+taok on Russia, 
accurate picture of the tine and direction of BSt, of 

RidDO was impressed enough to continue sending this • oint and 
the R.U.' s objections. By tho autumn of 1941 ho had won his point an 

Moscow admitted that LUCIE warranted exploitation at all cosiis# 

4. By March 1941, FOOTEfs pupil Edmond HAMEL had becomo. 
enough to operate his own transmitter, and RADO therefore hQ yaS 
independent and reliable wireless links with Moscow. In the Sp g ^ 
offered an alternative link into Jugoslavia, either as an 
service or against emergencies. Moscow sent him a Jugoslavi 
with which messages in secret writing could be exchange » u , beQn 

evidence to show whether the link was ever established# ^durinc which 
attempted in the period of six weeks, October - November, 1941, S 

RADO lost all wireless contact with Moscow. The reason for ^h?, ^e^rU^°n 
was the removal of the R.U. wireless station from Moscow to Kuibishev, but 
this was unknown to RADO's group who became more and more disturbed by the 
silence. In October, with RADO's agreement, FOOTE cabled to Brigitte. 
LEWIS in England a message in plain language code, relating their anxiety 

lest "Uncle Joe" should have been "injurod in the blitz". It is believed 

that Brigitte LEWIS passod this messago on. The traffic was suddenly 

resumed in November, according to FOOTE in the middle of a sentence which 

had been interrupted six weeks bofore. 

One of the constant worries of RADO’s network in Switzerland 
during the war was the supply of funds. Expenditure was considerable and 
ROESSLER, for example, in his heyday was paid at the rate of 7,000 Swis3 
francs a month. For the most part funds were secured by dunmy business 
transactions from America and in July 1941 the R.K.O, Picture representative 
in Switzerland was used for this purpose for the first time. 

B. France. 

1, ROBINSON's new service against Germany and against Germany 
in France was developing well by the beginning of 1941, and Moscow 
began at this time to supply him v/ith various mechanical aids to set up 
a link independent of the Soviet Embassy in Paris# ^bout January 1941 
he seems to have received a wiroless transmitter and a cypher, together 
with apparatus for micro-photography. Ho continued his preparations 
for a safe house and a safe housekeeper for the transmitter, and he 
selected from his old political acquaintances a technician capable of 
training as a wireless operator. In his reports to Moscow during the 
first half of 1941 ROBINSON shows both thoroughness and skill. He seems 
to have acquired valuable sources among French officials collaborating" 
with tho Gormans and within the German occupying authority itself, ‘,1th ah 
ho was well disciplined towards R.U. commands ho did not hesitate* to* mak0^ 
dispositions of his own, \fhon it come to the payment of agonts for ^ 
example, Moscow was inclined to be parsimonious, but ROBINSON was firm in 

/relating 



Chapter VI (continued). 

e Despite a show 
relating these payments to the oost of living ^^nT^he'was courageously 
of what seems to be genuine modesty and self- en > not given to 
frank about his own ciroumstances and limitations, from Moscow he 
window-dressing, and in reply to a rather academic ... agents among 
describes at length the practical difficulties 0' . . -if to be handicappe 

the French workers sent into Germany. He declare , asked for a 
by his limited knowledge of the war situation an r P , uad not 
visitor from headquarters. Such a visitor was promi 
arrived by Juno 1941 when ROBINSON's papers came o • 

2. During the first half of 1941, does ^ot seem toj on 

any connection with ROBINSON, although he and GR oover business, 
Paris, their main preoccupation was the foundation doubt 
the firm of SIMEX. This was sot up on a grand anJ ti A sister 
heavily subsidised by Russian money at the time o is Low Countries 
firm, SIMEXDO, for the use of SUKOLOV, was established in the Low Countri 
in March. SIMEX itself developed connections much further . 
the time of its collapse in 1942 was said to possess representatives 

Germany, Scandinavia and the Balkans. SIMEX was a firm ° f n j.v0 
and contractors, expressly designed to carry the conorac s ans S -^ilo 
German occupation, and dealing extensively with the TQDT organisation. WLil0 

the firm proviaed direct contact with the Germans and produced in the course 
of its business valuable privileges, such as freedom of movement in occupie 
territory, it was insulated as far as possible from direct espionage 
operations. GROSSVOGEL's principal task therefore was to build up a sound 
and respectable business while TREPPER concomod himself in the development 
of the espionage network which was to shcltor behind it. The obvious 
relationship between SIMEX and SIMEXCO can be criticised in the light of 
later events, oven though its significance was not understood by the Germans 
until the last weeks of their attack in 1942. From the point of view of the 
R*U. it must be remembered that communications between Russian agents in 
German occupied territory were becoming more and more difficult and that a 
regular commercial connection carried on with German approval between Paris 
and Brussels was therefore of first importance to TREPPER* s relations with 
SUKOLOV. TREPPER does not scorn to have had any wireless link of his own 
with Moscow at this time. He may have usod the Soviet Embassy in Pari3 but 
he probably preferred to send his intelligence to SUKOLOV's transmitter in 
Belgium (see Chapter IV, D). Moreover, according to TREPPER himself, in his 
story to the Germans, he was due to retire from his duties in Western Europo 
in Juno 1941, and it may havo boon intonded thcroforo that SUKOLOV should 
take charge of the now apparatus in France. 

3. The outbreak of war betwoon Gormany and Russia in June 1941, put 
an end to any proposals for TREPPER's retirement. It also removed from 
Franoe the valuable links provided by the Soviet Embassies in Paris and 
Vichy. TREPPER still had his line to SUKOLOV in Brussels but ROBINSON 
was isolated, since his wireless transmitter for one reason or another had 
failed to cone into operation. Had ROBINSON been able to establish hi3 own 
communications with Moscow it seems likoly that his and TREPPER's networks 
would havo remained independent and distinct. The form of the ROBINSON 
papers suggests that before Juno 1941 ho handed his reports to a out-out 
described as "LUX" who passed thorn on to tho Soviet Embassy for transmia i 
to Moscow, possibly by diplomatic bag. His meetings with "LUX" may havc^011 
by fixed rendezvous without arrangements for eraorgencio3 or specially ° D0°n 
urgent messages, and during a period of illness towards tho end of 19kn v, 
was unable to keep up the liaison. There appoar among the papers cert 4 
messages which are doscribod as "telegrams". These are short and -^ n 
to tho point of obscurity and they may havo been put up in this f oon~°n8od 
speed and security in transmission, either by Embassy wireless or°by th** 
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Chapter VI (continued). 

^ q tho 

wireless link of a Frenah Communist parly Information in 
use of the Dutoh Communist Party Information So through the Fre 
Chapter IV, D). Some means of communication . June 1941, but,. 
Communist Party was presumably available to R . dangerous at t 
Communist contaots may have been considered par 1 -DO-nrNfSON in that nlon 
Juncture. The meeting arranged between TlMEER a trepFER. through 
may therefore havo been tho result of R.U. ms TWS0Nts service vdtn 
SUKOLOV*s W/T link in Brussels, and the union of , have been 
TREPPER1 s which was completed about September 19*h / 2 t v/as not until 

forced upon them by the need for secure party connections 

February 1942, that TREREER, resuming ROBINSON s Oomi be\GiaeK1bored also 
made use of the Party*s V//T link with Moscow. It u French Communist 

that security anxieties were not only fel y • *asociation with 
Party had its own fears of compromise in any ^king ative on this 

Russian intelligence and it is not likely o after the explosion of 
question of communications in the period immediately alter to 

the Russo-German war. 

4, As for the new combined network, it ‘-10-y for 
ROBINSON brought with hin a good deal more than nffl X>mPTREFPER 
hinself, and there are indications that some of t0 

claimed to have recruited during 1941 shoula in f experience of 
ROBINSON. ROBINSON was TRffiTI®1 s senior especially in 
Prance, and he had the advantage of an old ana intimate underarm b 
only with the official French Communist Party but with its clandostin 
apparatus and its sphere of secret influence. 

c TREESTO told one of his German interrogators about two agents who 
J‘ „ R i through France during the summer of 1941. One was an 
rT agent destined for England and it was ROBINSON, said THSKP®» *° 
arranged his voyage across the Channel. There is some support for this 

, ROBINSON papers, for in January 1941* speaking of the new 
Ln^ioh Kos™oposed to arrange with "JE4N"'in the British Isles, 
mlw told Moscow that there was a fairly frequent exchange of oouriors 
And letters between the unoccupied zone of France and England* It is to 
be supposed that through the French Communist Parly ROBINSON could have 
_pnt an agent to England under some “French Resistance* cover. The other 
®gent in transit wai destined for Portugal, and TREEPER alleged that he 
^Jas relieved by this man of certain responsibilities in the Peninsula. 

(see I below). 

6 Apart from courier traffic with SUKOLOV, TREPlER himself paid 
visits to the Low Countries during 1941. It was on one of these visits 
in December, that by a happy chance he discovered the German capture of 
SUKOLOV1 s wireless transmitter a few hours after it had happened. He was 
able to warn SUKOLOV who escaped vdth Isidor SPRINGER to Franoe. 

-r ye have no news of OZOLS during 1941 and he seems to have lost 
contact with Moscow after the outbreak of the Russo-German war, probably 
through the breakdown of his transmitter. 

8 In the autumn of 1941, DANILOV who seems to have been left 
behind when the Soviet Embassy was withdrawn from Viohy in July, was 
sent to Brussels as an assistant wireless operator for MAKAROV in 
SUKOLOV1 s service, DANILOV is said to have been appointed to this task 
by Nikolaevitch Guennadi KARPOV (see Chapter V, B), DANILOV can hardly 

have settled down in his new post before he was arrested by the Germans 



Chapter VI (continued). 

C. The British Isles. 

1. In January 1941, Ursula H/J3URGE^/BEUHCQN for the R.U* 
from Switzerland. Whether or not she was intende . . -nigence interests 
in the British Isles, there is no good evidence ol 
in her movements between 1941 an<^ 1949* 

of1 
2. In the sane month, ROBINSON had been notified inJ . British 
the R.U,'s intention to talce over his former connec ^ , Quarter onoo 
Isles and to discharge him of all responsibilities i ^his faot 
they had established a new link. It seems logicia England in 
to TREPPER*s story of an agent passed by him a£d . unless it was 
the summer of 1941. We have no further news of this g Q.erinans in 
he whom TREPPER mentioned to SPAAK after his escape fro 
1943. If such an agent did arrive in England in June 194 , he 
had some difficulty in reviving ROBINS® *s connections which app 
have had no sort of encouragement since august 1939* 

3. In October 1941, FOOTE cabled to Brigitte MIS br 
reporting in plain language code the interruption in iJLg paaSQ<i his 
between RADO and Moscow. It is believed that Brigitte ^ ^ 
message on to Moscow* Radio communications seem to have 
automatically when the R.U. wireless station had completed its move 1 

Moscow to Kuibishev. 

D. The Low Countries. 

i 

1. Until December 1941, SUKOLOV continued to supply Moscow with 
SDHULZE-BOYSEN's intelligence through the W/T station in Brussels. He 
may also have contributed intelligence collected in the Low Countries, 
some from his own agents in Belgium, suoh as Isidor SPRINGER, and some from 
agents bequeathed to him by TREPPER in June 1940. 

2, In March 1941, the firm of SIMEXDO was established in Brussels 
with SUKOLOV under his cover of SIERRA as the largest shareholder. Like 
its sister firm SIMEX in Paris, SIMEXDO was designed for general dealings 
and contracting in support of the German occupation (see Chapter VI, B) , 
and it provided a regular and privileged means of communication between 
TREETER and SUKOLOV. It is likely that SUKOLOV passed over his wireless 
transmitter a good deal of TREPPER1 s intelligence and business messages to 
Moscow, even before the Soviet Embassies were withdrawn from France in 
June and July 1941. After that date, that is between July and December 
1941, SUKOLOV* s transmitter was probably the sole means of communication 
for both TREPPER and his new partner ROBINSON. There is no evidenae of an 
alternative line through RADO's service in Switzerland, though ROBINSON 
expressed the hope of a regular contact with DUEBMDORFER in June 1941. 

3. In the autumn, MAKAROV, SUKOLOV' a wireless operator, was given 
an assistant DANILOV, formerly of the Soviet Embassy, Vichy (see B above) 
but on December 12th DANILOV was arrested by the Germans in the act of '* 
transmission, and MAKAROV was captured shortly afterwards. The Germans 
had been intercepting SUKOLOV's W/T traffic since June 28th. The fruits of 
their success were snatched from them by TREPPER himself. He visited the 
house where the transmitter was kept a few hours after it had been seized b 
the Germans and fell himself into German hands. But his acting and his 
cover were good enough to sooure his release and he was able to -warn BTTK’nrmr 
before further damage was done. SUKOLOV withdrew from SIMEXDO and JIVU“UV 
to France with SPRINGER. The damning connection between SIMEXDO and Sttvtoy 
remained undiscovered or at least unappreciated until the autumn of 
following year, and the German penetration of the Low Countries if 
partly, but not completely, sealed off. Qtwork waa 
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Chapter VI (continued) 

E, Germany, .aistria and Czechoslovakia. 

thdravrfti 
1. ^bout June 1941, before the Soviet Enbassy vas^ steps 
Berlin, "Alexander ERD3ERG" of the Soviet Trade ^eleS- ^ ^j^CK and 
towards the independent operational es tablishi-.cn o ^ careless 
the SCHULZE-30YSEJ groups, providing then with funds “'June -,941 , the 

transmitters. Both transmitters were failures, an continued 

groups were without a direct line to Losoow. doi u seems to have 
to send his information by courier to SUKOLOV, an ^JL-pr-jx Qf the German 
been dependent on a courier link through Bernhardt ^ -foe Soviet 

Communist Party in Hamburg through Flensburg ver did show 

Embassy, Stockholm. Both HARNACK and SCHULZE-BOYSEN, aroup leaders* 
a steady development from the status of sources to c~ ynth connections 

SCHULZE-BOYSHT in his prime is said to have owned a netwoa 
in Prague, ^ugsburg, Saxony, Thuringia, Magdeburg an lar-! • 

2. The attempts of the German groups to become self-suff^1941, 

'supported by SUKOLOV. At the end of July and the Sand'it 
he made a five day visit to the Leipzig Pair unaer SIAEXC Tn#Set>t ember 
is probable that he there met representatives of th® groups, 

he made a fortnight's journey from Belgium, ostensibly ° mpNACK and 
Pair. On his way through Germany he dealt not only with the 
SCHULZE-B OYSEN groups, but also with a representative of the , 
SCHELIHA connection. For the HARNACK group he produced a new wireies 
transmitter (in the event no more successful than the old one) an 
an agent of Use STOiBE he gave a cypher. (The oypher seems to have been 
intended for use in a wireless link betweeu STOEBE and Moscow, but this 
was never achieved. Except for possible transactions with SUKOLOV during 
his visits to Germany in the surmer of 1941, it is unlikely that *ny of 
von SCHELIHA's information reached Russian hands after June 1941*) SUKOLOV 
strengthened and confirmed his arrangements for a courier and postal link 

with the SCHULZE-BOYSSJ group. 

^ la Prague SUKOLOV visited the OSKOL group whose wireless link 
with Moscow had been interrupted for some technical reason since August 
27th 1941* SUKOLOV was able to report the operational wavelengths of the 
OSKOL group to Moscow and possibly to restore their communications* If 
there was a restoration it is unlikely to have lasted for long, since on 
Ootober 3rd, 1941, the Germans captured a W/T station in Prague and made 
some 73 arrests. There seems little doubt that this was the OSKOL service 
of which nothing more was heard, although SCHULZE-BOYSET is reported to 
have had intelligence connections in Prague the Germans do not seem to 
have found any evidence of a link between SUKOLOV1 s German and Czechoslovakian 
clients. 

A, ^ccc.'ding to German findings in 1942, representatives of SIMEX 
wrere set up in Berlin, Hamburg and Prague, but it is not known whether these 
dated from 1941, the year of SIMEX's foundation, neither is there any 
evidence that they were used for espionage purposes. 

F. Scandinavia 

1. During 1941, HARNACK appears to have passed the collected 
intelligence of his group through Bernhardt BAESTLEEN of the German 
Communist Party in Hamburg via Plensburg and Denmark to the Soviet 
in Stockholm. It seems probable that the Danish and perhana <5 

Communist Parties were intermediaries on this line. Swedish 
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2« According to German findings in 1942, representatives 
were set up in Oslo and Copenhagen but it is not known ^netrier y 

dated from 1941, the year of SIMEX*s foundation, neither is tne 
evidence that these representatives were used for espionage purp 

G. The Balkans. 

1. In the early spring of 1941, RADO was given an address in 
Jugoslavia with which he night exchange messages in secret 
It is not known whether this was intended to be an extension of KAUG s 
service or an energenoy link. Nothing more has been heard of the 
connection. 

2* In the autumn of 1941, the Germans achieved their first 
intoroeptionsof the STOINOFR-MIRTSCHEPF Y0? traffic between Bulgaria and 
Moscow, but they were not able to decypher the messages. 

3, According to German findings in 1942, representatives of SIMEX 
were set up in Belgrade and Sofia but it is not known whether these 
dated from 1941, the year of SIMEX's foundation, neither is there any 
evidence that these representatives were used for espionage purposes* 

H* Italy, 

1, RADO may have continued operations from Switzerland against Italy 
during 1941. 

I, Spain and Portugal, 

«j# TKERPER told one of his German interrogators that about June 
194.I an R.U. agent passed through Paris on his way to Portugal and 
relieved him of certain responsibilities in the Peninsula. The story is 
reasonable in point of date since the withdrawal of Soviet Embassies 
and the consequent scarcity of communications are known to have disturbed 
much of the R.U. organisation in Western Europe. But there is no evidence 
in TRErPER's earlier career of a Portuguese or Spanish connection, and it 
might be suspected that here, as elsewhere, he exaggerated his importance 
in order to deceive the Germans. On the other hand there are indications 
in 1944 a^d 1945 that PANNWITZ, the leader of the Sanderkommando whiah 
exploited the arrests of TREcPER and his friends in 1942, extended his 
interests into Spain. 

J. The Western Hemisphere. 

In July 1941, the R.K.O. Picture representative in Switzerland 
was used for the first time in the transmission of funds from America t 
RADO's service. 



2. In September 1941, Rachel DUEBENDORSER' s sister, Rosi 
LUSCHENSKY @ RUDI @ HEFNER reached the U.S.A. It is possible that this 
woman was the agent, JENNY, mentioned in ROBINSON’s papers as a 
connection of both DUEBENDORFER and Mme. DUBOIS. If so, she went to 
America on R,U, instructions. 



A. Switzerland. 

Chapter VII. 1942 

1. During 1942 RADO continued to supply Moscow with the 

material and with miscellaneous intelligence from aiva 
sane of them tapped through the Swiss Communist Party. ^ 

intelligence from Italy, for example, seems to have P^s' . 
Italian to the Swiss Communist Party and thence through cu _ ** 
RADO, The LUCIE material was warmly encourage by Moscow wh 

of increasing value. It must be remembered, however, g ^ stained a 
DUEBENDCRPER was passing this information to IUEO, she still r 
measure of independence and she regarded R .DO ’ s service as a c 

rather than a controlling authority over her own activities, 
example, the R.U. and R,DO still hankered after knowledge of --‘UCIb 

identity, which DUEBENDORFER firmly refused to divulge. It is 

possible that material which all originated from ROES JLER was r 
into separate categories before it reached RADO by the vso o 
source names in addition to LUCIE. DUEBENDORFER herself found SCHNEIDER 
and ROESSLER difficult to handle, and she persistently declined to pass 
back Moscow oriticisms cn the LUCIE material. 

2. FOOTE handled a large proportion of RADO's traffic, and his 

pupil, HAMEL, had plenty tc do. In the Spring of 1942 a new trans¬ 
mitter was set up in the charge of Kargarete BOLLI, another of FCOTE*s 
trainees, and it is probable that her transmitter gave an intermittent 

service. BOLLI was also used as a courier and maid-cf-all-work for 

the group. About June, BEURTON left Switzerland to join his wife 
Ursula in the British Isles. For some time past he had been of little 

use to RADO * s service although he was fully trained as a wireless 
operator. BEURTON had made a nuisance of himself not only by his 
laziness but because, to Moscow's indignation, he abused the wireless 

link with enquiries about Ursula and his domestic affairs. This is not 
to say that BEURTON was rebellious or any real danger to the security of 
RTDO*s service. His personality is decidedly negative and the reason 
for his behaviour seems to have been his dependence on his wife. HUIET.1« 

operations suffered an interruption in September when the Cantonal Police 
raided his flat in Geneva, HAMEL claimed - and RADO seems to have 

believed him - that the Cantonal Police failed to identify two wireless 
transmitters which existed in his house. They took no open action 

against him, but it is possible that they reported the affair to the 
Federal Police, and that they had not been as blind as he supposed them 

to be. The arrest of HJ-iEL and BCLLI in October 1943 may have been the 
final step in a prolonged investigation. Meanwhile, HAMEL‘s working 

transmitter was removed for safety to a villa near the French frontier. 

At an unknown date in 1942, F<~OTE was instructed by Moscow to seek out* 
Anna MUELLER, whose services were needed for the renewal of a false 
passport used by an agent in Italy (see H. below). He understood that 
this wanan had been used frequently before the war to supply the Rus i 

Intelligence Service with passports confected by a corrupt official ?lan 
the Ewiss passport service at Basle. He found her destitute Tt ^ 

so long since she had received any money from the Russians that -ha JT’a 
been reduced to working as a charwoman in the local hospital Pnomr? 
persuaded Moscow to restore her to their pay-list, but they 
discharge her debts. J WOULa n°t 

/B. France 
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(continued) 

• n-r qtttdt OV • s wireless station 
1. Following the German seizure of oUkOJj , bcinfr without 
Brussels, TREFPER seems to have been left for the °to n0tice, 
any means of communication with Moscow, It 13 133 Pussian IntelliSence 
therefore, that in January 1942 a woman agent o Vended in Northern 
Service who used the alias of "Anna OUSPENSKaL' ' °_ ration between the 
France with a mission to re-establish wireless comm r Qf ^er nor 
U.S.S.R. and occupied P^nce. It is not to’do 
whether TREFFER's actions at the beginning of 1942 ha y MoSootf. It 
with instructions which she might have brough ° ______ seems to 
may be significant, however, that in the same mon 'rendezvous arranged 
have had his first news of JEFFREMOV, whom he met aU m over 
by the R.U. in the SCHNEIDERs’ house at Brussels. ^ the 
to JEFFREMOV the surviving Low Countries organisa - UK SCHULze- 
impartant responsibility of maintaining; the courier Ixnk ^ 
BOYSEN. He must also have discussed with JEFFREMOV . 
wireless communications between Belgium and Mosoow, me service* 
possibility of a courier link between himself and the festored^servi^ 

On this question our evidence is a little obscur . ' g operators 
spent seme time on the preparation of transmitter link^vas 
for JEEFRSMOV’s service, and it might be suppose _ ' / . . 
already in operation. GOU.LOOZE, who supplied TVENZEL with two of his 
trainees andwho was, perhaps for that reason decidedly critical about 
••TENZEL's \0 enterprises, said that he understood a wireless link was 
achieved by December 1941. Ve are therefore confronted £ 
possibility that such a link existed but was not used by TREFFER until 
June 1 942. The explanation may be either that the wireless commun 
cations run by TfflNZBL and his assistants failed for some technical 
reason at the beginning of 1942, or that TREFPER considered a regular 
courier link between himself and JEFFREMOV was unsafe until the clouds 
of German suspicion following the arrest of MILOV and M1KAR0V had 
subsided. The possibility that JEFFREMOV possessed a working wireless 
link with Moscow at the beginning of 1942 but concealed it from TREFFER 
does not seem to deserve serious consideration. The need for security 
precautions seems on the whole to be the best explanation of the 
problem. Nevertheless, TREFFER did not detach himself entirely fran 
JFFFREKOV’ s service during the first half of 1942. Germaine SCHNEIDER 
was an occasional courier between the two groups, and TREPFER kept 
SIMEXCO alive, if only for his lines of communication (see D» below). 
There is yet another possibility: that JEFFREMOV*s intelligence, 
until May 1942, was passed to Moscow through TREFPER and the French 
Communist Party. 

2t Back in Paris, TPEPPER had recourse to an alternative link 
with Moscow. This was a wireless transmitter of the French Comnwaiist 
Party to which he had found access through ROBINSON. It is not certain 
whether this French Communist Party transmitter communicated directly 
with Moscow. If it was either of the two stations seized by the 
Germans in June and December 1943 there is evidence of a link with 
England and, from other incidents recorded in Chapter VIII, it may be 
thought that French C.F* communications were relayed from the Soviet 
Embassy, London, to Moscow. TREFPER us'.d this Communist Party link 
from February to April, but it probably had considerable disadvantages 
and in the latter month he succeeded in setting up his own station in 
Paris. It is evident fran TREFFER’s'dealings with Claude SPAAK in 
1 9A3 (see Chapter VTIl) that he found the French Communist Parly 
awkward to handle. The orthodox tradition of Russian Intelligent 
forbids any working relations in the field with the indigenous Commmist 

/Party 
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Chapter VII (continued) 

Party and there is a corresponding inhibition on the s^^cerne^> there 

(see also Chapter VI, B.). (So far as the G.RU*18 during a 
can be instanced their instructions to R\DO in Svi ze ong -^^th 
scare in November 1942; "Examine immediately all conn aotive 
political circles and other collaborators, especial y y l’ dangerous 

Communists and left-wing Socialists. please unders ^ „\ •{••£ ds 
such connections are to the work of the whole organisa • . 

not known whether Moscow approved of this temporary arra 4 •fron/ the 
it may be significant that in March 1 942 three more a£erV wireless 
U. 3. S.R. were deposited in France, this time equipped wi 

transmitter. The mission of "RODIONOV", "Anna FROLO /i potiblish 
"H1NIL0V-DUPKE" was to unite with a group in Lyons and o 
wireless communications between France and the U. S.S. R. 

unlikely that this mission can have been independen o ' sent 
activities in France, but the wireless transmitter may a ’ 

in support rather than as a corrective to his cu^]fey* 1 .. 1 apents 
cation. It was presumably the SPRINGER Group which , 
were to join in Lyons. Isidor SPRINGER had been posted there oy 

TREPPER at the beginning of 1942, and his group was in vo g 

May. 

3. As a parallel to SPRINGER'S posting, STJKOLOV, his old rafs*er> 
was sent to Marseilles in the Spring of 1 942. SIKOLOT may have had 

old acquaintances in Marseilles, since there are signs that he woncea 
there in 1938 and 1939 (see Chapters III and IV). The construction of 
his new group was covered by the institution of a branch of SBtEX I 
Marseilles. This was founded by Alfred CORBIN, a director of SIMEX* 

Paris, who became a courier between SUKOLOV and TREPPER. 

1+. Although TREPPER1 s dispositions were still on a bold scale, he 
had not long to run. In June 1942 the SOKOLs, whom he had established 
in April as wireless operators for a station of his own in Paris, were 
arrested by the Gentians. The SOKOLs were originally recruited through 
the French Communist Party, and although our information on their wireless 

service is limited they may have had connections with the Party's W/'T 
system* Some resemblance to the Party W/T links appears in SPAAKfs 
statement that the SOKOLs were able to transmit messages to Moscow via 
London. Vfe do not know how much incriminating evidence was obtained by 
their arrest and it is possible that TREPPER succeeded to a large extent 
in sealing off the incident, just as he had done in the Low Countries in 
December 1941* Possibly the SOKOLs, if they had talked, could have 
compromised the Party communications system. This might accomt for 
the apparent sang froid with which TREPPER diverted his traffic for the 
U. S. S.R. not to the French Communist Party but back to JEPFREMOV’s 
station in Brussels, The new line lasted hardly a month, for DENZEL 
was arrested, transmitting for JEFFREMOV, on June 30th. TREPPER was 
luck once again to get an early warning of the disaster. Germaine 
SCHNEIDER had also been arrested by the Germans, but she deceived them, 
won her release, and made her way post-haste to TREPPER. it is likely 
that she was able to tell him not only of TVENZEL's and JEFFREMOV*s 
arrest, but of the far more serious fact that they were being turned 
by the Germans to their own purposes. This meant not only that any 
traffic intercepted between the Belgian station and Moscow might be^ 
decyphered and the vital German sources compromised, but that the 
history of the Belgian network and of TREPPER himself would be partlv 
revealed. The exposure of the SIMEX-SIMEXCO conspiracy was now 7 
inevitable. TREPPER admitted, after his own arrest in the autinn 
that when he heard Germaine SCHNEIDER'S news the end seemed well in 
sight. Since he made no attempt to retire, but kept up all hi3 ^ 
activities in France, it is important to consider what plans he mav 

v 

/have 
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have made and what steps he nay have taken in this ccnvic roin4Se of 
fate* He told one of his German interrogators that the com? 
wTiNZEL’s cyphers was reported to Moscow through Bulgaria. \ -vnd 
be related to Germaine SCHNEIDER'S former connections with Bmga 

the message may have been transmitted by the STOINOFF/l^IRTSCKEt 
network*) TREPPER himself moreover had re-established canmuni - d 

of his own with Moscow, using the French Communist Party for p^^mAine 
time, and he must therefore have been able not only to pass on during 
SCHNEIDER's warnings, but to discuss his own future. In short, a b 
the five months, July - November, 1942, TREPPER was in a position x 
agree with Moscow sane provisional plan for the triple-cross opera 

which seem to have taken place during 1 943 an(i ^ 944* Evidence 0 
precautions against an expected emergency appears in the message w c 

TREPPER passed to the Soviet Embassy, London, after his escape in 

September 1943 (see Chapter VIII, C.). 

5* The Germans soon had a wealth of information from their 
interrogations and manipulations of captured agents in Belgium, and l 
was not long before they uncovered the SIMEX-SEMEXCO connection* 
Nevertheless, the watertight compartment system by which TREPPER had 
separated the business dealings of S3HEX from the underlying espionage 
organisation stood up extremely well against the German flood* An 
elaborate coat-trailing operation to provoke the business side of SIMCX 
into opportunist espionage had no success* This failure is further 
evidence of TREPPER*s Dret>aredness for the attack* The Germans were 

6. The German accounts of TREPPER*s arrest deserve study* 
TREPPER was not dismayed but resigned; he congratulated his captors on 
their skill and went on without hesitation to offer them his whole¬ 
hearted collaboration* There are various reasons now for supposing 
that this offer was part of a preconoeived plan: even at the time it 
was made, TREPPER showed such deliberation that he aroused the Germans* 
suspicions* They began to show him sane severity, and TREPPER hastene< 
to give proof of his desire to collaborate by ringing up Hillel KATZ 
his right-hand man, in the presence of the Germans. This was accepted 
as a sign of good faith, and in the following weeks TREPPER amply 
fortified their confidence. Directly or indirectly he put his finger 
on an impressive collection of agents, including his great partner 
ROBINSON, in Paris* and the members of the SPRINGER group in Lyons* 
Y/hatever may have been the truth about the extent of TREPPER*s author! ti 
in the creation and manipulation of R.u. networks in the Low Countries 
and France, there can be no doubt of his importance in their death and 
destruction. Kis influence extended moreover into the German post¬ 
mortem studies of these networks. It should be remembered that th"* 
German conception of the story discussed in this book rests in the 6 
upon the identifications, arrests and confessions of July - Dece v> 
1 942. They regarded TREPPER as the height of their operational Gr> 
achievement, and their findings were coloured deeply by his inte 
tions. If we accept the view that TREPPER was following a tri fpreta~ 
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plan, then it must be considered that the German^ -;c 1942 until ^is 
occasional deception by him from hi3 arrest in reports 

esoape in September 1943# Both the R. S.H.A. an +Vie aDP®arance 
date from the first half of this period* To preserv tr£th> but 
of collaboration TREFPER was bound to divulge most 0 sure that 
since his intentions were strictly dishonourable ve evidently 

he did not conoeal some facts and distort others,^ ' will be seen 
untruthful about his Communist Party connections an r ^,n discovery* 
below that he protected at least one minor arent rom _ did not 
To judge from his actions after his escape, he knew - mentations of 
reveal to his captors - that there were other ‘■;<^^irVj 0 "fL 
the R.U. in Prance, safely detached from the SIMEX app^ 

7. Within a fortnight TIffiPPER seems to have lulled ^1J'^®baok 

suspicions of his enemies and on Christmas Day hey o have set 
to Moscow on a wireless station which TKEPPER YVas 3Upp m-mrppPR’s 
up in Paris. Although this play-back began so soonafterTKEFmi 

arrest it is possible that Moscow were aware of „ of a 
start. After his escape in September, 1 943» THEFPBxt ^ .T >vay 
report which he had smuggled out of his captivity an se , 
to Moscow "two or three weeks after his arrest. On . P 
learning German, said TREFPER, he had won a night's privacy, during 
which he wrote a full account of his situation and his plans. H 
understanding with his captors was by this time so goo 
able to forward his report under the guise of collaborati on. - 
told the Germans that in order to achieve a thorough penetration of his 
network they must allow him to appear at various of his old 
in Paris. (This probably refers to "control meetings at which agents 
can see and be seen by each other without contact and merely confirm 
that their affairs are in working order.) The Germans had agreed t 
TRBPPBR's proposal and were content to watch these occasions from a 
distance. By visiting a shop at one of the rendezvous, there ore, 
TREFPER was able to pass his report, without being seen, to a wanan 
aVnt whom he had not betrayed to the Germans. It seems likely that 
this woman a^ent took the report to the French Communist Party who 
transmitted It either directly or via London to Moscow. Although the 
w may have been prepared beforehand for a triple-cross plan, it 
could'not have come into effective operation until they knew the 
circumstances and results of TRBPPBR's arrest. Tie do not know how 
i on/., the report took to reach Russia, neither have we any certain 
evidence when the R.U. entered upon TRBPPBR's triple-cross operation* 

o Until recently the exact date of TKEPPER's arrest was unknown, 
but the date given here, December 3th, has been provided by his German 
bear-leader during the time of his captivity, Vilhelm BERG, and there 
can be little doubt of its accuracy. It follows that SUKOLOV's arrest, 
which took place on November 12th, 1942, cannot have been the result of 
'TUgppKR’s revelations. It seems probable that SUKOLOV was betrayed by 
his connections in the Low Countries. Me do not know when SUKOLOV's 
apparent collaboration with the Germans began, but the fact that he was 
not instituted as a wireless play-back until March 1943 suggests that 
he may have been slower in satisfying his captors than was TKEPPER. 
(it should also be borne in mind that SUKOLOV's testimony was required 
in relation to the arrests in Germany frexn August to October, 1942 - 
see E. below). There are certainly no signs that SUKOLOV embarrassed 
m^EppER's triple-cross plans, which may have been agreed between them 
before their separate arrests. However that may have been, the 
Germans assisted their conspiracy by bringing them together in 
captivity during the summer of 1943* 

/c* The British Isles . 
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C. The British Isles. 

-i stence in the 
1. In 1942 we have to reckon with the possible e . ve sent there 
British Isles of the R.U. agent whom TREFPBR claine initial task 
through ROBINSON in June 1941 (see Chapter VI, C. ). TAinN»s connections 
of this agent would probably have been to revive ROB o since 
which, so far as we know, had been without guidance P ^ suoh 
August 1939. No evidence has been obtained from ... ► . gj_nce the 
revival was attempted in his ease, but he had move s . , We 
beginning of the war that it would not have been easy . qiisht 

know nothing more of JEAN and his colleagues. ThereTi?nM through 
indication that a source worked before the war by ROBU ^ 
WEISS may have belonged to an espionage organisation in jn_. 
Spring of 1941. But this story has no obvious connection wixn 
TREFFER* s friend who did not arrive in this country before Jun 
Since the source in question had a Communist Party backgroun 1 
possible that he belonged to a Party apparatus rather than a Kus 

intelligence organisation. 

2. In January 1942, Rudolf HERRNSTADT tried unsuccessfully to 
obtain legal entry into England from the U. S. S. R. In 19:>2 he appears 
to have been linked with HARRY I through Use STOEBE, his mistress, who 

was a recruiting agent for HARRY I, and in 1937 and 1938 he met Ilse 
STEINFELD in London on a number of occasions (see Chapter I, 0*) If 
he had succeeded in reaching England, it is possible that HERRNSTAHT 
was to have provided succour for JEAN's group. 

3, During 1942 D.E. SPRINGHALL, the National Organiser of the 
C.P.G.B. , was engaged in espionage for certain members of the Soviet 
Embassy in London. As a collector and exploiter of Communist Party 
Intelligence, his role may have resembled that of GOUVLOOZE with the 

Dutch Communist Party in 1936-37 (see Chapter I, D.). Like G0URL00ZE, 
SPRINGHALT, had personal connections in Moscow* he had been there as 
recently as 1939, and he may have been given seme intelligence mission 
during the visit. We do not know when his espionage began. Before 
the Party's change of line in June 1941, when the "unjust imperialist 
war" became the "just and peoples' war", SFRINGHALL was concerned with 
secret organisation in the armed forces. There is an easy transition 
from this form of conspiracy to espionage, and it is worth remark that 
both occupations were in the prescribed field of Red Array Intelligence. 
On the other hand, SFRINGHALL's espionage is noticeable for its lack of 
method or organisation such as any service sponsored by the R.u. might 
be expected to show. His position as National Organiser of the 
C.P.G.B. gave him knowledge of secret Party members in the government 
service and a controlling interest over the various "discussion groups" 
and other cover organisations from which they drew their political 
sustenance. From this quarter SFRINGHALL selected both conscious and 
unconscious sources of intelligence. Even where the sources were 
conscious he seems to have been careful to suggest that their 
espionage was Party work and to conceal his dependence on Russian 
directions. In his overt function as National Organiser, SFRINGHALL 
was able to draw on a variety of unconscious sources, such as Par tv" 
members employed in munitions factories. His Russian masters for th 
part seem to have been ready to accept from him large and various tneir 
contributions, some of which had very little value. On one occ • 
they are known to have arranged for direct contact with a Commun?S+°n 
party source discovered by SPRINGE'LL, and they may have decided?*! 
it was worth separate exploitation. In this and other limited that 
aspects SFRINGHALL ’s espionage may be related to the Canadian Case 

/but 
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c, 0 ch is 
hut on the whole it presents an opportunist and ama eur jt is worth 
not characteristic of either R.U. or G. U. G.B. managemen * n0h canromist 
recording that the Germans, in their capture of the v'°_ q. , Relieved 
Party wireless stations at Le Rainey and Choisy le Roi service 
they had discovered evidence of a Communist Party inform ^ 
working from England, and exchanging certain intelligence p. G-B. 
French stations* Our own evidence does not suggest a * 

had an information service during 194-2 and 194-3 any ?'n^nrnmmist 
scale and efficiency demonstrated by the French and Bu c -which 
Parties® It is just possible, however, that the Englis , 
the Germans claimed to have discovered in the French W/T s a ^is 
some connection with SPRINGHALT'S somewhat haphazard exploi a 
Party authority. Against this possibility we must set the ia 
there is no evidence of a Party wireless transmitter operating 
Great Britain during the war. There is indeed marked evidence o 
contrary. The only probable wireless link for the French Ccmmunis 
Party in the British Isles would have been the Soviet Embassy. in Lon. $ 
and it is difficult to see why the Embassy should have transmitted any 

of SPRINGHALL' s intelligence to France. 

A. In July 194-2 BEURTON returned to England and rejoined his 
wife. There can be no doubt that his stock with Moscow is low, and 
there is no evidence that he has done any intelligence work since hfi 

left Switzerland. 

D. The Low Countries. 

(i) Belgium. 

1, In January 194-2, TREPPER met JEFFR3M0V in the SCHNEIDERS1 
house at Brussels at a rendezvous arranged by the R.U. (see B. above). 

It seems that TREPPER had no knowledge of JEFFREMOV before this date. 
TREPPER handed over to JEFFREMOV the surviving parts of SUKOLOV*s Low 
Countries service which itself embodied parts of the service constituted 
by TREPPER between 1938 and 194-0. TREPPER's management of this trans¬ 
action is no proof of overriding authority, since it would have been 
unsafe for SUKOLOV himself to visit Brussels so soon after the arrests 
of DYNILOV and MAKAROV. 

2. Probably the most important and urgent part of JEFFRSMOV’s 
new commission was to continue the transmission of SCHULZE-BOYSEN' s 
material, received by courier fran Germany. According to GOUi/LOOZE 
JEFFREMOV had been in wireless communicaticn with Moscow through ViENZEL 
and his assistants since December 194-1, and he should therefore have"^* 
been able to continue SUKOLOV1 s traffic without delay® On the other 
hand, TIHFPER's notions until June 1942 (see B. above) maybe understood 
to mean that there was no wireless link between the Lot Countries and 
Moscow at the beginning of the year. The German reports of late iOko 
and early 194-3 imply that there was no such link until May 1 QA? wha* 
Y/ENZEL established a new line. True, these reports were produced 
before GOUYLCOZE's arrest and interrogation (in November 19A3'\ 
they were presumably founded on the statements of YENZEL himself w 
has been generally supposed to have told the Germans all he knew ^h° 
we take the view that G0UY/L00ZE was wrong and that there was no v ,If 
between JEFFREMOV and Moscow until May 19A2. it -So -W-hK 

that zemam'* tom., taoiudino the botlzb-bo^h, 
routed through TREPPER himself, since from February to April 

/TREPPER 
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. pr>i*ty trans 

TREFFER was in touch with Moscow through a French ^ 
mitter and he is known to have been visited during 
Germaine SCHNEURR as a courier from JBFTOMOV. 

3. If ’.lENZSL's wireless link with Moscow jTap^rcdi 

May, it had a very short life, for on June 5 g mg also 
flagrante delicto by the Germans, Germaine ® j _ nasqueraded 
arrested but, with the help of her husband, she s-i noe interest, 
as 7/ENZE11 s mistress and was released as of no into L^aS 

She quickly reported to TRAPPER in paris. In J y ‘ have been 
arrested and in the same month both he and DENZEL thev were 
broken down under severe interrogation to a pom w ^ whether 
regarded as "turned” to German purposes. Spec a _ or 
"turning" on the part of 7ENZEL and JEFFREhOV was ca stcLntial than 

incomplete is bound for lack of evidence to c f ,~|eception it 
it is in the cases of THEFPER and SEKOLOV. In 77* £ut four 
maybe noted (a) that '.iENZEL escaped in November 1942^ a” „ oved 
months in captivity; (b) that JEPFTSlOV at an un n there 

unsatisfactory" and vns put in solitary confmemen , rjLlr 19L3 and 
are discrepancies between GOUwLOOZE’s evidence of N°^er^are 
parts of the German reports of late 1942 and ea.rly\%-}‘ 
presumably based on the evidence of WENZEL and JEFFIKMOV, Wj*8* 

the German reports lack information which /e suppose 4-hat 
prisoners to Lve had, particularly about JEEEBSMOT's past; (e) that 

Moscow was warned from other quarters of ..ENZEL's and°0n 
sequences and that W/T deception through ENZEL and JEFE12MOT may 

therefore have been redoubled by the 3.U. with or without the 
prisoners' connivance. Against deception it must be remembered 

WENZEL and JEFFREMOV not only betrayed a number of their fe 1 - • 
they revealed what was far more damaging to the 14U. , their VT ^her. 

■Points (a) (b) and (e) are inconclusive. As for (c) and (a), .7ENZBL 
and JBFFRilOV seem to have answered most of the questions they were 
asked, .and, though the information they provided now seems to us incom¬ 
plete it must be allowed that the Germans were interested in immediate 
operational questions rather than background information. Their first 
aim was to 3tart up convincing wireless play-backs with the shortest 
possible interruption between the real and false transmissions. 

i The exploitation of JEFFREHOV1 s confessions led to the arrest 
in Holland of \7INTERINK* though various of LTNTERIEK's assistants 
escaped. Because the arrest took place in Holland, and possibly 
because of .'BEZEL’S evidence, the Germans were under the impression that 
IDrERINK’s station had been operated from Holland under .ENZEL’s 
indirect control. The evidence of GOU'LOOZE, however, shows that both 
\7INTERINK and NAGEL went into Belgium for their training by WENZEL and 
there may be seme doubt whether the station did not operate from Belgium 
under '/ENZEL's direct control. OOTJ/LCOZE implied that wTNTERINK had 
come to Holland to hide before he was arrested. YTmTERINK himself 
refused to give any information about his work. 

5, • v prom August - to October the Germans 'instituted a series of y/T 
play-backs whose very richness ought to have seemed suspicious to 
Moscow.by contrast with the meagre lines of communication which had 
existed before June 30th. ENZEL was made to operate a play-back in 
his own character in August, and in September a 3i±>stitute for 
wTNTERINK was set up with a further transmitter. Thi3 was followed 
in October by two more, one operated by JEFFREHOV himself and the other 
by a substitute for ISBI7TSKI, originally one of SUKOLOV’s assistants 
in the Belgian network. Not one of these play-backs is likely to 
have achieved any success, against Moscow. Apart from the early 

/ warning 
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warning of LENZEL*s arrest delivered to TREFFER by Cernaine SCHNEIDER, 
there is evidence that Moscow was given news of the disaster ro^n 
far away as Bulgaria, Much the most important part of the Gexraan 
attack lay in their penetration of such fragments of the networ 
survived and their exploitation of what the captured agents told tnem. 
They at last discovered the significance of SMEXCO, all v/bose , . 
officials were arrested in Autumn 1942, and by that date they were wex 
equipped for their attack on TREPFER's organisation in France, They 
may have uncovered a separate trail to S1K0L0V in Marseilles (see B* 
above). To set off their success, the Germans lost .JENZEL who escape 
from their custody on November 17th, 1942, and disappeared. We do not 

know what became of .rENZEL# Cn the one hand his escape might be com¬ 
pared with TREFPER*s eleven months later, as part of a triple-cross 
plan. On the other, if he had betrayed all he knew to the Germans, it 

is possible that he went in fear of both sides and retired altogether 
from the intelligence world, 

(ii) Holland. 

6. In considering the problem of the wireless link between the 
Low Countries and Moscow from January to May 1942, it must be remembered 

that the Dutch Communist Party Information Service was then in working 

order and that GOtl/LOOZE should have been able to provide JEFFREMOV 
with a wireless link had everything else failed, IENZEL had the means 

of liaison with GPU L OOZE and a courier service between Brussels and 
.Amsterdam should have been easier and safer to arrange than one between 
Brussels and Paris, However, there seems to be no indication of such 
a link in GOU-LOOZE’s evidence, 

7. On the other hand, GOUL OOZE's services to Russian Intelligence 
had by no means come to an end. For some time past he had acted as 

godfather to a group of German Communist refugees who had come into 

Holland about 1933* GOUTLOOZE bad provided a link between this group 
and Moscow who sent them instructions by means of the Dutch Communist 
Party Information Service, At the beginning of 1942, Alfred KNOCHEL, 
a member of this group, was instructed by Moscow to go into Geiroany 
where his mission seems to hove been to set up an intelligence group 
within the German Communist Party. During the first half of 1942, 

KNOCHEL passed information of German Communist Party origin by courier 
to GOUWLCOZE, but before long he reported the preparation of a wireless 
transmitter and Moscow directed GOU./LOOZE to find him a wireless 

operator. GOU/LOCZE produced a man named Van PR003DY, who left Holland 
to join KNOCHEL in Berlin about November 1942. 

8. GOUiVLOOZE was also used by Russian Intelligence as a 

receptionist for various parachute agents whom they dropped in the Low 
Countries during 1942, On June 21st and 24th, they sent in the two 
KRUYTs. Father KRUYT was dropped in Belgiun and arrested by the 

Germans shortly afterwards. It is not known whether he was intended 
to link up with JEFFREMOV's organisation, but as change fell out he 

was arrested on the same day as WENZEL. KRUYT the son was dropped in 
Holland with a wireless transmitter and made contact with GOUWLOOZI! 
Once again GOU/LOOZE was required to produce a wireless operator. 
an unknown date he sent to KRUYT junior a certain De LAAR, who estab* 
lished wireless contact with Mosoow. G0U7L00ZE professed to know 
nothing about the nature of their traffic. On November 30th a 
further agent, named CUHN, was dropped in Holland, but he had 
contact with G0U7L00ZE until March 1 943. 

/*E» Germany 
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E. Germany, Austria and Czechoslovakia. 

■ini QL2 the SCHULZE 
1. During their last months of existence x tablish tireless 
BOYSEN and MtCK groups made various efforts w the r.U. v/h0 
contact with Moscow and their attempts were suppor y&vg had no 
sent over a number of parachute agents* ihey see™ e(a and it was 
success so far as the passing of intelligence was wireless 
only in the very last days of the croups that a pre therefore 

contact was achieved from Berlin* The SCHULZE-B ■ Pmaitries and 
remained independent on their courier line to the Lov 

this line was presumably cut after the collapse o to have main- 
organisation at the end of June* The BkHNaCK group the 
tained their link with the Soviet Embassy .at Stookholrn ^en used by 

German Conraunist Party in Hamburg, and this route■ Qllusion between 
SCHULZE-BOYSEN after June since there are signs f 

the two groups during 1 942. 

2. Rudolf von SCHELIHk paid three visits to Switzerl^d inf ^ 

February, Septenber ana. October, 1942. 4Par sphere is no evidence 
espionage income at Zurich (see Chapter III) I* ) * , . - + 
ttot he had any Russian intelligence contact in Switzerland and it 
seeBs during 19M that he reined unexploited as a source for th^lack 

of any link. Despite the potential value of his inf or 
seems to have thought it unsafe to bring him into the SCHULZE BOybN 

Hft.IiNfi.CK organisations. Apart from possible danger o t 
vrm qrwrTH/i »s verv delicate position, it may have been thought tna^u as 
a pu^Sfvena! ToSce he^culd not bl4d well into ideological back- 
ground of the two main German groups. It.is also worth considering 
whether there may not have been same organisational rivalry in M sc 
itself over the exploitation of von SGHELm. 
his recruitment and the method of his exploitation between 1937 and 
19M compare closely with the G.U.G.B* methods. It may have been, 
therefore, that von SCHELIHA was a G.U.G.B. achievement, while SCHULZE- 
BOYSEN and HA.RNA.CK belonged to the R.U. (But cf. SUKCLOV^s dealings 
with an agent of Ilse STOEBE in Chapter VI, E.). 

3 The arrest of the SCHULZE-BOYSEN and HARNACK groups in August 
seems to have been largely the result of '7ENZEL *s betrayal of his cypher 
and the conseouent reading of traffic intercepted between Belgium and 
Moscow for some time back. SCHULZE-BOYSEN, who had an agent in the 
German signals interception service, was therefore forewarned, but he 
does not seem to have attempted any practical evasion for himself or 
his fellow-conspirators, and it is likely that a clean sweep was made 
of both groups. (For the story of a doubtful precaution by SCHULZE- 

BOYSEN see F. below,) 

^ Use STOEBE, also betrayed by the decyphered traffic, was 

not arrested until September and von 3CHELIHA was not pulled in until 
October 29th. Meanwhile German zeal had already begun two wireless 
playbacks with captured Russian parachute agents. These agents had 
been dispatched with wireless transmitters for the German groups and 
one of them, HOESSLER, was intended apparently to restore communica¬ 
tions with SCHULZE-BOYSEN after the destruction of his link through 
the Low Countries. In December, yet a third play-back was begun as 
a notional development of the von SCHELIHA source. Although Moscow 
had been warned that V/ENZEL’s cypher was compromised and must therefore 
have known the danger in which these German groups stood, we cannot 
say when or how the R.U. got news of their collapse and it is possible 
therefore that these play-backs had sane initial success. 0 

In 
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< 4- vjho had fl©d 
5. in January 1942 Alfred KNOCHEL, a ed from that 
from the Nazis into Holland during the 1930s» •;a"J reman Communist 
country to Berlin to set up an intelligence group ^ * 3eems to have 
Party resources. During the first part of the ye- romraunist Party 
sent his reports back through GOU"LOOZE and the D or^ the 
Information Service, but before long he was able o Moscov?*s 
preparation of a -wireless transmitter. In Novem » . -,ess 
instructions, the obliging GCU'.'LOOZE sent him a iu . . b 

operator named Van PROOSDY. In the general witch- m unlikely 
followed the SCHULZE-BOYSEN and HARNACK arrests, it se indeed 
that KNOCHEL and his friends escaped detection. They <-r d 
brought into this story because of the likelihood that they develop® 

connections with SCHULZE-BOYSEN himself. The ev^en£e f <191.3 

shows that KNOCHEL had come to grief at least by the A»n b 
and it seems probable that he was arrested (and possi ly . ' 
German Intelligence a good deal earlier. KNOCHEL'3 abi 1 Y 
prepare a wireless transmitter offers a suspicious oontras 
failures of SCHULZE-BOYSEN and HARNACK in this field, and it is 
possible that the whole Van PROOSDY transaction was engineered Dy 
G-erman penetration of KNOCHEL *s courier link with GOUWLOOZE. 

F. Scandinavia. 

1, Prom January to August 1942, BASTLEIN seems to have maintained 
his courier link through Denmark to the Soviet Embassy in Stockholm on 
behalf of the HARNACK group. It is possible that this link was also 
used by SCHULZE««OYSEN after his courier service to Belgiun had failed 
at the end of June* There is seme support for this possibility in a 
story that SCHULZE-BOYSEN succeeded in passing certain vital information 
through to Stockholm just before his arrest and after the warning from 
his agent in the German signals interception service. The Germans 
believed, however, that this story was an attempt by SCHULZE-BOYSEN to 
save his own skin. He seems to have implied that the material could 
be recovered only if he was given liberty to visit Sweden himself, 

2# On an unknown date in 1 942 FOOTE had a message fron Moscow 
requiring his help in the delivery of a wireless transmitter to a girl 
in the Swedish Red Cross, FOOTE was unable to find the first contact 
for this transaction in Switzerland, and the plan therefore came to 
nothing* 

G. The Balkans. 

1, TREPPER told one of his German interrogators that news of 
the compromise of WENZEL*3 cypher was sent from Bulgaria to Mcscow 
presumably in July 1942, Since it was Germaine SCHNEIDER who first 
brought the news to TREPPER, it is possible that her old courier 
connections with Bulgaria may have been used though she does not see 
to have gone there herself. Comparable with this story is TREPPER* 
statement that various agents compromised in the round-up of his own8 
network made their way to Sofia on standing orders and from there 
escaped into Russia* So far no agents have been identified 
this story night apply. 6<1 t0 

It seems likely that any intelligence traffig 
or escaping 

Agents 

2, 



Chapter VII (continued) 

agents from TREFPER’s concerns in Destem Europe would have. 
handled in Bulgaria by the STOINOFP-MIRTSCHBFP network, or by xn 
Russian Legation in Sofia to which this network was allied# 
STOINOFF-MIRTSCHEFF network was going from strength to strength 
during 1942, and by November the G-erman signals interception servi 
had detected twelve separate R/T links running from Bulgaria, some 
Moscow and some to Tiflis. 

H, Italy. 

1* The story of 1942 offers the first clear hints of operations 
against Italy in which RADO may have been involved since 1 937« (See 
Chapter II, A#). On one occasion in 1942 we know that information 
was passed to him via the Italian and Swiss Communist Parties# At 
another unknown date in the same year FOOTE received from Italy a 
false passport in the name of SCHNEIDER# This passport was a Swiss 
confection and it was FOOTE's task to renew it through Anna MUELLER# 
(See A# above). According to FOOTE’s recollection, it had been 
renewed once before at Marseilles, The owner of the passport seems to 
have had no connection with Christian or Franz SCHNEIDER who appear in 
the Swiss and Belgian sections of this story# Some time later FOOTE 
identified the photograph in the "SCHNEIDER" passport with the face of 
a man pictured in the Italian Press because of his arrest for espionage 
in Italy, 

2# There is an unconfirmed story that a diplomat in the German 
Embassy at Rome was detected as a Russian agent as a result of the 
arrests and interrogations in the SCHULZE-BOTSEN group. 



Chapter VIII. 1.943 

A# Switzerland. 

1* Until the autumn of 1943 HADO possessed th£c:j ~ service 
with Moscow, operated by ?OryTE, HA’TEL and BOLLI. The B _ rhaoter 
is likely to have been intermittent for the reasons given i ‘ 
VII A, and POOTE’s service suffered an interruption in April* * 
1943 HADO had the Germans as well as the Swiss hot upon 1S -nficed 
in the spring one member of GISELA's family, Anna IIULL.-^ , ^ 
into Germany after the arrest there of her brother Hans m * 
Hans liTOLLER had been caught in an attempt to pass a W/T set o 
Russian woman parachute agent, "INGE”, and since Anna a from 
not long before it is possible that this set was provided by her xrom 
Switzerland. The parachute agent has not been indentified 

one of several, such as KOENEN, who came under German control ana 
had been schooled in the sane R. U. establishment in Moscow* 
was executed, but Anna was kept in custody and she was use in JL — 
interrogation of ROBINSON. When the two were confronted Anna ITULL^K 
admitted that she had helped ROBINSON to make secret crossings ot the 
Swiss/French frontier on various occasions. 

2. There was not much that Anna could tell about the existing 
network in Switzerland, and the German success had little value in that 
direction. At the beginning of 1943, however, the Germans had begun 
to exploit against the Swiss network the information and advantages they 
had won during 1942 in France. It should be borne in mind that although 
German interception of the wireless traffic between R^DO's network and 
Moscow began in June 1941 the first fragmentary readings of the cypher 
were not achieved until August 1943, and it was only in the summer of 
194A when the network was already in dissolution, that the Germans 
sained a full understanding of the damage done to them, particularly by 
the LUCIE source. Nevertheless by the beginning of 1943 German Intelligence 
had some knowledge of the quantity, if not the quality of the work done 
for the R.U. in Switzerland, and their attack on the network was determined 
even if it was on a small scale. On the other side the defences put up 
by the R.U. and by RADO's organisation in particular were poor, and in 
marked contrast to the resourceful tactics of TREFPER and SUKOLOV. The 
main weaknesses of the Swiss network were: 

(a) that RADO lacked personality and courage and never had 
complete control over his organisation; 

(b) that DUEBSNDORFER, who was responsible for the most 
important source of intelligence, LUCIE, distrusted 
RADO and through him the R.U. itself, suspecting them 
of attempts to cut her out with LUCIE. She therefore 
disobeyed orders and disregarded security warnings; 

(c) that operators for the service, such as BOLLI, HAMEL 
and FOOTE himself, were inexperienced in undercover 
work and therefore showed bad security: 

(d) that the members of the organisation in general olaced 
too much reliance on the protection afforded by neutral 
territory and on the complaisance or inactivitv n-r Ji 1 
Swiss authorities. y 01 the 

/The last 
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The last failing was also shown by the R,U. managemen * as ascribe 

action against their agents incomprehensible, and yen nanagenont must 
it to the machinations of the British Secret Service, energetic 
also share the blame for (a), (b) and (o). They were rea^j ^ ^ warnings 

in the provision of money and material and they gave so aaademic 
from their own point of view. But on the whole they s owe , ^ness-iike 
attitude, treating the Swiss service as a smoothly-running owxnQQ for 

organisations, which it never was, and making very little -vy^tatcQVA. 
field problems and the personalities of their agents. 
herself, overlooking how much circumstances might have o ange altitude. 
Switzerland since she had worked there, was responsible or 

3, Early in 1943, Margareta BOLLI seems to have been se _ .QUS 
Gestapo agent named i’ETERS, We do not know how far she became 
German agent but at the beginning of February she was the means o 
providing German intelligence with their first important clue o 
cypher. This arose from an accident during her work as a cour er 
UDO and FOOTE, and FOOTE’s security blindness has been shown by_his ov 
account of the affair. The carelessness and incompetence of RADO s 

organisation is well illustrated by the fact th.at neither he nor 
knew of PETERS’ existence until he was arrested in bed with BOLLI in 
October, 1943, Even then FOOTE was unable to make the obvious deductions. 

4, An attempt on FOOTE himself was made in ..pril. FOOTE had been 
told by Moscow to expect a courier from France to whom he was to hand over 
funds; probably the arrangements for this courier visit dated from before 
the arrest of TEEPPER and ROBINSON at the end of 1942. The Germans having 
learned of this proposal sent a substitute agent who met FOOTE and 
received money from him, but seems to have aroused his suspicions. FOOTE 
has possibly exaggerated the extent of his suspicions in self-defence. 

The first inkling of the deceiption probably came from DUEBINDORFER who 
learnt from a private line of her own that Maurice AENIS-HAENSLIN was in 
German hands, and warned Moscow through RADO, AENES-HAENSLIN appears to 
have aated as a courier between ROBINSON and DUEB34D0RFER in 1941 (see 

Chapter VI, A) and was very probably concerned in the plans for a courier 
visit to FOOTE, if indeed he was not intended to have served as the 
courier himself. It is quite in keeping with the R.U,*s security rules 
that they should not have told either FOOTE or RADO of a connection 

between the courier and DUEBBUDORFER, and that DUEBENDORFER herself should 
have been kept in the dark about this projected visit. Be that as it may. 
Moscow were at first sceptical about DUE3END0RFER* s story and demanded her 

evidence. 

5. In April, again there was another alarum from DTJ^aJDOOREER. It 
appears that she, or at least her house, was rung up by some unknown person 
who enquired for her lover, Paul BOETTCHER, under his alias of Herr 
DUEBENDORFER. It seems likely that this was another attempt at German 
penetration, based on information received in France. This was 
Moscow’s diagnosis, increasingly firm as they learnt what had become 
of TREFPER and his friends. But, ironically enough, DUEB33S1DOEFER 
suspected that the call had come from a representative of the Centre 
itself, and accused Moscow through RADO of trying to out her out with 
her jealously guarded LUCIE source. 

6. The German radio intercepts between Switzerland and Moscow 
from which most of this chapter derives, provide important evidence i-p 
Moscow's knowledge of German penetration in France, and even u 5 
of triple-cross operations by TEEPPER. Unfortunately, these’intoCw 

do not establish the date at whioh THEPPER* s report from captivity^*® d 

AIosqow 
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Moscow (see Chapter VII, B), or the date on the lack of 

by any other means. The reason for this unc® ; ne^7orks of 
any strong organisational,connection bet./e^n countries, Cerm^ny 
Switzerland the interrelated services in the La throucrh difficult!-3 

-and France. It has been shown how these.servi• dence; The Swiss 

of communication were brought to a fatal inj' . orthodox R«U* 

service, however, remained almost entire y -fl Germans outside 
water-tight compartment, and the successes o ^-^^ate information on 
this compartment gave them little direct or up ngi captives at 

RVDO's organisation. ROBINSON, who o- all - Switzerland, was 

this time probably knew most about R. U# ery little of R'dDO'3 
very slow to talk. TREPPER seems to have from the Germans# 
work, or at least to have concealed his knowlu - been the first 

His report after his a -rest - supposing a ' subject - must have 
detailed information which Moscow received on t ^ and it may not 

been mainly concerned with the Lov/ Countn- ’ verv strong reason 
have mentioned Switzerland at all. There seems ~ J^pSubieS in 

therefore why Moscow should have told R^D ' °U Th Sv/iss network 
France at the time when they had word m them. T shov,ea a 
may not have seemed to be in any jeopar1 y, - ou^ S-HAENSLIN and 
significant interest in DUBB^EDCBPER's stones of imS-H.UHbi.iH 

of her telephone call. 

7 jt was not until duly that Mosoow began to send R^JX) 
warnings which can be clearly related to thoir information on events 

in 7rame. First of all they told him that the courier who had met 

FOOTS in April was known without any doubt to have been a Gestapo 
substitute* for a captured R.U. agent. They had also been told that 
the Gestaoo agent had succeeded in following FOOTE to his lodgings* 
but on this point they asked for confirmation. (FOOTE himself tells a 
circumstantial story of how he had evaded his follower but this may 
date from the time of his first interrogation by RADO at Moscow* s 
behest, Apart from FOOTE's own testimor^y there is no evidence that 
he was not entirely deceived by the bogus courier), FOOTE was 
ordered into temporary retirement and a general warning was administered * 

against German "provocations". 

8 In the same month Moscow told R’iDO that "HANOLO", the 

agent who had visited him in 1939, was in German hands. For the 
reasons given in Chapter IV, A it is likely that NANOLO was 3UK0L0V. 
Moscow could not assess how much information M'iNOLO had given or could 
a'ive about RADO but they considered on the whole that their system of 
water-tight compartments ought to have saved the day. They asked the 
Swiss group, particularly DUEB3ND0RPER, to put forward their own views 
about the dangers of the situation and the counter-measures which should 
be taken, and they approved a number of recommendations by RADO, who was 
thoroughly scared. \1 though the R.U. shaved this much respect towards 
the German attack they seem to have overlooked or discounted the dangers 
from the Swiss Federal Police. Their attitude was that the supply of 
the "LUCE" material must be continued at all costs and they paid little 
attention to the increasing warnings from RADO and his assistants Qf the 
Swiss advance. In fact the Federal Police, helped by what seems to 
have been a very efficient signals interception service, v/ere ready to 
move quite independently of any German information. * 

9 In October they arrested HAIHL and BOLLI and it was oart-i 
unfortunate that RiDO not long before had deposited various notes ? 
traffic and finances with HAJU3L# It was only a matter of time b f hlS 
the on a surviving W/T link was cut and FOOTE who operated thi~CrQ 
arrested on November 19th. He was able to out his wirel^c, Waa 

. Civ'ss apparatus 

/out of 

the on a surviving V7/T 
arrested on November 19th 
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, i y.,, 5v/iss in the 
out of action and a play-back which was besun y dred poCTE's trans- 

same month had little chance of success. J ‘PPSSibly contained 
mitter, but used RADO's code since FOOT.u's was 1 dcdorlg and such 
in his head. This seems to have roused Russia done little 

of the Swiss deception traffic as we possess ca . , cdues to the 

or nothing to dispel them. (Apart from t ese^ ^ tcriouS radio 

Swiss attempt at deception there has been i ? • v/^ich I Moscow 
intercept from Switzerland dated 6th Decern cr, » er name 
were tola of JOOTl's arrest. The >f ssage used tt .P ‘i(>n exohanSes 

"FOOTE" and not his correct alias oi Jiv • ^ •r. . oricrin is 
between Moscow and Switzerland ignore this messag 

still a matter of speculation.) 

10. RIDO had meanwhile gone into hiding 
DUEBENDORFSR was still receiving "LUCIE mate i , ^ turned in 

means to pay her source or ^ss^3^3‘fLily and in November 1943 
desperation to another member of -t.-SULA vwTvemVGH. at the Internatio- 
sent her first appeal by letter to Hernana pushed in the 

nal Labour Office in Montreal. The e er, . th‘at DVEBEKDOE?ER 
Royal Commission report on the Canadian , , r collected 
could not understand why the "LUCIE" material was no lonfier coll 

from her. She explained that relations ^thLUCIboonta.3^t ^ 

eood and that her situation had even improved. ignorant that 
had retired from the network, but she seems to * 
there were no surviving communications between S.atzerlantt an 
W(a„ initial recuest was therefore for money and she wrote in th 

expectation that some part of GISELA’s family would seek her out 

R France 

, The W/T play-back of TREIr'ER (EIFFEL) had been in operation 

since Christmas Day,* 1942. -Kotionally TEEH-IB had succeeded in 
setting up a new wireless station with the apparatus which was factually 
available to him in France. The Germans were not satisfied with this 

and in March they began a further play-back with SUKOLOV (LIARS )* 
.p thi3 they gained in the same month what seems at first sight 
to have been a considerable success. This was a message from Moscow 
recommending SUKOLOV to seek out OZOLS who, they said, had possessod 

network but had been out of contact for a long time* The indications 
which they pave of OZOLS* whereabouts and identity were sketchy, but the 
Germans followed up the hint with great energy. 

2 If it is accepted that TREEFER from the first intended and 
ractised a triple-cross then it seems likely that SUKOLOV entered his 

German captivity with a similar plan. In the case of SUKOLOV we have 
not the evidence of deception which we possess in the oase of TREEFER, 
but aoart from their possible conspiracy during 1942, before their arrests 
(see Chapter VII, 5), they were housed in the same villa from July I943 

until TREEFER's escape in September. Perhaps the most striking evidence 
of SUKOLOV as a triple-cross agent is contained in the evidence of his 
mistress about his '.behaviour just after the escape took place. it seems 
that everyone showed the wildest excitement and alarm //ith the marked 
execution of SUKOLOV himself. It may be conjeotured that TREEPER and 
through him, Moscow had no assurance of SUKOLOV*s situation or loyalty* 
until the captivity of the two agents was joined. The message about 
OZOLS to the MOS play-back sounds genuine and may indicate that in Maroh 
1945, both Moscow and TAE1TER were still ignorant of SUKOLOV*s arrest. 

/if the 
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• v t (see A above), 
If the identification of nMAN0L0n with SUKOLOV f TuIy. their first 
Moscow's message to R..DO about "FANOLO” n&y ^ ® date with 
news of SUKOLOV's captivity. The message match 
the time that TRSPF3R and SUKOLOV were brought to^e ^ 

Considered as a triple-cross 3\JK0UN .^a^erman custody, to 

to play. It would have been his job to remai particularly by the 
maintain a high standard of apparent col a o * complicated feat of 
sacrifice of fellow agents, and to achieve - - braffi0 foraed 
including information useful to ;'osccw m th ‘ f how this was done, 

upon him by the Germans. We have ^^^^f^nsUoe of his triple- 
TREFP3R himself after his escape gave SxAAK considered as a 

cross success on the "BTTOL" £ secured from the 
sample of SUKOLOV's .procedure- TRETEBR said that he ^ 
German Intelligence, ostensibly to create 00^61100^^ ^ ^ 

accurate statement of their knowledge on rl dn their concern for 
Mediterranean. This he said was needec y _ outside 
a "Second Front". TREOTR, however, t French 

lines of communication with the R. U. , pos ^ he smuggled out his 
Communist Party. Using the same mcthod^y told the 

first report, (see Chapter VII, B. ), ^ \ see A. above). Such 

R.U. of the substitute courier to ^°™nT0V after TREFPER's escape, 
outside lines may have been available to after TKEr ^ 

at least until the capture of the French Communist xarty 

Choisy le Roi (see below). 

, In june the Germans, following up various leads they had 

°H:;s Th^farf^/rhave^a there _ 

evidence of intellisence ocntaot bailed since 

contact, vith S^zerland. ^ I ^ bee*n warned beforehand. 7e have not 

the stations oa 1.* ^ ais00vered at this station and it is possible 

that the s ene limtted'knowl.dge « the original reason for THEEF®*. 
tnat the sime^L spAAK that he learned some time during his 

oaotivity Ift" secret Russian cypher" which had been acquired by the 
captivity he feared for this reason they might uncover from 

Germans, tor ted traffic the report which he had smuggled out 

for^oscow. He hastened to prepare for his escape. It seems possible 
IZt 'this cypher came the Le Rainey station and that TRSPFER, to whom 
?? C*been referred much later than June, recognised it as a ooda 

used by the French Communist xarty. 

In July OZOLS was found. SUKOLOV made contact with him and 
5* , to develoo - from the German point of view - a promising new 
proccee ® tdon# ‘oZOLS was not supposed to know that SUKOLOV was under 
line o and go long as he was kept in this ignoranoe the Germans 
German^co^ ^ only an invaluable supply of deception material but further 
might g intQ some surviving Soviet network in France. Oddly ana perhaps 
peneyr- however, OZOLS when he was recruited by SUKOLOV seems no 
sigmtic - oossessed a network such as Moscow had ascribed to him; at 
longer c^as re^arkably isolated so far as German knowledge went. Suoh 

leaS -intance as he admitted was in the French Resistance and with this he 
acqua. ^ start under SUKOLOV's tutelage. An expanding network 

r 8 distance workers was turned over to serve "Russian intelligence". 
Produced quantities of useful information from which the Germans could 

b ld*uo their deception traffio. At the same time they were a means of 

pnptr-tion into other French Resistance- organisations, a-prospect which 
rermans found too seductive to resist. Although the VARS play-back 

Continued well into 1944 it seems likely that SUKOLOV's original uses as a 
German Rouble-agent against the Russians beoame academic in comparison with 

/his employment 
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. 4. 4-Vip Frcnoh Resistance* 
his employment in the OZOLS spider-web agains. ss opportunities 
Such a change of interest nay have offered trip - ^ frcn his real 
to SUXOLOV in so far as it distracted German at ten 1 nust haVe 

profession. Gernan control of his relations W1 . eVidence of 
been difficult at any time. More importantly, pment of SUKOLOV's 
increasing laxity during 1943-1944 in the German . 

"MARS" transmissions to Moscow. 

6. Aether or not the OZOLS organisation was signs 

continued by SUKOLOV as part of a triple-cross Plar^» rnypppoR w/T 
in August of an attempt at deception by Moscow on the TKEFPtK / 

playback. This was a P.ossaCe that the 2.U. the 
Paris to join TREPPER. The Genmns were erectly in o sterlle 

prospeot, but whatever Moscow had in mind the p an ruse as he had 
for on September 16th TREPFER, practisinf much *h® Tftod of his 
used in smuoglino out his 19b2 report, escaped fr n 

German guard* 

7. TREPFER sought help, first through his mistress sited 
'VINTER and then directly, from Claude SPAAK, with whom e P 
funds through the SOKOLs at the beginning of 1942. He was n 
interested not only in the money which SPAAK could Provide,!b2* 
contacts with the French Communist Party, and he gave to him for trans 
mission by the Party to the Soviet Military Attache in London a message 

offering a rendezvous in France, It is not certain whet 
this message ever reached London* The rendezvous never took piace and 
GROURAENEZ, the intermediary who carried the message from SPAAK 
French Communist Party, was captured by the Germans at an unknown date. 
GROTJRAENEZ seems to have revealed the rendezvous arrangements to the 
Germans but it is not known Whether he had succeeded before his arrest, 
in passing the original message to the Communist party information service, 
TREPFER learned of his arrest and sent a substitute to the rendezvous, 
thus escaping recapture himself. If TREPFER1 s message was forwarded, 
it nay have gone through the French Communist Party station at Choisy 
le Roi, This station was broken into by the Germans about December 
10th, 1942, and evidence was found there of contact with the Comintern, 

Switzerland and England. 

C. British Isles. 

On June 17th, 1943» D.F. SPRINGHALL was arrested, his 
d'etection being due in large measure to his lack of security, his 
direct management of his sources and his failure to use cut-outs. 
Two members of the Soviet Embassy departed from London shortly after¬ 
wards, but they left behind them no traces of a professional network 
on the R.U, pattern such as TREPFER and ROBINSON had operated in 
relation to the Soviet Military Attache at Paris, It is generally 
supposed that SPRINGHALL had been exploited as a free lance Communist 
Party agent by these two members of the Embassy and that except in 
one instance they made no effort to reorganise or group the sources 
he provided, on orthodox R.U. lines. 

2, For these reasons it is unlikely that the agent whom 
TREPFER declares to have been sent to the British Isles through him 
and ROBINSON in 1941 was disturbed by SPRINGHALL *s arrest. ff he 
was then still working in England it is probable that this agent 
maintained a professional network insulated on the regulation 
pattern from direct contact with the Communist Party, Some 

/confirmation 
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confirmation of his existence is contained in TREPP3R S/fording to 
after his escape from Germon-.oaptivity in September* ‘ soviet 
SPAAK, TREPPER told him that he ms one of the two cm. sCrvices in 
espionage in Western Europe, that he ms in charge o 0^e said, had 
France while the other operated in London. Both o ^ ^ made for 
taken up these posts before the war* Some allowance m ^ the 
TKEFPSR*s boasting and for a second-hand report some tu . the eyes of 
event* TREPPER was inclined to magnify his importance telling. 
SPAAK, and the story has at least lost no grandeur in .. there 
The suggestion that this spy leader in England has ee » the agent 
since before the war does not support his identifies. - ' This 
who is said to have been sent there from France in June ' + the 
difficulty however is not insurmountable when we take mt 
pre-war activities of "JEAN" in England (see Chapter IV, •/» . 
possibility that "JOT may have been connected as a subor < 
even as a superior with the agent who was sent over in . un • , 
whatever way TREPPER* s stories of the agent (or agents) are c ' 
they at least offer grounds for supposing that a working K.U. 
existed in the British Isles in 194-3- 

3, . it is possible that this fellow agent in England was concerned 

in the rendezvous which CREEPER tried to arrange by a message througn 
SPARK to the French Communist Party. TREPPER said that the rendezvous 
invitation was to be sent to the Soviet Military Attache in London, 
'.diether it got there or not is uncertain: TREPPER was prevented from 
keeping up his attendance at the rendezvous because the Germans got 
news of it. From the point of view of the Attache in London such a 
rendezvous would have required clandestine organisation in France. 
Por this purpose it is possible that he might have referred the 
invitation to TREPPER's fellow agent in England for action or at least 
for information. This message implies that someone in England had the 
means of producing a safe and resourceful contact in France despite the 
extensive German penetration of the TREPPER and ROBINSON organisations* 
It is conceivable that such a contact might have been arranged under 
French Resistance cover. There are signs as far back as 1 941 (see 
Chapter VI, B.), that ROBINSON had access to French Resistance 
communications with England. The same facilities may have existed in 
the opposite direction. The agent whom ROBINSON is said to have 
passed to England in 1941 may have travelled there by means of these 
very communications. Such a connection, once it was formed, would be 
well worth keeping up, and the agent^ in England might therefore have 
been the best or only means for the Soviet Military Attache in London 
to accept TREPPER*s invitation. In support of these speculations it 
should be borne in mind that evidence of French Communist Party wireless 
contact with England was found in both the stations seized by the 
Germans at Le Rainey and Choisy le Roi in June and December 1943* 

■n. T.nw Countries. 

1 The Germans maintained four W/T play-backs from the Low 
Countries during 1943, but for the reasons given in Chapter VII, D. 
they must all have been obvious to Moscow. No successful deception 
is known to have been practised on either side unless we consider the 
red herrings which Moscow seems to have offered in answer to German. 
enquiries after funds, 

2. In March 1943 CUHN (see Chapter VII, D.), who had been 

/parachuted 
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parachuted into Holland in November 1942, made contact with 
and told him that his orders were to proceed to lerma • explained to 

he was intended to join KNOCHEL in Berlin, but G ^th -^OCHEL did 
Moscow over the Dutch Communist Party line that liriK . 

not exist and, probably, that he su3Peoted,G!TI^ni^e^u^ junior as a 
quarter. In reply Moscow told him to send CUHN t KK - ^ although 
substitute wireless operator for BE LAAR* This was on • twttTT1^ 
BE UAR returned to him, GOU./LOOZE professed to know nothing oi KKUX 

intelligence business. The Germans did not need to pres ^ 
on this question because on July 28th, 1943> they ha arres &re 
CUHN and TTRUYT. The circumstances and results of their ar o 
unknown but KRUYT himself was later released and, bearing 1 that 
stock manoeuvre of German Intellignece, it seems^more han i ^ ^ 
both agents were "turned" to work on some deception plan. ^ 
date KRUYT reported his freedom to Moscow, but it is not known w 
became of him. In November 1943 GOU./LOOZE himself was arres e > 
possibly because of risks he had taken in rescuing from German 
a comrade DANKAART of the Butch Communist Party Information Servro . 

B* Germany, Austria and Czechoslovakia. 

The Germans continued one Y//T play-back from Germany through¬ 
out 1 943. They closed down another in February and instituted a new 

one in March. 

2, For the reasons given in Chapter VII, E. , KNOCHEL and VAN 
PROOSDY were probably taken one after the other by German intelligence 
in the course of 1942* A symptom of their exploitation maybe detected 
in a letter of February/March 1943 written by VAN PROOSBY, probably 
under compulsion, to his wife in Holland announcing a forthcoming visit 
to her by "a good friend of his." This person duly appeared at the 
beginning of June and produced, as evidence of his bona fides, another 
letter from VAN PROOSBY, this time unfinished. He tried to establish 
contact with GOUw’LOOZE, but was repulsed by Frau VAN PROOSDY who 
suspected him for what he no doubt was, a German agent, 

3, In the spring of 1 943 Hans MULLER, the brother of Anna 
MULLER of Switzerland (see A. above), was arrested in Freiburg, He 
had been trying to pass a wireless transmitter to a Russian woman para¬ 
chute agent who may have been one of several who came under German 
control. Possibly her original mission had been in support of the 
SCHULZE-BOYSEN and HARNACK groups in 1 942. Hans MULLER was executed 
and his sister Anna MULLER, who may have supplied him with the 
wireless transmitter, was enticed from Switzerland into captivity* 

Towards the end of 1943 the Germans captured a further 
Russian W/T agent in Bohemia and they claimed to have followed this 
arrest with a successful J/T play-back. The case may be worth record 
as a possible survival frcm the OSKOL group, but the agent is more 
likely to have been on a short term operational mission. a consider^ 
able number of such short-term agents were introduced into Greatly. 
Germany during 1943 and 1944. . 

/ F* The Balkans 



Chapter VIII (continued) 

F. The Balkans. 

"I* In January 1943 the Germans succeeded in deciphering 
used in the ST03N0PP/4IIRTSCHEPP traffic from Bulgaria to nos 
Tiflis. it is not known whether they were helped m thio y , _ 
coveries they had made in the Low Countries and France during “ 
In February they seized the 3TCINOFF/klRTSGHEFF W/T station ax 
in Bulgaria, but their follow-up was slow and unskilful, so a 
warning reached Moscow from at least one of the several o her 
Seven other STOINOFF/MIRTSCHEFF stations were captured during 
and the Germans believed that the only w/T contact left was e 
Moscow and the Soviet Legation at Sofia. Despite their 1 -» 
this surviving line and the various errors they b&d. made in ^h® S® 
attack, they still attempted a ./T play-back through Milka STOIN • 
This seems to have been a triple cross operation from the start# »• a 
later date, but perhaps still in 1943, one agent of the STOINOFF/ 

MIRTSCHSFF group escaped to Russia. 

G. Italy. 

1, Any R.U. service there may have been from Italy through 
Switzerland probably came to an end with FOOTErs arrest in November 
1943. (See A. above). 

H. Spain and Portugal. 

1, There is a report that in the autumn of 1943 a Communist 
Party b/T service was discovered near Lisbon. We know nothing more 
about this incident, but a Portuguese Communist Party Information 
Service, it if existed, might have had connections with the unidentified 
agent whom TREFPER passed on to the Iberian Peninsula in June 1941* 

I. Western Hemisphere. 

1. In November 1943 Hermina RABINOv/ITCH of the International 
Labour Office at Montreal received her first appeal for help from 
DUE3END0RFER in a letter sent under cover of the I.L.O. bag (see A 
above). In the following month, she telephoned TOUNXIN, the Second 
Secretary at the Soviet Embassy in Ottawa, and asked to see him. 
TOUNKIN received her unwillingly and did nothing about the situation 
she described. (See the Royal Camnission Report on Soviet Espion^ 
in Canada). p a ge 



A. Switzerland 

, . , +n Harmina RABINOWITCH 
1. In January 1944 DUEBENDORFER cab e I.larch she sent 
in Montreal making a further appeal for help a 
a second letter. 

2. The Swiss wA play-back^to 0^1g^^s3(sooIChapter 
never seemed to have had any success wit q . 33 had not completed 
VIII A) and potered out about April 1944- Th ° . JunQ continn- 
their work against RADO* s organisation hoover, 
ing there somewhat doliberato investigation^, £ tjtcIE material. 
DuIbENDORKR and Rudolf ROESSLER, the .oar., of the 
For domestic reasons, touching his °®P^°'^0I^ER was allowed ball 
Staff, ROESSLER was soon released and DU^ENDORI^ uttlo under 
not long afterwards. She sooms to have talked very jt 
interrogation, but some discoveries wore made among h * 
is said that tho most important document, probably wag 
ROESSLER himself, wa3 hidden in tho sole of a sh e 
wearing at tho time of her arrest. 

3. During July tho Soviet Militaxy Attache at ot^”a» 
the help of Homina RABINOWJTCH, suceoeded in arranging *h® 
mission of funds from Now York to Switzerland. It is not know 
whether DUEBENDORFER ovor drew from those funds, but they v 
acknowledged in tho following month by ABRAMSON, 
Gisela's family in the I.L.O. Up to the time of hor arrest DUEBaNDORTOR 
tod boon depositing her collection of LUCIE material in ABRAMSON' a safe. 

i In September FOOTE wa3 Iroloasod on bail. He had refusod to 
collaborate with tho Swiss in ary way, oven to the point of declining 
an oarlier release on the grounds that this might rouse suspioion 
among the Russians. Once he was free, ho bogan to sot his house in 
order with noticeable zeal, and he seems to have been convinced at an 
early stage that there would bo an E.U. enquiry into RADO's 
organisation. First of all he looked for RADO himself but was given 
through the Swiss Coraminist Party a message that his manager was 
leaving for Paris, whero he would arrange for contact to bo made with 
tho Swiss network by tho newly-arrived 3o*7iot Authorities in Franco. 
FOOTE, said RADO, was to wait in Switzerland for furthor orders* This 
was not good onough for FOOTE who may already have begun his report on 
the history and situation of tho Swiss network. Through NIQOLE of the 
Swiss Communist Party ho oontrivod to moot Raohol DUEBENDORFER who ho 
had never soon before, and then even ROESSLER himself. ROESSLER, who 
had also been releasod in September, seems to have retumod to his 
favorable position with the Swiss General Staff, and was roady to ©on- 
time tho supply of LUCIE material. Ey theso explorations FOOTE 
probably learnt more about DUEBEMDORFER and hor sources than RADO him¬ 
self had known. He decided that the LUCIE intelligence was too rioh 
to lie fallow and that ho would wait no longer for word from Franco 
In November therefore he Jumped his bail and with tho hel of Commit + 
connections in tho French Resistance he made his way to Paris and th * 
Soviet authorities, taking with him his report on the Swiss network 
and accretion of the most Important LUCIE material. DUES 'Nncra? o V ^ 
for Franco tho following summer. uu~toNDORFa loft 

/B. Franco* 



Chnptor IX (continued 

B.. Franco 

1. About January 19Mf an important now OLOy ^_n touch with 
in the SUKOLOV-OZOIS docoption plan. OZOIS ^t.°UVho Frcn0h Resistance 
LEGENDRE, the leader of a considerable notwork ian IntelligGn0°" 
and this organisation was porsuadod to work or OVTlioitod the new 
in addition to its normal activities. The h Resistance and 
connection in a large-scale penetration of t o' onQ Qf tho 
carried out a series of arrests. It is from^ c ^^tion that 
French Resistance workers who lost his lire in ..nlo-cross agent 
somo of tho most diroct charges against a wholly in 
derive. According to his information, oUKOLOV was wrlking ™iX/up th0 
Russian intelligence interests, but concealed l human aaorifioe3 
confidence of his German warders by a succes i . licht there 
from the French Resistance. Considering SUKO J1*1 • n u43 oonfidenco, 
can be little doubt by this time that OZOIii tho 
if indeed ho had not been instructed in tho tripio-cr P 
time of their first contact. Signs of SUKOIOV-s a«^“°^yhf°as 
Germans as a whole-hearted collaborator appear xn theli withMoscow, 
given in tho management of his supposed doooptxon J^ffio with 
Tho code used for this traffic was so complicated that the last stages 

of tho cncyphoring process soon to have been left, as » 
SUKOLOV hinsolf. Thi3 remarkable privilege should have 8x^°n 
opportunities for diroot and unconcealed oommunxoatxons with the R.U. 
An oxamplo of SUKOLOV's ambiguous bchavour survives in his ins 
to tho LDGENDRE network against an Allied landing m Prance. 
to supply him with detailed reports on the soalo, sucoossos and r?varaas 
of tho attack. This increased tho doubts of certain members of the net¬ 
work who already suspected Gorman penetration at the upper levels of 
their organisation. But taking into acoount all tho possibilities of 

dm 4-vir>nn ■nz^Y’+Hcnlar instructions can bo construed. 



Chapter IX (oontinund) 

contradiots the evidence of our preliminary reports that ROBISON was 
executed in Germany some tine during 1943. That he was still alive in 
the summer of 1943 is shown by his Joint interrogation with ^rina 
MUELLER (see Chapter VIII A), and there is no doubt that if he had 
been turned there would have boon a promising field for his employment 
as a double agent in Prance. The truth remains in doubt. The two 
German intelligence reports of December, 1942, and March, 1943; both 
date from a period when ROBINSON refused to talk, while the Anna 
i.IUELL *R story nay suggest the beginnings of collaboration. There are 
two ex-members of the Goman Intelligence Service who agree in the 
story of his survival as a "turned agont", but we havo no furthor 
information on his career. 

In July, 1944, JEFHREMOV’s "BUCHE-PASC.AL" service was 
transferred from Belgium to Paris and amalgamated with the French 
play-backs. SUKOLOV and JEFFREMOV were kept in the same house and it 
my therefore have been possible for SUKOLOV to pass on the triplet- 
cross plan. 3ut in the following month the two were evacuated into 
Gemary. 

5* In September RADO and his wife arrived in France, but it is 
not known how long RADO took to secure an interview at the Soviet 

j) Military Mission in Paris. FOOTE arrived in Paris in November, having 
travelled from Switzerland with the aid of the French Resistance. In 
the same month he secured interviews with NOVIKOV of the Military 
Mission and at one of these he met RADO who appeared to havo 3ecn 
NOVIKOV beforehand. FOOTE handed over his LUCIE material and a 
detailed report on his knowledge of the Swiss network, but this was 
done without K.DO* s knowledge. FOOTE was quite ready to arrange a 
private meeting with R-.iDO, out of Soviet earshot, and he would no 
doubt have mentioned his report if such a meeting had taken place. 
But RADO seemed to shun him, and they did not meet again until 
January, 1943. 

G, British Isles. 

1. The agent (or agonts) mentioned by TREPPER may still havn 
boon active in England during 1944- (See Chapter VIIJ c,) 

D. Low Countries. 

1. Between February and July 1944 all the Low Counts wi 
backs seem to havo been closed down, with the oxooptlon n-e 
which was transferred to Franco in July and amalgamated 3 
deception service. The futility of the Low Countries , Pai*3 
well illustrated in the case of tho WINTERINK ("TANNE"3 •w“backs is 
closed down on Mosoow* s advioe. •‘•Ine which wae 

/s* Gomary9 



Chapter IX (Continued) 

E» Germany, stria and Czechoslovakia. 

1. Tho playbacks from the foxner R.U. ««*}«• I* 
all to have cone to an end during 1944* In August 1944 
evacutated with the Sonierkommando from Paris into Germany 
sane month JEFFREMOV was evacuated there separately. 

F, Spain and Portugal. 

1. In April 1944 PANNWITZ, loader of the Sonderkommando con¬ 
trolling the penetration and deception service against the R.U. in 
Franoe, paid a visit to Spain. Tho purpose of this visit is unknown, 
but it is possible that ho was following up sone lead into Russian 
intelligence: see, for example, TREPFER1 s story. of a Russian agent 
passing through France to the Iberian Peninsula in June 1941> (Chap¬ 
ter VI, I.) and tho story of "F. FANTAOT (Chapter X A,). 

G« Western Hemisphere. 

i. In January 1944, Hermina RABINOWITCH received a further 
appeal for help in a cable from DUEBENDORFER, followed up by a second 
letter in March. In April RABINOWITCH telephoned the Soviet Embassy 
in Ottawa once more and this time secured the interest of ZABOTIN, the 
Soviet Military attache, who took over the caso. it was not until 
about July, however, that funds were sent through to Switzerland. 
These were provided by the Soviet Embassy at Ottawa and transmitted 
with the help of RABIIOWITCH through the HELBEIN Watch Compaiy of Nov/ 
York. The funds werfc sent to ABRA1-/S0N who acknowledged their receipt 
in August. 



A. Switzerland. 

1. In April 1945 /aldemar von PETRO 0 PANN’.AETZ, a, Gern^_a^fnt 
who at one time may have assisted the work of the Sonderko , 
Paris, and who had been living at Lugano since 1944, receive i 
alias of PARN.TTZ a letter from »F. EiMATTr’ of Madrid, mention 6 
"Our friend Annibali" and asking for further orders. Various c 
tions can be put upon this incident, including the possibili y ec+e(3_ 
von PETRO used the alias of PAHN.ITZ for professional " 
with the work of the Sonderkommando, and that nF. FANTATTI had 
concerned in the visit of the true PAlWh'ITZ to Spain in 1944. Wee 
Chapter DC, F.) This theory argues Geman penetration of some Russian 
intelligence organisation in Spain* • On the other hand, it must be 
recorded that von PETRO himself was an ambiguous character, suspected o 
connections with Russian Intelligence before the war* By the end of 
the war these suspicions had, if anything, increased and SCHELIjE?©ERG' 
himself believed there was deception material in certain reports which 
von PETRO sent to him from Switzerland during 1945* 

I 

B, France. 

1. In January i 945 TREFPER, RADO and FOOTE were embarked in 
Paris, under aliases, for a journey by air to Moscow, V/hen the plane 
stopped in Cairo RADO showed a more friendly attitude towards FOOTE 
and proposed to share a bedroom with him for the night. During their 
conversation FOOTE revealed that he had sent a full report on the Swiss 
organisation to Moscow, whereupon RADO showed great anxiety and later 
disappeared from the hotel. The aeroplane went on to Moscow without 
him. TREPPER showed some knowledge of FOOTE *s work as an agent, but 
gave the impression that he himself had spent most of the war in hiding 
in France, The two became quite friendly but FOOTE never saw TREPPER 
again after their arrival in Moscow. The disappearance of RADO and 
the fact that he had submitted a report inconsistent with FOOTE’s story 
made the Russians suspect FOOTE as a British penetration agent. After 
sane six months of statement and interrogation however, FOOTE was told 
that R,JX> had arrived and that they were now satisfied of FOOTE's 

* innocence. FOOTE is under the impression that RADO was executed for 
dereliction of duty, particularly a large scale embezzlement of fund3 

sent to him in Switzerland for the administration of the network. Tt 
is not known how RADO was persuaded to leave Cairo for Moscow. He had 
first reported to the British to whom he told a cock-and-bull* story of 
involuntary complicity in Russian espionage, (This appears in our 
preliminary reports, but subsequent evidence has shown it to be 
worthless.) 

C. British Isles. 

1. We have no further evidence about the agent or ^ 
the R.U. in England, mentioned by TREPPER. ^ Ircs 

/B* Germany, 



Chapter X (continued 

!)• Germany, Austria and Czechoslovakia* 

• SUKOLOV was transferred with the Sonderkomnando pixNN’><,ITZ to 
the Black Forest in February 1%5, and he was last seen in March oi 
the sane year at Berlin. 

E« Spain and Portugal. 

1. (See A, above)* 

F, Western Hemisphere. 

1. On September 5th, 1945* Igor GOUZENKO, a cypher clerk at the 
Soviet Embassy, Ottawa, deserted the Embassy and sought refuge with 
the Canadian Government, producing a quantity of papers he had stolen 
from the Embassy files* Apart from detailed information on ZABOTIN’s 
espionage network in Canada, these papers contained particulars of the 
message sent by DUEBENDORFER to FABINOY/ITCH, RABINOwITCH was brought 
before the Royal Commission but did her best to deny any complicity 
with GISELA's family or the R,U. 
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iurich ur>ler Pirvdaii • lias. 

October! X'JAXXUM 
rovldea toofarary t/t link 

with Moscow throieii Dutch 

.P. for •Cleasat" in 

b- l&im (73'JXOLOV). 

tkdenown date: 

'jC'TOLCZl visit. Moaooe an. 
.ala re>*rv« avi*. 



BRITISH XSLKS io.v ooirrrvnta GSHMANY, A! •STRIA A 
C /JCGHOtiU) VAX1A 

Kiroh, aoiOLOV w 

visit to 
SvitsarlanA. 

Spring: Proposed 
trmnmfar cC l!rnU HA>f>:rpq 
A Co. to RuMnia, 

RAK) lose* his 
111*. »lt), Oi. Soviet K.A. 

P»ri* and 1* put in touch 

»lth 0.«AJ©u»cffl for V*T 
oameuni 7 itl ona. naninR'i 
<xM*adoatlaBa also inter¬ 
acted by the German in- 
vasittt of Prance. 

Haoewber: U. HAMBURGER 
Immrmm far U.K.. and h«tli 

oe«r *A seTTlae to FOOTE 
A Co. 

ROBDOOK maintains 
oootsot with Soriet M.A. 
Paris, but out of touch 
»ith England, After Juno 
enters on espionage orrvioe 

for R.D. against Germany, 
France an i Canaan-oooupled 
Frsewe. 

About June YRSPFKR and 
GRGB3VUGSL retreat from 
Brussels to unoccupied 
France an I deal with Soriet 
K.A. st Vichy. 

August! OZOld given 
fresh -emission by Soviet 
M.A. (TVichy) and probably 
•qulpp-d with /[, 

Autusuu TRKPP5R .xnd 
GROSSVCGKL moved to Paris. 

Uhkno»n date: "Anna 
FRCLCVA" leaves Paris for 
Copenhagen anl thenoe to 
Russia. 

January: "Jaan"(?) 
sands appeal fur help and 
contact to R>\BI \30N. All 
ROBINSON'* English 
oomeotlans apparently out 
of touch. 

December: R.U. infers 
ROBINSON that they »mve 
made contact with one 
potential souroe in Sigland 

c.January: COUWLOOZI'e 
temporary w/T link Tor 
"Olerent" «w*Is. 

Until June HOPPER and 
Jo. redeploying against 
Germany (?). 

June: TRXPFfcR and 
CRC3SV0GKL retreat to 
unoccupied J-ranoe. 

After June GOUNLOOZI 
hands over the reserve code 
to "Clement" (73UKDL0V) 
who has taken over TREPPffi's 
service. 

Deeerrber: ? JEFBRSNOV 
in "/T oontaot with koaoow 

through .T>!?rZEL and I!.*7ERI|J 
Legal real dent Lth Section 
KDS7ETS0V, Camrjercial Attach 
at arusseis fcbnasy. Net¬ 
work clipped with W/T. 

Possibly connected with U.K. 

Von 3CHHLIHA work¬ 
ing to Soviet ftsbeaey 

Berlin through 3T0KB8, 
SCHUU35-BOY3EN 

supplying SUKOLOV in 
b lgiuw by courier. 

c.December: HARN4I K 
recruited by Alexand* 

EREBJOK of S.T.D. 

Berlin. 
? 03K0L group 

working to Soviet 
Bthassy, IVayue. 

Unkncsvn dste: 
"Anna FROLOVA" moves 
from aria to Copen¬ 

hagen and thence to 
Russia. 

Spring: Proposal 
u»t TOOTS should eo 

to S»“U to JTW 
«or transfer to U. 

S»lt.wlMd. JYopo.,1 

I on 
InVMloo 0f 

iutoroj smi'nrr 
• »eET -Syy croup 

In operation. Joined 
by two mare W/j 

agents during year. 

Possible 
°r«r*tiOiU by 
RADO frtm 

9»lt*erland. 

ted Oot: 

passed 
°'o-Ch hrto. *5 to *«0 1. 
•h'twUM of "toohSJ.ioo 
-to iwo. 

to tou« nuT>*.* *— tort. 
°"l BKXX, . 

S“ LB 
r™. .Z— " rrsmee 

** “Vtotto.. 
“-"to* -tolCTnc, 

"to — Wntta 
Ju™, f_ 

“tottoU (I.L.00 

of JUT" '*'•*•* Of sendiisr IKBSTOQB, 
t* O.S.A. is 

IJamnry: acaCilu: -takea 
oootsot with by i 

oourier. 

Aarly s,a*iay; Adlrees 
in 7 Uguala vi * giver, to RADO 

for .oasible *ejr-t writing 
link. 

Maroh: JWJ3 «nri NMtXL 

running aejmrste g,1? links 

1L«!KI given M.tast 
with aaaKocKira. 

June: Wist trans¬ 

mission br Pun: of Lvsin f 
I meterisl. 

July: First receipt of 

j fi»Js for SLiDU from J.a^A. 

| by R.K.O* itodlc. 

Oot.-Nov. lots ~ru/1Lon 

I °[Ty oonbact with. IFOC^t eppeela *o Brigitte 
LXCLi In tucland. 

a.January: R'BINSON 
reoeives wireless trans¬ 
mitter and cipher. 

G»03SV-x:a founds 
SDAOin Paris. 

78ET3?'s plans to 

return to Moscow cancelled 

by outbreak of Russo- 
Gensan war. 

June: Soviet Bcbassy 

withdrawn fresn Paris and 

ROBIXSON's caaeinicat ions 
interrupted. He is intrr- 

viewed by TSPPJS who takes 

him over with his network 

in September. 

July: Soviet Bnbasay 

withdrawn from Viohy. 

^nmarx: Tunknown ayer.t 

passed via TRSPR® and 
R TiIISON from Moscow to 
Bi'land. 

December: 3CK0L0”.' and 

3rW3<2R escape froa Low 

countries into Prance. 

January: Ursula 

ItJ£3- RGER-RE RTON arrives 
from Jwitterland. 

January: R-JBI’iSON 
notified tf R.U.'a in¬ 
tention to toJce over U.K. 

■i«*vice a:-, discharge him 

fron responsibility once 
link ia established. 

Summer: ?’Unknown agent 

sent to -Jritiah IsL-s fron 
Voscow vis 7REPPER and 
ROBIISON. 

October: POO"S cables 
Brigitt LEJIS for help 

over the interrdsalon of 

his t/p contact with U.S. 
S.R. 

JUKBiOV supplying 
Mosoow by ./T. 

Foundation of 
| SDSXOO. 

JEFtRSICV wcxrkin:' with 
S’.-^JL, .ir.TSRIJK, eto. 

? in ‘</r contact with 
koaacTw. 

June 28th: First; 

>rrrm int rceT<tion of 

'/rr 

..utum: IVAMLOFy 
recruited by XARPOV frem 
Vichy Embassy am: sent to 

supplement V XiROST in 
B- lgiuau 

Deceiber 12th: 

DA.M10>? arreatad whllw 

tr- am.ttln. for S 

•’ ■ -Vi-.'. irre s t ed. ~ 

7RSPPSR discovers 
nrreata and wurns 3’TOLOT 

who withdraws from Siswxoo 

and escapes to rYanoe. 

Unknown cate: 
SIM.-1X representatives 

set up in Berlin, 
Hamburg arsi Prague. 

c.Junej 

Operational estsblisb- 

si.t of HaRNACK and 

SCHULIZ-BOYoBK groups 
by ERDBSRG. 

June: Soviet 

ckhassy withdrawn froa 

Berlin. 

STORES and von 

out of 

contaet. 

July-August: 

3TR0L0V makes five 

day visit to Leiprig 

Pair. 

September: 3”X0L0V 
fortnight's visit to 

Prague fair via Ger¬ 

many. Gives W/T to 

il JUiACK greup, cipher 

to 3T0SBS, and confirm 

post-liaison with 

3V.IULZB-30TSSR. Teals 
with 03JC0L group in 

Prague. 

7HARNACK develops 

coirier link via 

German C.P. Hamburg 

thrajgh r'lenaburg to 
So-riot -kabasay, 

Stockholm. 

SCHULZB-BOYSEN net 
work develops to cover 

P'-'A ue, Augsburg, 

Saxony, Thuringia, 

Ma doburg and Hanhurg. 

October 3rd: 

Gpnwa break into HfT 

A^rvioe fro.-, Pra,-ue to 

Siaex represei>- 
tativos act up in 

Oslo and Copenhagen. 

7 Establishment 
of oourier line be- 

twe.-n HARNACK and 

Soviet i-ktfc&say, 

Stockholm via G- rman 
C.P.Haaburg and 

Plenaburg. 

Simex represen¬ 

tatives sot up at 

Belgrade and Sofia. 

>-«*ly spring: 
Andress in Yugo¬ 

slavia given to RADO 

for secret writiiw 
link. 

Autumn; Pirat 
int-reepilop of" 

STODPPP/WlRTSCHRPP 

Possible 

operations by 
RADO froa 

Switxerland. 

7 R.D ‘ . Ju^: - •A*«icn 
to mm to 

toroo^i 3rttowtoi4 Vr 2 l.a 
Wl to Porto- Rtolo. V •L0- 

Peninsula. 



V 

***** 

GERMANY, AltiTRIA A 
CZECHOSLOVAKIA 

U*1 c^wmata BRITISH ISI-K3 

Jan: Alfred KICV3HEL 

leaves Holland for 

intelligence mission in 

Germany with link to 

WIT,'.LOOSE. 

Jan: 7REPP2R meets 

JSr-REVOV by R.U. appoint¬ 

ment at the SCHr.'52JgR>t 

house, Brussels. JSF7R3I0V 
takes over 3UKOLOV'a Lem 

Countries network. ? J. 

h&i w/t oontaot with 

Moscow through VDTfERIHK. 
Uny: <TS ZSL in l/T 

contact with Moscow far 

JJ?FH22^0V and (June) for 

TRIPPER. 

June 21: KRtJTT 

junior dropped in Holland 

with t/T; he makes aontact 

with COUWL002S. 

June 24: KRUYT senior 

dropped in 3- lgium. Arres 

Jamary: Alfred 

j0<nOHKL fro® Holland 

to Germany* Dorics 

on K.P.D. intelll- 
•cnoe froa. Berlin. 

Failure of either 

3CHULZK-B0Y3KN or 
iURJUCK greups to 

sake *A contact with 

H.u. 3-3 supplying I 
jzrrRSJov in Beigi» 
by courier. HARKACK 

links with Soviet 

Smbaasy, Stockholm, 

via K.P.D. Hamburg. 
5TOK33 and von 

SCKrllHA sources 

sterile for lack of 

link. 
Von 3CHKLIHA 

pays three visits to 

Switserlsnd. 

Spring: Para¬ 

chute reinforcements 

for German netmjrk 

and attempts to set 

up *A links. 

Jan - August: 
link from HAWCACK 

to 3oviet Embassy, 

Stockholm, passes 

through K.P.D. 
Hamburg, PlensbuTg 

eto. 

?August: Material 

sent through un- 

known link to Soviet 

assy Stockholm 

fron. SCHULZE-BOYSKlf 

just before his 

arrest on warning 

from USUMANL 

Unknown date: 
Moscow enlists 

FOOTE's assistance 

in an attempt to 

send »A aet to 
girl in Swedish 

Red Cross. FOOTI 

falls. 

? July: M-ssage 

sent f ras Bulgaria 

(TSofia) to Moscow 

reporting the ocm». 

promise of cowmirl- 
oations by wrK7rj «, 

arrest in & lgliss 

c.f. story of 
compromised agsnu 

eaca ing from 

TREPPKR's network 
to Sofia. 

Movesber 12 1, 

ter 

August: ?com¬ 

plicity of Ceram 

diplomat at 

Rome in STiULZZ- 

30T351f reve¬ 

la tioru. 

Possible existence of 

unidentified agent working 

to Soviet Sab assy, London. 
I^aible contact 

between 7RSPPSR and Soviet 

&ri>\ssy, London, by French 

c.p. wA. 
July: BSURTON returns 

to Sn. land. 

snUJdHALL exploiting 

British ‘(wainlat Party 
intelligence for .oviet 

Embassy, London. 

RaSO continues 

“Trio.. .oppU»i rttk 
'Lucie- »»WrUl h, 

.to. font 
VT worfcUg througiwut. 

Spring: BOLLI v/f 
starts In Baals. 

dammar: moved to 
Geneva. 

February, September I 

•nd C - tober, von fiCKStlHA 
visits Switzerland. 

Atteapt to a«xl radio 

valve* to Berlin from 

fUZO's aerrioe. 

o.Ju»s BKXtTON 
d*p*H.n fSrl’.t. 

o»Septeaber: Jantc.-ml 

Fblloe rs|4 RAMP.1 a flat. 

Transmitter rmmv'r.J outai *a 
Geneva. 

Unknown date: Italian 

inform* tier passed via 

I teller, end Swiss O.P.S 

to HADD. 

unknown date: ?\X/R I 
oontaots Inaa 

January: "Anna 

OUSPKNoKAlA" landed in 
N. France with mission to 

re-establish l/f link be¬ 
tween ooounlod France and 

U.S.3.R. 

TREPPffl baaed on 
Paris with ROBINSON. 

Visited by C-rmaine 

SCHKSUB8 as oocrier fraa 

JEFTR340V in Belgium. 

Feb.-April: TSEPKCR 
uses French C.P. "A link 

with Moscow. rjtus in 

oontaot with Soviet imbasay 
London. 

March: "RODIONOV* 

"Anas FROLOVA" and "IA.HILOT- 

DCPRE* dropped in France 

with W/t for group in Lyons 

and mission to establish 

link between unoccupied 

Prance and D.S.S.R. 

April: TRtPTER starts 
up 30KOL W/T link from 

Paris to U.S.S.H. 

Spring: SUXQLOV sent 

to Marseilles where CORBIN 

sets up branch of SDCEZ. 

May: 7KSFP3? starts 
up SPP.IICER group in Lyons. 

June: The SOKOLS 



Jmv.hu 

tRKPgR (nrm.) \ 
or 1.1 

Montraei -aoair,* 

ftcc, DTSl 
■skin# for 

h*lp. 

UlM 
PkTLOT at jorlat 

^*>**•7. Ottawa. 

s-xbUbr in t. 

BRITISH ISLBS 

Triple-:uross. 

0n« n ent frm 

STOINOfT/taR-StrsPF 
network esoapes to 
Ruasia. 

Jamary: rWfflUMMRiTBl 

cables RAJDCWTICH In 
Canada. 

Ifarafe: Second letter 

free IXIBMMllKPn to 

RABIN0VTT6B. 

and Soviet adiessy, Ottswi 

arrange for fUnda to be 

sent free Rea Tark to 

Jvltmcrlaad. 

August: Fttnds frac. 

Rev lark acknowledged by 

AMUIKOH. 

Sept sober: FOOTI 

released on bail. 

SepUAer: JUIC and 

wife escape to TTanoe. 

■oveubert FOOT* 
leavee for Pferls. 

wife arr.ve in France. 
Nov-mbor: FOOTI and 

RaSO interviewed by Soviet 

military Mission in Parle 

(JUYXXDT). 

Jamary; TXXFVfr, 
klOO and P00T1 eefcark 

under alleeee in Parle 

for Journey by air to 

Moeooe. RADO takee 

Pr«:»oh leave in Cairo. 

TRSFPKR and FOOTI arrive 

in Moeooe. 

Kid July: SHCorOCK 

arrives in -Yanoe. 

Auttma 

Italian infar¬ 

ction ssrvioe 
prckablj out 
off froa lAeoowl 

by arreata of 
TOOTX ete. in I 

Swi tier-laid. 

urn ooinrnura 

Jam rj: 
USUniTtB resolves 
oable rroa J IBBKBnQ 

March: aAblJT’CTCR 
reo«lvea leoord letter 

April: lABXKtflTOI 

telephone# Soviet 

Wiuiy, Ottawa. 
Soviet military 
Attache (tiBCrnX) 
taJr-a wee ease. 

pulyf-r) FUnda 
trvnacdtted by Soviet ' 
Kfeaesy, -Htaa*, and 

RABIRuklTdB etc. to 
Brltierlaed (jOBOBOr) 

August: Receipt of 
fUnda ackaowlel-;«d by 

Possible exijtei.oe of 

unidentified agent working 

to Soviet Qrb&say,London. 

Possible ezietenoe 

of unidentified agent 

working bo Soviet abaeey, 

London. 

nvsm 


